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 Response from Wootton Rivers PC to Wiltshire Council’s  

Consultation on its Review of the “Local Plan”  

 

Emerging Spatial Strategy 

• We strongly support the focus on protecting the countryside and on building planning 

decisions on local (and democratic) decision-making 

• We support the hierarchy proposed for housing development, of three Principal 

Settlements, then Market Towns and then Rural Areas and of the four Housing Market 

Areas (HMAs) of Chippenham, Trowbridge, Salisbury and Swindon 

• We strongly support the view that planning should support rural jobs, rather than 

encouraging anything other than very short commutes, in order to reduce carbon emissions 

and private car use 

• We agree that Neighbourhood Planning should be further encouraged as the means of 

expressing local needs and preferences 

• We strongly support the “Swindon-B” option for the Swindon HMA (developing mainly 

around Wootton Bassett) in order to limit further growth of Marlborough, where the 

infrastructure is increasingly stretched 

 

Empowering Rural Communities 

• We agree that the priority for development should be proportional growth of Service 

Centres (Pewsey) and Large Villages (Burbage and Great Bedwyn) 

• We agree that Rural Housing Needs Surveys will be important tools but they must focus 

on real community employment, not encourage or enable further commuting 

• The suggestion that more/most Survey data should be collected online is likely to 

discriminate unfairly against people, especially older and/or less affluent people, who 

have less online access and/or capability 

• We agree that being more specific about “affordable housing” will be helpful but terms 

like ‘key workers’, ‘entry level’, ‘smaller homes’ etc. will need unambiguous definition 

• We do not agree that potential sites for development should be identified in 

Neighbourhood Plans for small villages, as this may prompt unwanted development 

proposals 

• We support the plan to require developments of more than five dwellings to include 40% 

affordable housing 

• As stated in our Neighbourhood Plan, we support the suggestion that significant extension 

of smaller, new homes should be prevented by denying “permitted development” rights 

 

Core Policy 44  

• We strongly agree with the constraints preventing developments of more than 20 houses 

or more than 5% of the current settlement size 



• We strongly agree that development in villages should be limited to infill, so are not 

comfortable with the suggestion that development in villages should be “… generally 

limited to infill …”, which is too vague. The wording of the current definition of “infill” 

should be retained 

 

Neighbourhood Plans 

• We agree that a current NP may still be relevant and in line with the updated Local Plan 

• We agree that it may be helpful to update a NP when material change has occurred e.g. 

after new development has taken place  

• We believe it to be utterly unreasonable, impractical and unaffordable for a small 

community to be required to produce a new Neighbourhood Plan every two years 

(in the event that Wiltshire Council cannot meet its 5 year land supply target) 

• If a NP is only effective for two years after it has been “made”, then villages need 

guidance on how they can contribute effectively to the Local Plan without creating a 

completely new Neighbourhood Plan 

 

Other 

• We do not support the idea of a 100 metre buffer, if it is meant to apply to the built area 

of small villages 

• We strongly support the view that no development target should be set for “green space” 

• We seek confirmation that Core Policy 48 will remain in the updated Plan, as its controls 

over the re-purposing of rural buildings are important to small villages   
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The Elms, Oakwood Park Business Centre, Bishop Thornton, Harrogate HG3 3BF 

T: 01423 206 602 

Registered in England No.12096560 

            

       
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF KITEWOOD IN RELATION TO LAND SOUTH OF DEVIZES ROAD, 
UPAVON (SITE SHELAA REF. 582) 
 
We write on behalf of Kitewood Estates Ltd (‘Kitewood’) to make representations in relation to the 
Wiltshire Local Plan Review which runs to Tuesday, 9 March 2021.   
 
The representation seeks to promote the allocation of site referenced 582 in the Council’s Strategic 
Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) for housing. The site is shown on the 
SHELAA map for Upavon and the site assessment is available in the SHELAA 2017, Appendix 5.11 
Pewsey) (see enclosed plan).   
 
The circa 1.6985ha greenfield site has been identified as being suitable for development with an 
indicative development capacity of 62 dwellings in the SHELAA however, at the time of the assessment 
in 2017, the Council was unaware of its availability, so it was not regarded as a deliverable site. 
However, Kitewood wrote to the Council in February 2020 to confirm the Site’s availability and this 
correspondence was acknowledged by the Council (see enclosed correspondence). 
 
Kitewood is a privately owned development company and specialise in the delivery of bespoke 
residential and residential led mixed-use schemes in London and the wider South East.  Kitewood 
intend to bring the site forward for housing development and consider it should be specifically 
allocated for housing in the Local Plan Review process.  It would have a dwelling capacity of circa 50-
65 dwellings and would be a logical extension to the existing settlement of Upavon – which is specified 
as a ‘large village’ in the existing Core Strategy and also in the ‘Empowering Rural Communities’ 
document produced as part of the Local Plan Review process. 
 
Whilst it is understood from the Local Plan Review Spatial Strategy that the allocation of sites within 
large villages maybe a matter for Neighbourhood Plans, it is also stated that site allocations could take 
place in the context of the Local Plan Review itself.  Kitewood would support the specific allocation of 
sites in large villages through the Local Plan Review process rather than necessarily await settlement 
allocations arising from a Neighbourhood Plan process that could significantly delay delivery of sites, 
which in principle can come forward in accordance with Local Plan Review policies.  There appears to 
be no Neighbourhood Plan in place at Upavon so the specific allocation of housing sites in this Local 
Plan Review would be the most efficient way of allocating housing sites. 

 
Spatial Planning 
Economic Development & Planning 
Wiltshire Council 
County Hall 
Trowbridge     BA14 8JQ 
 
spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk      

                        8 March 2021                   
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
The current status of Upavon as a ‘large village’ within the Swindon Housing Market Area (emanating 
from the current Core Strategy) is supported by Kitewood.  It is also important to emphasise that 
unlike the majority of settlements in the ‘rest of’ the Swindon HMA, Upavon is not located within the 
North Wessex Downs AONB.  Whilst the settlement – being located on the river – does have areas of 
flood risk immediately adjacent to it running mainly north-south (as the SHELAA map indicates), much 
of the existing framework of Upavon and land outside it – including site 582 – is not the subject of any 
statutory environmental designation nor is it affected by high flood zone risk.  Therefore, a logical 
extension to development in Upavon – on a proportionate basis – could take place on site ref 582 
without encroaching upon either the AONB or land currently the subject to high flood zone risk.  
 
The site benefits from a road frontage onto Devizes Road and it would not extend the western 
boundary of the settlement any further west than the A342. A landscape led masterplan approach 
could be taken to ensure that a housing proposal would be accompanied by quality open space 
provision, biodiversity enhancements and a significant planting buffer on the site boundaries could be 
installed to ensure the proposal would be appropriately screened.  
 
In the context of the site being free from constraints and offering the opportunity to provide a 
proportionate increase to the size of Upavon, the key consideration in policy terms relates to the 
intention for the scale of provision of housing land in the Swindon HMA beyond the main settlements.  
In Kitewood’s view the development of further housing land in large villages like Upavon is a 
sustainable means of meeting housing need throughout the HMA and more emphasis should be given 
to providing housing in the ‘rest of’ Swindon HMA in those settlements not within the AONB. 
 
Comments on overall housing provision 
 
The calculations that have been done in relation to the scale of overall housing requirement in 
Wiltshire – including that part of Swindon lying within Wiltshire – appear to be in accordance with the 
2018 standard housing methodology figures which the Government now require local planning 
authorities to use as the basis for the calculation of housing requirements.  These figures would 
require (as a minimum) Swindon Borough Council to provide 1,030 dwellings per annum in the 20 year 
Plan period 2016 to 2036 and Wiltshire Council to provide 2,006 dwellings per annum – a total of 3,036 
dwellings per annum across both authorities.  Therefore, the housing provision for Wiltshire Council 
in the Local Plan Review process to be consistent with the standard housing methodology based 
requirement would be a minimum of 40,840 dwellings.  The lower and upper figures proposed arising 
from the Local Housing Market Area carried out is between 40,835 and 45,630 dwellings in the Plan 
period.  Kitewood supports the use of the upper limit as a starting point for the distribution of housing 
requirements within each relevant area. 
 
The table in paragraph 19 of the emerging Spatial Strategy relating to the Swindon Housing Market 
Area sets out the strategy for meeting its housing requirements on the basis of focusing on Royal 
Wootton Bassett with no further development beyond existing commitments west of Swindon and 
constraints around Marlborough.  This is the preferred option B in paragraph 3.65. 
 
Option C was also tested which was to focus growth on the rest of the HMA (including Marlborough) 
with development reduced at Royal Wootton Bassett and no further development beyond existing 
commitments west of Swindon.  This option was not pursued because of concerns about impact on 
landscape, heritage and transport outside the urban areas and the potential for expansion at Swindon. 



 

 

 
On this basis, the table following paragraph 3.77 seeks to provide 3,450 dwellings in the 20 year Plan 
period in the Swindon HMA with concentration at Royal Wootton Bassett (1,255 dwellings); 680 
dwellings in Marlborough, 435 dwellings west of Swindon and 1,080 in the rest of the HMA – including 
Upavon. 
 
Kitewood considers the Council should rethink this strategy. More emphasis should be given to 
housing growth being allowed in settlements in the ‘rest of’ the HMA – including large villages like 
Upavon – that are not affected by the landscape and other impacts which caused option 3 not to be 
pursued.  A potential transfer of housing from Royal Wootton Bassett to other settlements should be 
considered. 
 
Kitewood is concerned to ensure that the delivery of houses within the larger settlements is going to 
be realistic.  It notes that the delivery rates in the rest of the HMA are reduced in the proposed Local 
Plan Review period compared to the Core Strategy (from 1,225 to 1,080 per annum); Marlborough is 
the same (680 in each case); west of Swindon is reduced and Royal Wootton Bassett increased.  In 
Kitewood’s view the Council should look at the capacity of specific settlements lying in the rest of the 
HMA and propose sites for allocation to provide certainty that the rest of HMA figure can be delivered 
and in settlements which are free from environmental constraints. 
 
On this basis, Kitewood request that the Council reconsiders the site ref 582 at Upavon and proposes 
its specific allocation for housing through the Local Plan Review process. The site is unconstrained by 
AONB, Flood Risk or any other environmentally sensitive designation, it is controlled by an 
experienced developer and can come forward without delay.   Furthermore, it is imperative that the 
rest of the HMA housing requirement for the Swindon HMA is delivered and sustainable allocations 
are made now to ensure a robust housing land supply.   
 
Yours faithfully 
for SC5 Planning 
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I can confirm receipt of the e-mail and that we have updated our records to reflect the
information that you have provided.
 
Apologies if you did not receive our first response to this sent on the 13/02/2020.
 
Kind Regards

Economic Development and Planning

Email: MonitoringandEvidence@Wiltshire.go.uk
Web: www.wiltshire.gov.uk
Follow Wiltshire Council

 

Sign up to Wiltshire Council’s email news service
 
 
 

From:
Sent: 24 February 2020 17:18
To: MonitoringandEvidence <MonitoringandEvidence@wiltshire.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: Land south of Devizes Road, Upavon (SHLAA REF:582)
Importance: High
 
Dear sir/ madam,
 
Please can you confirm receipt of the email below.
 
Kind regards,
 

file:////c/www.wiltshire.gov.uk
https://www.facebook.com/WiltshireCouncil
https://twitter.com/wiltscouncil
https://wiltshire.us5.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=2883905f726c9fc694bef8b9e&id=3850daa318






 

85 Gracechurch Street
London   EC3V 0AA
 

 
www.kitewood.co.uk

P  

 
Any offers contained in this email are Subject to Contract and are without prejudice.
Kitewood Estates Ltd is registered in England with number 02852063. The Company's registered address is 85
Gracechurch Street  London  EC3V 0AA
 

From:
Sent: 12 February 2020 13:30
To: spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk.; monitoringandevidence@wiltshire.gov.uk
Subject: Land south of Devizes Road, Upavon (SHLAA REF:582)
Importance: High
 
Dear Sir/ Madam,
 
I understand that the Council is in the process of preparing the evidence base in relation to the
new Local Plan.
 
I write to confirm that Kitewood control the land to the south of Davizes Road, Upavon (SHLAA
REF: 582) and that it is available for development.
 
Kitewood is a privately owned property development company and we will be promoting the site
through the forthcoming Local Plan consultation stages.
 
Please confirm receipt of this correspondence and confirm that the SHLAA Assessment will be
updated to reflect this information.
 
Do let me know if you require any further information.
 
Kind regards,
 

 

85 Gracechurch Street
London   EC3V 0AA

 

http://www.kitewood.co.uk/
mailto:spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk
mailto:monitoringandevidence@wiltshire.gov.uk


www.kitewood.co.uk

P  

 
Any offers contained in this email are Subject to Contract and are without prejudice.
Kitewood Estates Ltd is registered in England with number 02852063. The Company's registered address is 85
Gracechurch Street  London  EC3V 0AA
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------

This email originates from Wiltshire Council and any files transmitted with it may contain
confidential information and may be subject to Copyright or Intellectual Property rights. It
is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you
have received this email in error please notify the sender and delete the email from your
inbox. Any disclosure, reproduction, dissemination, modification and distribution of the
contents of the email is strictly prohibited. Email content may be monitored by Wiltshire
Council to ensure compliance with its policies and procedures. No contract is intended by
this email, and any personal opinions expressed in this message are those of the sender and
should not be taken as representing views of Wiltshire Council. Please note Wiltshire
Council utilises anti-virus scanning software but does not warrant that any e-mail or
attachments are free from viruses or other defects and accepts no liability for any losses
resulting from infected e-mail transmissions. Receipt of this e-mail does not imply consent
to use or provide this e-mail address to any third party for any purpose. Wiltshire Council
will not request the disclosure of personal financial information by means of e-mail any
such request should be confirmed in writing by contacting Wiltshire Council.

http://www.kitewood.co.uk/
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Empowering Rural Communities 
Consultation Response Form 

 

The paper 'Empowering Rural Communities' looks at ways the Council’s planning policies and 
proposals might be changed for rural communities along with suggesting scales of housing growth. 
 
To view this document please visit the Council’s Local Plan Review Consultation page on its 

website at: https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation 

 
 
Please return to Wiltshire Council by Tuesday 9th March 2021. 
 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 
 
By e-mail to: spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk     
  

This form has two sections:  
 

Section One – Personal details 
Section Two – Your response to the questions. Please use a separate sheet for each 
representation. 

 

Section One – Personal details 
 
*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable) * 

Title 
 
First name 
 
Last name 
 
Job title 
(where relevant) 

 

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

Turley 

Address Line 1 
 

c/o Agent 

Address Line 2 
 

 

Address Line 3 
 

 

Address Line 4 
 

  

Ref:                                                                                                           (For official use only) 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wiltshire.gov.uk%2Fplanning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation&data=04%7C01%7Cceri.jones%40wiltshire.gov.uk%7C95ac4ef5e1b94943db4008d8b619279f%7C5546e75e3be14813b0ff26651ea2fe19%7C0%7C0%7C637459566439079516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=od5SsLf9l%2F%2Bnh4YULnOWiAzPsi0jCKn%2F9ifbaKHHZfg%3D&reserved=0
mailto:spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk


Postcode 
 

 

Telephone Number 
 

c/o Agent 

Email Address 
 

c/o Agent 

 
Section Two – Questions  
 
Do you agree there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of more 
than five dwellings? What other approaches might there be? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do you agree with the approach set out in the suggested policy? If not, why not? How could 
it be improved? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Do you think this approach is worth pursuing? 
Please explain your answer  
    

Answer: 

The affordable housing target needs to be justified through detailed viability testing which has not yet been 
made available for independent interrogation. It is therefore difficult at this time to agree whether or not a 
40% target is appropriate based on viability data. 
 
Whilst it is understandable that the Council would wish to simplify its approach to affordable housing to 
provide a consistent target across the entire County, we remain concerned, that in the absence of detailed 
viability testing, this approach is not justified nor effective. Wiltshire is a large county covering four different 
Housing Market Areas, which will each have differing levels of affordability, viability and land value. When 
undertaking detailed viability testing the Council should take a granular approach to understand these 
factors and consider whether it would be more appropriate to provide different affordable housing targets 
in different areas to ensure developments remain viable. Such an approach is supported by the Planning 
Practice Guidance which allows different affordable housing requirements to be set for different types or 
location of site (Reference ID: 10-001-20190509). 
 
Of course there can be site-specific circumstances that affect the ability of individual sites to deliver on-site 
affordable housing. These could include viability issues related to abnormal costs, such as land 
remediation or infrastructure provision, which would not be picked up in the broader level viability testing 
that would be undertaken in preparing the Local Plan Review. Indeed, Planning Practice Guidance 
establishes that assessing the viability of the Local Plan Review does not require individual testing of every 
site (Reference ID: 10-003-20180724). Therefore, affordable housing policies will need to provide sufficient 
flexibility to allow a viability assessment to be considered at the application stage where site-specific 
circumstances mean it is not possible for a policy compliant level of affordable housing to be provided. 
Affordable housing policies can then include options for addressing viability issues which could include 
allowing a reduction in the total number of affordable units if justifiable, altering the tenure mix, providing 
off-site contributions or using review mechanisms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We have no comments on this matter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
What local evidence would be needed to justify applying restrictions like these? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
To comment on the housing figure that interests you, please state which area of the county 
the settlement falls within.   
     

Answer:

 
 
What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large 
Villages? Should requirements be higher or lower? If so which ones and why?  
 

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chippenham HMA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We have no comments on this matter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a separate sheet if necessary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

We have no comments on this matter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a separate sheet if necessary 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the Chippenham HMA it is proposed that 2,805 dwellings of the overall HMA housing requirement 
established by the Emerging Strategy will be directed towards the ‘Rest of the HMA’, i.e. the rural 
settlements which exist outside of the Principle Settlements and Market Towns. Of these, 1,535 dwellings 
will be directed to Local Service Centres and Large Villages. This equates to just over half (54.7%) of the 
‘Rest of the HMA’ housing requirement.  As identified in paragraph 7, Local Service Centre and Large 
Villages “support many jobs and businesses as well as often providing local goods and services”. It is 
therefore right as suggested at paragraph 8 that Local Service Centres and Large Villages “continue to 
accommodate new homes both on a scale that matches their size and importance and in ways that best 
meet each community’s needs.” 
 
In the context of Castlewood’s interest in Market Lavington, we are particularly concerned by the number 
of dwellings being distributed to that settlement. Market Lavington is the only Local Service Centre in the 
Chippenham HMA but is only suggested to deliver 100 dwellings over the Plan period (inclusive of 
commitments and completions). This is lower than any other Local Service Centre in other HMAs, where 
the housing requirements vary between 135 and 400 dwellings. Indeed, Market Lavington’s housing 
requirement is comparable to those of several other Large Villages in the Chippenham HMA, such as 
Shaw/Whitley which has a housing requirement of 95 and Potterne which has a housing requirement of 
85. It is also substantially lower than the housing requirement of 250 dwellings at Rudloe, which is also 
classified as a Large Village. 
 
Continued overleaf 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any further comments you wish to make, please detail them below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We would note that the Plan period (2016-2036) does not allow for the Local Plan to “look ahead over a 
minimum 15 year period from adoption” in accordance with paragraph 22 of the NPPF, given that the 
current Local Plan Review timetable indicates adoption in Q2 of 2023. We recommend that the plan period 
is extended until at least 2038 to allow a minimum 15 year time horizon from adoption. This would of 
course necessitate the need to allocate sufficient land for development for a minimum of a further two 
years of requirement when compared to that presented in the Emerging Strategy. 
 
We are also concerned that there is an overreliance on Neighbourhood Plans to deliver the necessary 
housing requirements in rural settlements particularly in cases where a Neighbourhood Plan has already 
been made or is soon to go to Referendum. The Market Lavington Neighbourhood Plan (MLNP) has a 
Plan period of 2018 to 2026 with the Referendum version proposing to allocate sites for 58 dwellings. The 
MLNP, if made, would need to be reviewed to realign itself with the Plan period of the Local Plan Review 
and to allocate sufficient sites to address the housing requirement set by the Local Plan Review. However, 
there is no guarantee that a review of the MLNP will be forthcoming to secure these additional allocations 
to meet the housing requirement. Therefore, the Council must define at what point it will intervene and 
secure sufficient sites to meet the housing requirement, either through a review of the Wiltshire Housing 
Site Allocations Plan or by other means, if a review of the MLNP does not come forward in a reasonable 
timeframe. To ensure the plan is justified based on proportionate evidence it is considered that the Council 
should update the SHELAA prior to the further development of Local Plan policy.  The latest published 
version (July 2017) is now coming up to four years old, and should be updated to ensure it provides an up 
to date assessment of the ability of settlements to accommodate additional growth, through suitable, 
available and achievable sites. 

These housing requirement figures have been calculated using the flowchart on pages 15-16 of the 
Empowering Rural Communities consultation document. The flow chart indicates a mathematical approach 
to reducing a settlement’s capacity depending on its existing constraints although we consider that there 
must be greater transparency in how these figures have been calculated with the Council needing to 
publish a detailed methodology and stage-by-stage results. It appears that Local Service Centres and 
Large Villages have been allocated a level of housing according to the existing size of the settlement and 
the key constraints within and surrounding the settlement. 
 
We would suggest that consideration also need to be given to the availability of local facilities and services 
that allow for a level of self-containment appropriate to the scale of the settlement. This enhances the 
sustainability of these settlements as it reduces the need to travel elsewhere, particularly by the private 
car. 
 
The housing requirement that is to be provided by the rural settlements must be distributed more 
appropriately in line with the settlement hierarchy. This will help ensure a more sustainable distribution 
making use of existing services and facilities. Indeed, Market Lavington benefits from the following 
facilities: 

 Local shops and retail services; 

 A pub and restaurant; 

 A GP Surgery; 

 A library; 

 A nursing and residential home; 

 A community hall; 

 Two primary schools, a secondary school and independent school; 

 A village museum; 

 Recreational facilities including Elisha Field and Pavilion; and 

 Employment areas such as Southcliffe Business Park. 
 
In our view it is clear that a greater level of housing requirement should be identified for Market Lavington 
in recognition of its status as a Local Service Centre and its existing range of services and facilities and to 
help secure its ongoing vitality. 



Future notification 
 
I wish to be notified of any future updates relating  
to the Local Plan Review:                          YES:  NO: 
 

 
Clicking yes will add you to the planning policy contact database. This will mean you are kept 
informed of any future planning policy updates and consultations.  
 
Further information on how the Spatial Planning Department treats your personally identifiable 
information can be found by reading the privacy notice available via the link below:  
 
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice   
 
Here you will also find information about how and why your data may be processed and your 
rights under the Data Subject Information Notice section further down the page. 
 

 

Signature:  Date: 
 

 
 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 

 

 
Data Protection  
 

Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

 

08/03/2021 

X  

https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice
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6th Floor North 
2 Charlotte Place 
Southampton 
SO14 0TB 
 
T 023 8072 4888 turley.co.uk 

"Turley is the trading name of Turley Associates Limited, a company (No. 2235387) registered in England & Wales. Registered office: 1 New York Street, Manchester M1 4HD." 

8 March 2021 

Delivered by email 

Spatial Planning 

Economic Development and Planning 

Wiltshire Council 

County Hall 

Trowbridge 

BA14 8JQ 

 

 

Ref: COWR3003 

 

 

 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

WILTSHIRE LOCAL PLAN REVIEW CONSULTATION (JANUARY TO MARCH 2021) – REPRESENTATIONS ON 

THE EMPOWERING RURAL COMMUNITIES PAPER IN RELATION TO UNDERHILL NURSERY, MARKET 

LAVINGTON 

These representations are made on behalf of Castlewood Commercial Properties Ltd (‘Castlewood’) in 

regards to Underhill Nursery in Market Lavington where Castlewood hold a development agreement 

with the landowner. 

BACKGROUND 

Underhill Nursery (‘the Site’) has previously been promoted through the Wiltshire Housing Site 

Allocations Plan (WHSAP) and was a draft allocation in the Pre-Submission Draft before Wiltshire Council 

made the decision to defer allocations in Market Lavington to the Market Lavington Neighbourhood Plan 

(MLNP). The WHSAP amended the settlement boundary of Market Lavington to include the built-up area 

of the Site. However, the settlement boundary excludes an area of land to the north-east of the Site that 

would make a logical and suitable extension to provide some additional dwellings along with potential 

areas for green infrastructure and SuDS provision. 

The Site was subsequently promoted through the MLNP although is not included as an allocation in the 

Referendum version of the MLNP. 

In the Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (July 2017) the Site was assigned the 

reference number 2055. It was assessed as being suitable with no suitability constraints, achievable, 

available, deliverable and developable in the short-term. 

REPRESENTATIONS ON THE EMPOWERING RURAL COMMUNITIES PAPER 

Our representations on the Empowering Rural Communities are included in the consultation form 

appended to this letter. 



 

2 

THE OPPORTUNITY 

At this time we would like to reiterate to the Council the opportunity presented by the Site. The majority 

of the Site is located within the settlement boundary of Market Lavington with the remainder located 

immediately adjacent to it. Any residential development on this site would function as a genuine and 

integrated extension to the settlement, and residents would be able to access existing services and 

facilities by sustainable transport modes. 

The Site remains available for residential development and continues to be suitable with no suitability 

constraints. The Site therefore remains deliverable and developable in the short-term which would help 

the Council to secure a five year housing land supply whilst the delivery of more complex sites such as 

the proposed urban extensions to a number of principle settlements and market towns is ongoing 

through the planning process. 

CLOSING MATTERS 

We look forward to engaging further with the preparation of the Local Plan Review, and associated 

consultations in due course. We would be grateful if we could be kept informed of progress of the Local 

Plan Review. Should you have any questions about our representations or would like to discuss the 

development potential of the Site further then please do not hesitate to contact me or my colleague 

Yours faithfully 
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Hodgson, Victoria

From:

Sent: 09 March 2021 10:14

To: Spatial Planning Policy

Subject: Local Plan Review - Empowering Rural Communities

Attachments: Wiltshire LPR - ERC reps Hills SCS 090321.pdf; 

Empowering_Rural_Communities_Consultation_Form Hills 090321.pdf

Categories:

Dear Sir/Madam 
 
Please find attached representations, on behalf of Hills UK Ltd, on the consultation on the emerging draft of the 
Wiltshire Local Plan Review. This representation is in relation to ‘Empowering Rural Communities’, rather than a 
specific site.   
 
I would be grateful if you could please confirm receipt of the attached representations at the earliest opportunity.  
 
Kind regards 

 
 

         
 

 

We have moved! Our new address is: The Lodge, Highcroft Road, Winchester, SO22 5GU.  Click here to 
read more 
 

PRO VISION  

PLANNING | ARCHITECTURE | URBAN DESIGN | ECOLOGY 
  
THE LODGE, HIGHCROFT ROAD, WINCHESTER, SO22 5GU  

www.pro-vision.co.uk 
  
This  e-mail  and  any  files transmitted with it are privileged and confidential (within the meaning of applicable law) and are 
intended solely for the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. Unauthorised dissemination, distribution, publication 
or  copying of this e-mail is prohibited. If you received this e-mail in error, please notify admin@pro-vision.co.uk or telephone 
01794  368 698  and  delete  it from your system. Whilst every endeavour is taken to ensure that our e-mails do not contain 
viruses, no liability can be accepted and the recipient should use their own virus checking software. 
PV PROJECTS LTD - UK Registered Office - THE LODGE, HIGHCROFT ROAD, WINCHESTER, SO22 5GU Reg No. 03296321 
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Wiltshire Local Plan “Looking to the Future” 

Empowering Rural Communities 

Representation on behalf of Hills UK Ltd 

 

Affordable Housing 

The proposal to set a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of more than five 

dwellings in rural areas has not been justified. We note that it has not been subject to viability 

testing which should be a fundamental pre-requisite of formulating such a policy. It is premature 

and unhelpful to consult on such a proposal before it has been subject to viability testing. 

The proposal is likely to place an unreasonable burden on market sector schemes which will act as 

a sea anchor restricting the delivery of new homes in rural areas. It is very likely that it will become 

a target that is upheld only in the breach. 

Viability testing must consider not only the proportion of affordable housing but also the 5-

dwelling threshold. The Framework is clear that in rural areas policies may set a lower threshold – 

it is not national planning policy that they should. 

Government policy is to identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, and to encourage 

the delivery of small sites (less than 1ha). Importantly, Local planning authorities should support 

opportunities to bring forward rural exception sites that will provide affordable housing to meet 

identified local needs. An arbitrary proposal to require all market sector rural sites of 5 or more 

new homes to provide 40% affordable housing is not aligned with these objectives. 

Revised Core Policy 44 Rural Exceptions Sites 

The revised policy proposes the introduction of an arbitrary cap of 25% open market housing for 

rural exception sites. Whilst welcoming the acknowledgement that an element of market housing 

may be required to facilitate the delivery of rural exception site, the cap of 25% is not supported 

by evidence. It is therefore unjustified.  

The inclusion of an element of open market housing is very often required to facilitate the delivery 

of an exception site on the edge of the built-up area; particularly when it has visual, physical, and 

environmental capacity to accommodate development. By doing so it rewards the landowner who 

is prepared to bring forward a site to meet an identified local housing need in the short term, 

rather than retaining it in the hope of realising its full development potential at some stage in the 

future. The inclusion of an element of market housing is therefore an effective mechanism for 

acknowledging a site’s “hope value”.  

Whilst it is right that exception sites should be affordable housing led, the proportion of open 

market housing reasonably required to facilitate the release of suitable sites should be assessed 

in each case, having regard, inter alia, to the visual, physical, and environmental nature of the site.  



Hills UK Ltd  March 2021 

 

 Pro Vision  

 

The Proposed Policy should therefore be amended as follows: 

Rural exception sites must primarily be led by an affordable housing proposal. The inclusion of up 

to 25% open market housing will only be considered where it can be demonstrated that the site 

would be unviable as an exception site without cross-subsidy, and/or where it is proven essential 

to provide a balanced and sustainable community, with evidence of support from a Community 

Land Trust or other community representation. 

New Core Policy Housing Requirements for Neighbourhood Area Designations in the Rural Area 

The Framework makes it clear that Planning policies should identify opportunities for villages to 

grow and thrive, especially where this will support local services. “Where there are groups of 

smaller settlements, development in one village may support services in a village nearby” 

(Paragraph 78). Therefore, the Local Plan should therefore allow for housing allocations to be 

made (by Neighbourhood Plans or otherwise) in groups of smaller settlements, in addition to at 

Local Service Centres and Large Villages.  
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Geraint John Planning Limited. Chartered Town Planning & Development Consultants 
Co. Registration No. : 07452826. Registered in England & Wales 
Registered office: Sophia House, 33 Cathedral Road, Cardiff, CF11 9HB 

 

www.geraintjohnplanning.co.uk 

 

8th March 2021 
 

Spatial Planning 

Economic Development and Planning 
Wiltshire Council  

County Hall 
Bythesea Road 

Trowbridge  
Wiltshire  

BA14 8JN  

 
Dear Sir / Madam 

 

Wiltshire Local Plan Review January – March 2021  
 

Please find enclosed, on behalf of and under instruction from our client, a detailed representation to 
the Wilshire Local Plan Review comprising the ‘Emerging Spatial Strategy’ and the ‘Empowering Rural 

Communities’ documents.  
 

These submissions have carefully reviewed and assessed how the Council is proposing growth to be 

distributed around the County and how it sets out to improve the framework for rural communities to 
meet housing needs.   

 
We look forward to hearing from you in due course.  In the meantime, we hope and trust that all is in 

order with this submission. Please do not hesitate to contact us in the event that further information is 
required or considered beneficial. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Geraint John Planning Ltd. 
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Introduction (Wiltshire Local Plan Review)  

 
We are pleased to provide this representation in response to the current consultation on the Wiltshire 

Local Plan Review, specifically the ‘Emerging Spatial Strategy’ and the ‘Empowering Rural Communities’ 
reports. We understand that this consultation is open between 13th January 2021 – 9th March 2021. 

 
To summarise our representations, we consider it appropriate for Wiltshire Council to pursue a high-

growth option within the Local Plan in order to address key issues that the Council and the County are 

facing in relation to local housing need within rural areas to the west of Swindon. These representations 
are focussed on the Preferred Strategy for the Swindon Housing Market Area.   

 
The spatial distribution of growth must include a focus on rural settlements (as well as primary urban 

settlements) in order to succeed in accelerating high-levels of growth, and to ensure that local needs 

can be met within these settlements.   
 

Our response to each of the consultation questions, within each paper, are outlined in turn below: 
 

Emerging Spatial Strategy  
 

Please outline any comments you have regarding the Emerging Spatial Strategy.  
 

1. Growth and Climate Change 

 
The strategy clearly outlines that addressing climate change is already a Local Plan objective and that 

the aim of the plan is to focus growth on the main settlements within the county. Whilst this would be 

expected in order to ensure that growth is distributed appropriately to help address climate change, 
paragraph 2.2 of the strategy outlines that ‘a large proportion of Wiltshire residents live in the 
countryside and smaller rural settlements.’  As such, the approach to focus growth on the main 
settlements, and thus, negate the majority of residents within the county living within rural areas, would 

not be considered an appropriate approach to meet local needs. Growth within these rural settlements 
can be undertaken with minimal detrimental impact upon climate change through appropriate schemes.  

 

In addition to the above, locating housing and employment uses within rural areas would meet one of 
the Council’s climate change outcomes as outlined below: 

 
‘reduce the need to travel, and travel by the private car in particular, by providing jobs, facilities and 
services locally and support active means of travel such as walking and cycling.’  
 
Areas where both housing and employment land are located within proximity of one another would 

result in a decrease of the use of private cars within the county and would enable residents to travel 
sustainably through active means of travel such as walking and cycling. Limiting development of such 

uses to the principal settlements and market towns would result in an increase in the use of the private 

car for the majority of residents in the countryside and therefore, would result in the outcome listed 
above not being achieved within the plan period.  

 
2. Swindon Housing Market Area (HMA) 

 
The strategy clearly sets out alternative development strategies proposed within the Swindon Housing 

Market Area which were tested through Sustainability Appraisal. The alternative development strategies 

are as follows: 
 

• Swindon A (SW-A) – Roll forward the core strategy pattern of distribution.  

 
‘Housing and employment land requirements are reduced by 16% and distributed pro-rata rolling 
forward the current strategy.’  
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• Swindon B (SW-B) – Focus on Royal Wooton Bassett  

 
‘Housing development is constrained at Marlborough to current commitments (plus windfall allowance 
and growth in rest of HMA reflects assessed need (-16%). No further development beyond existing 
commitments west of Swindon.  
 
The balance is focussed on Royal Wootton Bassett (from about 900 homes in SW-A to about 1,300 
homes). 
 
New employment land proposed only at Royal Wootton Bassett.’  
 

• Swindon C (SW-C) – Focus on the rest of the HMA 

 
‘Growth in Marlborough and the rest of the HMA continue Core Strategy rates of housing growth. 
Development is reduced at Royal Wootton Bassett. No further development beyond existing 
commitments west of Swindon. 
 

New employment land only proposed at Marlborough and rest of the HMA.’  
 

These representations consider and promote that option SW-C is the most appropriate to accommodate 
growth in the HMA. Following sections present a supporting case.  

 

Housing Need in Rural Areas 
 

In relation to the conclusions from the Sustainability Appraisal of the above growth options in the 
Swindon HMA, paragraph 3.66 outlines that SW-C is the ‘worst performing option because of concerns 
relating to landscape, heritage and transport impacts. The emerging strategy therefore proposes the 
rural area continues broadly the same proportion of growth it would receive taking forward the current 
strategy, adjusted for a slightly lower overall need for the HMA as a whole.’  
 
As forementioned, the majority of residents within the County live within the countryside / rural 

settlements and therefore, this conclusion of option SW-C above outlines that the local needs of these 
residents have been ignored. Within the Sustainability Appraisal, page no.176 outlines that this option 

would result in a provision of 1255 dwellings and 3ha. of land allocated for employment within the rest 

of the HMA. The other two options would result in 1030 dwellings proposed with no employment land 
allocated. Therefore, these two other options would result in a lack of development in the rest of the 

Swindon HMA and would fail to deliver an appropriate amount of housing and employment within the 
plan period.  

 

SW-B Option  
 

Option SW-B which is considered to be the focus of development within Royal Wootton Bassett, will 
result in additional pressures on the countryside within this region in the Swindon HMA. Paragraph 3.68 

outlines that there are concerns about the capacity of local education and health services at the town 

itself. By concentrating development here, where there are already existing urban pressures within the 
town, it will only exacerbate the issues whilst also having significant pressure on the existing 

infrastructure.  
 

SW-C Option  
 

Option SW-C would result in a concentration of growth in Marlborough in addition to the rest of the 

HMA comprising rural settlements / countryside, and paragraph 3.69 of the Emerging Spatial Strategy 
informs that there are currently particular concerns regarding local housing affordability and provision 

for local jobs within the town. Therefore, the conclusion that this option is the worst performing option 
within the strategy and that this will not be the approach that the Council will take forward, will result 
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in these issues being carried through the plan period unresolved. Given the current economic climate 

of the UK, with unemployment rates at its highest in decades, the failure to recognise that Marlborough 
and the rest of the HMA requires allocated employment land will result in rural communities being left 

behind and undermine their viability. This will also result in urbanisation within the County as residents 
will need to migrate to urban areas in search of housing and employment given the high house prices 

and lack of employment opportunities in the rural countryside. As such, the approach to go with Option 
SW-B rather than SW-C, will result in the issues highlighted in the paragraph above exacerbated, and 

local need within Marlborough and the rest of the HMA not being met.  

 
Paragraph 3.76 does, however, acknowledge that the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan will carry 

out the role of finding suitable land to need local needs for housing and employment and the additional 
infrastructure necessary to support such growth. We agree that this needs to be undertaken to ensure 

that the aforementioned points are addressed within the County.  

 
Housing / Employment Need 

 
The extract below outlines the assessed commuter flows between HMAs and associated change in the 

workplace population resident in each Study Area.  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Extract of Figure 11 within Swindon Borough Council & Wiltshire Council Local Housing Needs Assessment 2019 
 

As clearly shown, the estimated 5-year and 10-year migration trend for the change in workers to fulfil 
jobs within the Swindon HMA, is significantly more than the other HMA’s within the County. This 

exemplifies the need to locate new employment land within the HMA to ensure that there are sufficient 
employment opportunities for local residents, and thus, meeting local need. This further builds on the 

point to locate both housing and employment within the same locations to ensure that there are 

opportunities for residents in these communities and that they do not require commuting to other 
HMA’s. Of course, by locating employment and housing within the same locations, it helps the Council 

to achieve their climate change outcomes by reducing the reliance of private car and the promotion of 
sustainable travel within the County. Therefore, it is considered vital that development is focus within 

areas in the rest of the HMA to ensure that the above is met.  
 

Empowering Rural Communities  
 
Do you agree there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of 
more than five dwellings? What other approaches might there be?  
 

In the current Spatial Strategy, the provision for affordable homes in rural areas is at least 40% (net) 

and therefore, we agree with the proposal to retain this provision as it represents an appropriate 
approach in order to meet local identified need in the rural communities of the County. However, where 

developers are able to demonstrate that this is economically unviable, consideration should be given to 
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off-site contributions to ensure that required residential development isn’t restricted within rural areas 

in the County.  
 

Do you agree with the approach set out in the suggested policy? (Revised Core Policy 44) 
If not, why not? How could it be improved?  
 
The above approach in Core Policy 44 restricts the type of residential development permitted within 

rural areas and thus, fails to meet the local needs of residents in rural communities in the County. Whilst 

it is acknowledged that house prices are higher in rural areas, the proposal to limit the inclusion of up 
to 25% of open market housing within affordable housing exception sites would result in a lack of 

delivery of market housing within the plan period. The main aim for the Council should be to retain 
residents currently living in rural communities to ensure that the existing pressures (including lack of 

housing, traffic congestion, school places etc.) aren’t worsened in the Principal Settlements and Market 

Towns in the County. As such, we would propose that this limit (of residential development) is increased 
to ensure that these issues do not arise as a result of the implementation of this policy and to ensure 

that rural areas remain viable for developers to develop residential sites and therefore, contribute to 
overall housing delivery in HMA’s.  

 
Do you think this approach is worth pursuing?  
 
The Council proposes to have just one policy as a basis for determining applications to meeting local 
housing needs within rural settlements. In terms of community led housing and affordable homes, this 

approach provides clarity of what would be acceptable in principle for such planning proposals at these 
locations in order to meet local housing need.  

 

In terms of community needs and dwelling size, we agree with the statement that communities with a 
better mix of households provide greater resilience in light of the current housing market trends and 

economic climate.  
 

In terms of the proposal of withdrawing permitted development rights on new small homes in rural 
areas, we disagree with this proposal as it will restrict occupant’s flexibility to extend / alter their homes 

to fulfil their needs. Rural populations are generally older in terms of age and as such, proposals to 

make changes to their homes are in some cases required to ensure that their health / well-being is 
preserved and enhanced where possible.  

  
What local evidence would be needed to justify applying restrictions like these?  
 
We have no comment to make in relation to justifying the proposed permitted development restrictions 
on new small homes within rural communities. 

 
To comment on the housing figure that interests you, please state which area of the county 
the settlement falls within.   
  
Swindon (Wiltshire part) HMA.  

 
What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large 
Villages? Should requirements be higher or lower? If so which ones and why?  
 

Paragraph 30 of the report outlines that ‘Small Villages have a low level of services and facilities, and 

few employment opportunities.’  
 

Whilst this is agreed in general, this statement makes an assumption for all Small Villages across the 
county and fails to take into consideration the proximity that some of these villages are located to 

adjacent urban areas. Where opportunity arises, these small villages can play an important role in 

supporting the function of these urban areas and accommodate development comprising residential 
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and employment uses. Even though that the general perception of Small Villages in the County is that 

they have limited provision of facilities and services, those located within proximity to urban settlements 
have access to these amenities here, and therefore, issues relating to the this can be addressed through 

appropriate location of development. Subsequently, limiting development in these locations to only infill 
would result in the loss of opportunities to develop appropriate developments in these small villages 

that can help address local need and support the important urban functions of adjacent Principal 
Settlements and Market Towns.  

 

As outlined in paragraph 78 of the National Planning Policy Framework, it states that ‘planning policies 
should identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, especially where this will support local 
services.’  Given this, it would be considered prudent to include Small Villages in identifying opportunities 
to grow and thrive, in order to meet local need and help support local services in both the village itself 

and adjacent communities.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Extract of Proposed no. homes in Rural Areas 

 

As illustrated in the above extract, the paper sets out that the housing requirement for locations 
elsewhere in Swindon (Wiltshire part) amounts to 10 dwellings. We consider this to be counter-

productive and conservative in allocating such a small amount of residential development in these 

locations where they would be able to deliver appropriate housing with minimal environmental and 
social impacts. As shown in the table, allocations elsewhere in the other HMA’s have much higher 

housing requirements that the Swindon HMA. In terms of percentage allocated in these locations to the 
overall requirement in each HMA, it is much higher in these other HMA’s as shown below: 

 

Housing Market Area Total Requirement Elsewhere Requirement % of Total Requirement 

Chippenham  20,395 1,265 6% 

Salisbury 10,970 590 5% 

Swindon (Wiltshire part) 3,015 10 0.3% 

Trowbridge 11,000 295 2.6% 

 
As clearly depicted above, the percentage of housing set out required in ‘Elsewhere’ locations in the 

Swindon HMA is considerably lower than the requirements in the other HMA’s. Therefore, we consider 

this approach to be negligent and that consideration should be given to set out a higher requirement 
within these rural locations in the Swindon HMA.  
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Summary 

 
Option SW-C is our preferred options for locating development within the Swindon Housing Market Area 

(HMA), for the reasons outlined in this letter. 
 

This Growth Option provides the best opportunity for Wiltshire Council to address the key issues, 
challenges and opportunities that the County faces over the plan period. 
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Our Ref:  LPC2513 

8 March 2021 

Spatial Planning 
Economic Development and Planning 
Wiltshire Council 
County Hall 
Trowbridge 
BA14 8JQ 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Wiltshire Local Plan Review consultation 
Representations on behalf of Mr A Ford 

This representation has been prepared by LPC (Trull) on behalf of  
who is a landowner within the Wiltshire Council boundary. It is submitted in 
response to the current consultation on the Wiltshire Local Plan Review 
(hereafter referred to as ‘the Local Plan Review’).  

We have reviewed the consultation content, including the published 
supporting evidence base and provide our comments in the subsequent 
sections of this representation. Particular focus is made on the ‘Empowering 
Rural Communities’ document and its potential impact on Upavon, Pewsey.  

Emerging Spatial Strategy 

The general direction of the spatial strategy, which continues to adopt the 
existing settlement hierarchy established by the Wiltshire Core Strategy Core 
Policy 1: Settlement Strategy, is supported. In particular, we support the 
continued classification of Upavon as a ‘Large Village’ within the hierarchy.  

However, we reserve our opinion on any forthcoming policy relating to the 
Local Plan Review Settlement Hierarchy and how development will be guided 
in ‘Large Village’ areas. In particular, we urge the Council to adopt an 
approach that accords with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
(2019), in so far that in rural areas development should be located where it will 
enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities. Importantly, this does 
not mean development within Large Villages should only be located within a 
historic village boundary which is out of date, but rather adopting a more 



holistic approach which acknowledges the physical circumstances ‘on the 
ground’ and allows for modest growth adjacent to village ‘boundaries’.  

Empowering Rural Communities 

In accordance with the Emerging Spatial Strategy and retained Settlement 
Hierarchy, Large Villages (including Upavon) are defined as rural settlements 
that contain services and facilities that also serve a much wider local 
catchment. The Empowering Rural Communities document states that it is 
‘vital that planning supports the role of these settlements; that they grow in 
ways that sustain them. This means they should continue to accommodate 
new homes both on a scale that matches their size and importance and in 
ways that best meet each community’s needs’. This approach is supported. 

However, we also note that the document also states the Council ‘prefers 
sites for market housing to be identified by communities themselves through 
neighbourhood planning’, and these sites will be generally at Local Service 
Centres and at Large Villages. Where site allocations are not made by 
neighbourhood plans, the Council state “it may be necessary for the Council 
to allocate sites” and this may be achieved by a review of the Wiltshire 
Housing Site Allocations Plan.  

Given that Upavon remains undesignated in relation to a made 
Neighbourhood Plan (and is not even subject to an agreed Neighbourhood 
Plan Area, the first stage in the process), together with the innate delays 
which arise from such Plans being progressed, we strongly consider the Local 
Plan Review cannot rely on neighbourhood planning to secure adequate 
housing allocations to meet the identified housing need, and therefore must 
update the Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan to include sites for many of 
the Large Villages, in particular Upavon.  

Notwithstanding the above, Appendix 1 of the Empowering Rural 
Communities document identifies the baseline indicative housing requirement 
(2016-2036) for Upavon is 50 dwellings. In anticipation of the Council updating 
the Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan to include new housing sites for 
many of the Large Villages which are not subject to a made (or well-
progressed) Neighbourhood Plan, we wish to promote our client’s site at Land 
adjoining Pewsey Road, Upavon.  



   

                                                  

  
 

Land adjoining Pewsey Road, Upavon 
 
The above site has already been assessed within the Council’s most recent 
Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) 
(2017) under reference 597.  
 
Located immediately adjacent to the Upavon Settlement Boundary, the 
SHELAA (2017) identifies the site as Suitable (with no suitability constraints), 
Available, Achievable, Deliverable, Developable in the short term and capable 
of accommodating 63 dwellings. 
 
We can confirm this site remains immediately available and stress that there 
are no constraints to development. As such, we respectfully request that this 
site is allocated for residential development through this Local Plan Review 
(and related Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan update).  
 
We trust the above is clear, however, please do not hesitate to contact me if 
you have any queries.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Savills are instructed on behalf of our client

to respond to the Wiltshire Local Plan Review Regulation 18 

Consultation. Having considered the Local Plan Review consultation pages we set out below specific 

representations to the ‘Emerging Spatial Strategy’ and ‘Empowering Rural Communities’ papers and 

redraw attention to our client’s land to the eastern end of Knighton Road (Site Location below), Broad 

Chalke, previously submitted to both the Broad Chalke Neighbourhood Plan and Wiltshire Council’s call for 

sites process. The site measures approximately 0.5 hectares. 

 

Figure 1: Site Location: Source Dorset Explorer 

 

1.2. The site is presented as a suitable additional residential site for inclusion as an allocation within the Local 

Plan Review. If the site were accepted as an allocation, we consider that the site has capacity for 

approximately 10 new dwellings. The site could be extended further if it was considered appropriate to 

secure a slightly larger allocation. The development of this land would follow the existing pattern of 

development and character in this part of Broad Chalke which is predominantly residential ribbon 

development extending along the northern and southern edges of Knighton Road.  
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2. Response to the Emerging Spatial Strategy 
 

Local Plan Period 

 

2.1. The Wiltshire Local Plan Review Consultation sets out that Wiltshire Council is reviewing the Wiltshire Core 

Strategy (2006-2026) adopted in January 2015. It indicates that the review of the Core Strategy will cover 

how growth will be distributed around the county and potential locations for development amongst other 

topics. The review proposes to extend the period to which the plan relates to 2036 with the new plan period 

covering 2016-2036. 

2.2. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out at paragraph 1 that “The National planning 

Policy Framework sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these should be 

applied. It provides a framework within which locally-prepared plans for housing and other development 

can be produced.” It is clear at paragraph 2 of the Framework that it must be taken into account when 

preparing the development plan.  

2.3. The Framework sets out that the planning system should be genuinely plan led and that succinc t and up-

to-date plans should provide a positive vision for the future of each area. It then requires strategic policies 

which include those that make sufficient provisions for housing to cover an appropriate period. Paragraph 

22 of the Framework is explic it in stating that “Strategic policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 

year period from adoption, to anticipate and respond to long-term requirements and opportunities, such 

as those arising from major improvements in infrastructure. [bold and underline our emphasis]”  

2.4. Wiltshire Council’s Local Development Scheme (LDS) published in July 2020 sets out the timescales for 

the preparation and adoption of Development Plan Documents. The LDS indicates that the Wiltshire 

Local Plan Review is scheduled for submission to the Secretary of State for examination at the end of 

2022 with an anticipated adoption in 2023.  

2.5. Taking account the requirement contained within the Framework that strategic policies in the 

development plan (which includes those for housing) should look ahead over a minimum 15 year period 

from adoption, the Local Plan review should be looking ahead to at least 2038 based upon an anticipated 

adoption year of 2023. This would be consistent with the approach currently being adopted by 

neighbouring authority areas in Dorset and South Gloucestershire. The current proposed plan period of 

2016 to 2036 would fall two years short of the minimum requirement in the Framework.  
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2.6. Whilst the Council is currently undertaking a review of an existing Local Plan, rather than a new plan, 

paragraphs 31 to 33 of the Framework deal specifically with preparing and reviewing Local Plans. There 

is no reference in the Framework to Local Plan Reviews being subject to shorter plan period requirements 

post adoption and therefore the Local Plan Review should be considering the extension of the plan period 

to 2038 as a minimum. 

2.7. To build in further flexibility to account for potential delays to the Local Plan Review programme to 

adoption which may result in the plan being adopted post 2023, we consider that the Council should also 

consider extending the plan period out further to 2040. There is evidence of similar approaches being 

taken in nearby authority areas at Test Valley, Mendip and the Vale of White Horse.  

2.8. On this basis, we do not support the proposed plan period for the Local Plan Review of 2016-2036 and 

consider that proceeding with the plan period as proposed would fail to meet the ‘positively prepared’ and 

‘consistent with national policy’ tests of soundness set out under paragraph 35 of the Framework. We 

consider that the plan period of the local plan review should be amended to cover the period of 2018-

2038 at the very least to take account of the anticipated adoption year of 2023 and to be more robust, to 

plan for growth until 2040 to ensure that it stands up to the tests of soundness during examination.  

Housing Requirement 

2.9. The Wiltshire Local Plan Review emerging spatial strategy sets out at paragraph 1.1 that forecasts predict 

Wiltshire will need between 40,840 and 45,630 new homes over the plan period of 2016 to 2036. The 

lower figure is a minimum based upon the Government’s standard housing methodology whilst the higher 

figure is based upon a Local Housing Need Assessment (LHNA) which includes new homes needed 

taking account of longer term economic forecasts and migration trends.  

2.10.  The presumption in favour of sustainable development set out at para 11 of the Framework tells us that 

for plan making that “strategic policies should, as a minimum, provide for objectively as sessed needs for 

housing….” Given the outcomes of the LHNA and its evidenced position, we support the approach of 

planning for the higher level of housing and the principle of building in contingency to meet the housing 

requirements of the area rather than simply meeting the minimum standard methodology requirement.  

2.11.  Paragraph 23 of the Framework indicates that “Strategic policies should provide a clear strategy for 

bringing sufficient land forward, and at a sufficient rate, to address objectively assessed needs over the 

plan period, in line with the presumption in favour of sustainable development. This should include 

planning for and allocating sufficient sites to deliver the strategic priorities of the area….”  

2.12.  The Local Plan Review includes bringing new land forward through allocations but it is important to 

consider whether sufficient land is being identified to meet the full requirements over the plan period. The 

Wiltshire Local Plan review explains how it has calculated the additional homes needed at paragraphs 3.7 

to 3.16 of the emerging spatial strategy.  
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2.13.  A residual requirement is identified for each of the principal settlements and market towns and the rural 

areas of the remaining housing market area to inform the amount of land needed to meet future housing 

requirements. Paragraph 3.16 explains that the residual requirement represents the homes that need to 

be planned for once new homes built, homes with planning permission and other commitments have 

been removed.  

2.14.  We consider that the Local Plan Review’s approach to identifying the residual requirement is unsound 

and we object to the Council’s approach based upon the current inadequate plan period. This has 

significant implications upon the Council’s strategy for bringing forward sufficient land to address the 

assessed need by deflating the actual requirement through inappropriate reliance on past completions.  

2.15.  The current plan review includes a reliance on completions during the years 2016-2018, a period where 

high housing delivery rates were achieved. By including the completion figures from these years within 

the Local Plan Review, the Council is depressing the residual requirements across the plan area. This 

subsequently reduces the need to find additional new site allocations to meet the actual ass essed need of 

the plan area over an appropriate plan period. It is therefore failing the test of paragraph 23 of the 

Framework to provide a clear strategy to bring sufficient land forward to address the assessed needs of 

the area.  

2.16.  Looking at this issue in more detail, the current Local Plan targets indicate a requirement to deliver 2,100 

homes per annum across the plan area. The data contained within Table 1 of Wiltshire Council’s Housing 

Land Supply Statement dated December 2020 indicates that during the years 2016/17 and 2017/18, 

housing delivery in Wiltshire reached 2,690 and 2,428 dwellings respectively. This indicates that during 

the years currently included in the Local Plan Review period that significant over-delivery (+918 homes) 

was experienced and that some 5,118 homes are erroneously being included in the Local Plan Review to 

offset against the residual housing requirement. 

2.17.  If the Local Plan Review period were to be altered appropriately to include a 15-year post adoption 

timescale as a minimum it would run from 2018-2038. The consequences of this necessary change is that 

the Local Plan Review is currently circa 5,000 homes short in terms of bringing forward sufficient land to 

meet the needs of the plan area over the future plan period. If the plan period were to be extended further 

to 2040 as we would advocate to ensure robustness, the current Local Plan Review is some 9,200 homes 

short of meeting the required need.  

2.18.  We therefore object to the Council’s emerging spatial strategy on grounds that it does not provide 

sufficient land to meet the assessed needs of the area and is therefore unsound in that it has not been 

positively prepared, is not justified and is not consistent with national policy.  
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Salisbury Housing Market Area 

2.19.  The village of Broad Chalke is located within the Salisbury Housing Market Area (HMA). Looking at the 

issue of requirement in the Salisbury HMA in more detail as we did for the Local Plan area as a whole, 

the current Core Strategy targets indicate a requirement to deliver 12,340 homes between 2006-2026, a 

total of 617 homes per annum. The overall housing requirement in the Salisbury HMA for the current 

proposed Local Plan Review period is 10,970 homes between 2016-2036, a total of 548 homes per 

annum. 

2.20.  The data contained within Table 1 of Wiltshire Council’s Housing Land Supply Statement dated 

December 2020 indicates that during the years 2016/17 and 2017/18, housing delivery in the Salisbury 

HMA reached 794 and 676 dwellings respectively. This indicates that during the years currently included 

in the Local Plan Review period that over-delivery (+236 homes) was experienced and that some 1,470 

homes are erroneously being included in the Local Plan Review to offset against the residual housing 

requirement for the Salisbury HMA. Removing the reliance on these past completions from the figures 

would result in the total residual requirement in the Salisbury HMA increasing from 2655 to 4125 new 

homes. 

2.21.  These figures are taken as a whole in the HMA and must be accounted for in the Local P lan Review 

regardless of which development strategy is selected for the wider Salisbury HMA. Based upon the 

inadequacies of the plan period, inappropriate reliance on past completions during the period 2016-2018, 

more housing allocations are needed across the Salisbury HMA to ensure that the Plan Review is suitably 

robust in addressing the requirements of Paragraph 23 of the Framework and meeting the tests of 

soundness. Some of this requirement can reasonably met through small to medium sized allocations in 

the more sustainable rural communities.  
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3. Response to Empowering Rural Communities 
 

New Core Policy: Housing Requirements for Neighbourhood Area Designations in the Rural Areas  

 

3.1. The Local Plan Review consultation paper titled ‘Empowering Rural Communities’ sets out the Council’s 

intended strategy to deliver housing across the rural parts of the plan area. The rural area consists of 

existing Local Service Centres, Larger Villages and Smaller Villages. Broad Chalke is currently identified 

as a larger village in the Wiltshire Core Strategy and would remain as such under the Wiltshire Local Plan 

Review.  

3.2. The Empowering Rural Communities paper sets out at paragraphs 7 – 9 the need and importance of the 

more sustainable rural settlements to accommodate some growth to contribute towards meeting the plan 

area housing requirements but also to ensure the longer term vitality of sustainable rural communities.    

3.3. “7. Most services upon which communities rely are found in rural settlements. Large Villages and Local 

Service Centres are rural settlements designated in the current plan that contain services and facilities 

that also serve a much wider local catchment. They support many jobs and businesses as well as often 

providing local goods and services vital, of course, to those sections of the community unable to travel 

easily.  

3.4. 8 . It is vital that planning supports the role of these settlements; that they grow in ways that sustain them. 

This means they should continue to accommodate new homes both on a scale that matches their size 

and importance and in ways that best meet each community’s needs.  

3.5. 9. The role of the Local Plan Review is to set an appropriate scale of housing growth for Large Vill ages 

and Local Service Centres over the plan period (2016-2036). Experience has shown that some villages 

have been challenged by disproportionate growth, whilst others have seen relatively little in recent years. 

By setting out a scale of development, there will be certainty for local communities. Neighbourhood 

Planning will be able to allocate the land they want to see built on rather than feel under threat from 

market pressure. The Council is suggesting those scales of housing growth and will finalise them 

responding to comments received.” 
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3.6. The Local Plan Review indicates that at the Local Service Centres and in the Larger Villages, site 

allocations will generally be carried out by Neighbourhood Plans. We support the requirement in the 

spatial strategy to facilitate some distribution of the Local Plan housing requirement to the more 

sustainable rural communities in the Housing Market Areas and acknowledge the Council’s position set 

out at paragraph 10 that “This is not just about securing affordable dwellings but also about retaining a 

good range and mix of house types in the local stock.” We are concerned however as to whether 

Neighbourhood Planning can truly deliver the scale of housing requirements set out in the Local Plan and 

believe that the Council should consider making some allocations in the Local Service Centres and 

Larger Villages through the Local Plan. 

3.7. Table 2.5 of Empowering Rural Communities provides the indicative housing requirements for the larger 

villages in the Salisbury HMA and indicates that Broad Chalke’s baseline indicative housing requirement 

over 2016-2036 is 25 dwellings or 1.3 dwellings per annum. It then suggests that 13 dwellings are already 

accounted for through completions from 2016-2019 and commitments at 1st April 2019. 

3.8. Taking account of the current inadequate plan period we consider that the baseline indicative housing 

requirement for Broad Chalke over a period of 2018-2040 should increase to 30 dwellings. We also 

believe that the 13 dwellings already being accounted for were delivered during the period 2016-2018 and 

therefore should be removed from the completions and commitments calculations. This would mean that 

under the current proposals Broad Chalke should be planning to deliver a minimum of 30 dwellings over 

the forthcoming plan period. When including a proportionate addition to account for the increased residual 

housing requirement across the Salisbury HMA this figure should in our opinion increase to at least 35 

dwellings.  

3.9. Paragraph 41 of Empowering Rural Communities indicates that Neighbourhood Plans will need to have 

regard to the requirements that apply to be in general conformity with the Local Plan. The Broad Chalke 

Neighbourhood Plan has been under preparation over the last 3 years and was submitted for examination 

in December 2020. The Neighbourhood Plan covers a period from 2019-2026 and includes allocations for 

only 9 new dwelling. This will leave a significant shortfall against the village requirement of some 26 

dwellings in Broad Chalke.  

3.10.  New Core Policy: Housing requirements for Neighbourhood Area Designations in the Rural Area indicates 

that meeting the needs of Local Service Centres and Larger Villages will be met through existing planning 

permissions, allocations, small sites within settlement boundaries, exception sites and site allocations in 

the development plan. It then suggests that site allocations will generally be made in Neighbourhood 

Plans but where this is not the case it may be necessary for the Council to allocate sites.  

3.11.  We support this approach and in the current circumstances at Broad Chalke would suggest that the 

Council needs to consider a small/medium allocation for additional housing in the settlement over and 

above those set out in the Neighbourhood Plan to ensure that the housing requirements of the village are 

met. The land to the eastern end of Knighton Road is presented through this representation as a suitable 

site to deliver the shortfall not being met through the Neighbourhood Plan process.  
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3.12.  We do not however support the suggestion that allocations should happen through a review of the 

Wiltshire Housing Site Allocation Plan. We consider that it is possible to do this through the Local Plan 

Review process to ensure that it is suitably robust for examination rather than deferring these decisions to 

a subsequent review process of Wiltshire’s Housing Site Allocations Plan.  

Core Policy 44 

3.13.  The Wiltshire Local Plan Review sets out its intention to role forward Core Policy 44 from the existing 

Core Strategy with some amendments to focus on and clarify the essential requirements for rural 

exception housing. Core Policy 44 does not support the allocation or delivery of market homes in the rural 

areas beyond the principal settlements and market towns and in the absence of adequate Local Plan 

allocations in the rural area and an over-reliance on Neighbourhood Planning it is considered unsuitable 

and unsustainable to solely rely upon this strategy.  

3.14.  Such an approach does not allow for certainty regarding the delivery of small and medium sized housing 

schemes even within the Local Service Centres or Larger Villages. These are by virtue of their status in 

the settlement hierarchy sustainable and suitable for taking some level of housing growth. The reliance on 

Neighbourhood Plans to deliver all of the required housing growth in the rural area over the plan period is 

not considered suitably robust and is unlikely to deliver the level of housing required in the rural parts of 

the Local Plan area.  

3.15.  It also misses the significant opportunity and benefits that small to medium sized sites deliver to the 

vitality and sustainability of existing rural communities and the robustness they bring to housing supply 

and delivery early in the plan period. They are of vital importance to short term supply in the plan period 

whilst larger strategic scale sites work their way through the planning application process and deliver the 

necessary infrastructure before they begin to deliver new homes.  

Affordable Housing  

3.16.  We agree and support the policy that there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new 

schemes of more than five dwellings in rural areas.  This policy approach should however include a 

provision that the level of affordable housing is subject to the adequate viability of sites and that the 

contribution level may need to vary if suitable evidence if provided that demonstrates a scheme is not 

viable at the policy provision level. 
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4. Conclusion 
 

4.1. In summary, we do not support the proposed plan period for the Local Plan Review of 2016-2036 and 

consider that proceeding with the plan period as proposed would fail to meet the ‘positively prepared’ and 

‘consistent with national policy’ tests of soundness set out under paragraph 35 of the Framework. W e 

consider that the plan period of the local plan review should be amended to cover the period of 2018-

2038 at the very least to take account of the anticipated adoption year of 2023 and to be more robust, to 

plan for growth until 2040 to ensure that it stands up to the tests of soundness during examination.  

4.2. Furthermore, we are concerned that the Local Plan Review does not provide sufficient land to meet the 

assessed housing needs of the area due to the inappropriate plan period and the over-reliance on 

housing delivery rates during the years 2016-2018. Making the necessary changes to the plan period 

results in the Local Plan Review falling significantly short in terms of the allocations it mak es across the 

plan area to meet the assessed needs and is therefore unsound in that it has not been positively 

prepared, is not justified and is not consistent with national policy.  

4.3. Finally, we do not support the suggestion that allocations in the Local Service Centres and Larger 

Villages should happen through a review of the Wiltshire Housing Site Allocation Plan. We consider that it 

is possible to make such allocations through the Local Plan Review process to ensure that it is suitably 

robust for examination rather than deferring these decisions to a subsequent review process of Wiltshire’s 

Housing Site Allocations Plan. 

4.4. We are concerned that the over-reliance on Neighbourhood Planning in the Local Service Centres and 

Larger Villages will fail to deliver the scale of housing requirements in the rural areas set out in the Local 

Plan. We believe that the Council should consider making some allocations in the Local Service Centres 

and Larger Villages through the Local Plan Review to ensure needs are met and the rural communities 

continue to thrive and remain sustainable. The land to the eastern end of Knighton Road in Broad Chalke 

is presented through this representation as a suitable site to deliver the shortfall not being met through 

the Broad Chalke Neighbourhood Plan process in this Larger Village. 
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Empowering Rural Communities 
Consultation Response Form 

 

The paper 'Empowering Rural Communities' looks at ways the Council’s planning policies and 
proposals might be changed for rural communities along with suggesting scales of housing growth. 
 
To view this document please visit the Council’s Local Plan Review Consultation page on its 

website at: https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation 

 

 
Please return to Wiltshire Council by Tuesday 9th March 2021. 
 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 
 
By e-mail to: spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk     
  

This form has two sections:  
 

Section One – Personal details 
Section Two – Your response to the questions. Please use a separate sheet for each 
representation. 

 

Section One – Personal details 
 
*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable) * 

Title 
 

  

First name 
 
Last name 
 
Job title 
(where relevant) 
Organisation 
(where relevant) 

Pegasus Group 

Address Line 1 
 
Address Line 2 
 
Address Line 3 
 
Address Line 4 
 

Ref:                                                                                                           (For official use only) 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wiltshire.gov.uk%2Fplanning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation&data=04%7C01%7Cceri.jones%40wiltshire.gov.uk%7C95ac4ef5e1b94943db4008d8b619279f%7C5546e75e3be14813b0ff26651ea2fe19%7C0%7C0%7C637459566439079516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=od5SsLf9l%2F%2Bnh4YULnOWiAzPsi0jCKn%2F9ifbaKHHZfg%3D&reserved=0
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Section Two – Questions  
 
Do you agree there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of more 
than five dwellings? What other approaches might there be? 
     

Answer: 

Pegasus note that the Council are seeking the allocation of sites for Market Housing in Local 
Service Centres and Large Villages through Neighbourhood Plans and that in the rural area are 
proposing to seek 40% affordable housing on all schemes of more than 5 dwellings. 

 

Any proposal to increase the target of new affordable homes to 40% of all new schemes of more 
than 5 dwellings will need to be subject to whole plan viability testing, however if the sites across 
the rural area are not known as they are yet to be allocated in Neighbourhood Plans (or the mix 
and type of development proposed) it is unclear how such viability testing will be undertaken.  

 

Paragraph 34 of the NPPF states that development should not be subject to such a scale of 
obligations that the deliverability of a plan is threatened. Rural communities and Wiltshire Council 
may also be seeking contributions from new development towards education, health, transport, 
flood & water management, open space and other community infrastructure therefore the viability 
of schemes may be compromised by requiring a lower affordable housing threshold.  This matter 
will be a key issue at Local Plan Examination. 

 

Proposing a policy that may result in making development unviable will result in the non- delivery 
of the WLPR.    

 

 

 
Do you agree with the approach set out in the suggested policy? If not, why not? How could 
it be improved? 
     

Answer: 

It is noted that Draft Revised Policy CP44 Rural Exception Sites states that; 

 

 “Proposals which include plots for Self and Custom Build Affordable homes will be 
supported where they meet the above criteria”. 

 

However, while paragraph 61 of the NPPF requires policies for housing to meet the needs of 
different groups, including people wishing to build their own homes, it does not restrict Self Build 
to affordable only. Footnote 26 to paragraph 61 states that; 

 

" Self and custom-build properties could provide market or affordable housing." (emphasis 
added) 

 

While NPPF paragraph 64c) provides an exemption to the provision of a minimum of 10% 
affordable housing on sites; 

 



"… proposed to be developed by people who wish to build or commission their own 
homes;"  

 

Pegasus consider that that proposals for self-build homes should not be subject to the 
affordability criteria.  

 

Our client has been consulting with the National Self Build Centre in preparing plans for Self Build 
and Custom Build schemes in Wiltshire. A policy dedicated to the provision of Self-Build is not 
only encouraged by national policy but the requirement for a Local Authority to meet the demand 
for self build homes is also a legal requirement. Section 1 of the Self Build and Custom 
Housebuilding Act 2015 requires Local Authorities to keep a register of those people seeking to 
acquire serviced plots in the Authority’s area for Self Build or Customised housebuilding. Under 
Section 2 & 2A of the Act the LPA should have granted enough suitable development 
permissions to meet the registered demand within a 3 year period. 

 

There are no policies currently within the adopted Core Strategy which address the requirements 
of the 2015 Act. Policies requiring a percentage of strategic allocations to be made available for 
self build/custom build market is never popular with developers who are not interested with 
customised housebuilding and more importantly neither are those who wish to build their own 
homes wanting to make such a lifetime investment simply to be part of a larger estate. Such 
people will typically look for more discrete sites in rural locations and certainly non-estate 
situations.  

 

Any housing land that would be consistent with policy is likely to be acquired by more 
conventional housebuilders.   

 

Therefore, an 'exception policy' relating to self-build would be appropriate so the authority can 
make a serious attempt to meet demand as required by the 2015 Act. Such a policy could be 
similar to the Entry- Level Exception policy with the first criteria changed to require the approved 
dwellings “to be made available to those people registered on the Council’s Self-Build and 
Custom Build Register”. Alternatively reference to “affordable” should be removed from Draft 
revised Policy CP44. 

 

 

 
Do you think this approach is worth pursuing? 
Please explain your answer  
    

Answer: 

Permitted development rights to extend smaller homes should not be removed as this would 
discriminate against those who could only afford a small home as follows; 

 

"If your home is small you may not extend it – if you can afford a larger home you can make it 
even larger"  

 

Removing permitted development rights from small homes would result in the delivery of small 
homes becoming an unattractive proposition to the market when they are required to provide 
choice and to allow movement within the housing market for both first time buyers and those 
looking to downsize. 

 

This is not considered to be an equitable policy to pursue, instead the Council should ensure the 
delivery of a range and mix of affordable homes by allocating sufficient sites across the rural 
areas in the WLPR which provide affordable homes at a policy compliant level in accordance with 
a whole plan viability appraisal.   

 



Hannick Homes & Developments Ltd is a local family owned residential development company, 
which has been building in Wiltshire for the past 40 years. The company has a reputation for 
working with Parish/Town Councils and local communities to bring forward a diverse range of 
residential sites with an associated policy compliant level of affordable housing. 

 

 

 
What local evidence would be needed to justify applying restrictions like these? 
     

Answer: 

 

Pegasus make no comment 

 

 

 

 
To comment on the housing figure that interests you, please state which area of the county 
the settlement falls within.   
     

Answer: 

Pegasus generally support the figures proposed for housing growth in Local Service Centres and 
Large Villages in Swindon Housing Market Area. 

 

In particular the levels of growth attributed to the Local Service Centre of Cricklade and Large 
Villages of Aldbourne, Purton, and Baydon is supported. It is noted that our client has land 
interest in each of these settlements. It is also noted that the figures are minimum housing 
requirements not maximums and therefore levels of growth slightly above the quantums indicated 
may be appropriate subject to local agreement.  

 

 

 
What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large 
Villages? Should requirements be higher or lower? If so which ones and why?  
 

Answer: 

 

The Revised NPPF (para 68) recognises that small to medium sites can make an important 
contribution to meeting housing requirements for an area and are often built out quickly – this is 
particularly important to maintain a 5 year housing land supply, which is likely to continue to be 
marginal in Wiltshire over the coming years. At the same time, the NPPF (para 78) places 
importance on planning policies identifying opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, especially 
where this will support local services. 

 

Cricklade 

The consultation document provides a baseline indicative requirement of 385 dwellings for 
Cricklade for the plan period 2016-2036 and states commitments and completions (2016-2019) of 
149 leaving a residual requirement to be allocated through a review of the Cricklade 
Neighbourhood Plan Review of 236 dwellings. 

 

The figure of 236 dwellings is considered a high number for allocation through a Neighbourhood 
Plan as sites would not be subject to the rigour of local plan examination, including viability 
assessment or sustainability appraisal if allocated through the Neighbourhood Plan Examination 
process. There would therefore be no certainty over delivery of the plan period requirement as no 
assessment of NPPF 'deliverability' of sites would take place.      



   

Our clients are currently working positively with the Town Council on the possibility of the 
allocation of a small site in respect of a scheme for circa 36 homes through the Neighbourhood 
Plan with the possibility of an off-site contribution towards a new cemetery for the Town. 
Notwithstanding this point, Pegasus wish to make the authority aware of our client's wider land 
interest in Cricklade and make the case below for the elevation of the status of Cricklade to a 
Market Town to ensure the allocation of sites through the WLPR to meet the high plan period 
need, including market and affordable homes, as well as brownfield or smaller local sites to meet 
local need through the Neighbourhood Plan Review.   

 

The Plan attached at Appendix 2 demonstrates our client's land interest to the south of the Town 
at the Forty and the Fiddle edged red as well as wider land interest shown in blue which could 
contribute to meeting the plan period need of 236 dwellings at Cricklade. 

 

The site at The Forty is split into two with Phase A subject of the current discussions with the  
Town Council as a possible residential development location for approximately 36 dwellings in 
association with an off-site contribution towards additional community facilities and Phase B 
providing a logical extension to that site within existing field boundaries to contribute to the 
housing needs identified by the WLPR with a capacity of up to 70 dwellings. 

 

Land at the Fiddle has a capacity of up to 20 dwellings.      

 

Baydon  

The consultation document states an indicative housing requirement 2016-2036 for Baydon of 30 
dwellings with just 4 completions recorded in the village for 2016-2019 leaving a residual plan 
period need of 26 dwellings. 

 

Our client's site at Baydon shown at Appendix 3 can contribute to this need however, as 
discussed below, there is currently no plan led mechanism for achieving an allocation at Baydon 
and it is recommended that the WLPR provides a site allocation at the village to ensure plan 
period supply. An alternative to an allocation in the WLPR would be a criteria based policy, such 
as CP44 criteria (iii) (iv) (v) and 40% affordable where this was proven to be viable. Such a policy 
would allow for the consideration of sites in Large Villages with an identified housing requirement 
but no Neighbourhood Plan guiding the location of development which would allow sites to come 
forward.  

 

Aldbourne 

The consultation document states an indicative housing requirement 2016-2036 for Aldbourne of 
40 dwellings with just 4 completions recorded in the village for 2016-2019 leaving a residual plan 
period need of 36 dwellings. 

 

Aldbourne are in the process of preparing a Neighbourhood Plan and our client is working with 
Neighbourhood Plan Steering group to ensure the allocation of the Lottage Farm site identified at 
Appendix 4. The site is identified in the working draft of the Aldbourne Neighbourhood Plan (July 
2020) as the largest of three preferred sites in the village to take forward for allocation for 
residential development in the village.  

 

An outline planning application (21/01004/OUT) for up to 32 dwellings, compliant with the Draft 
Neighbourhood plan, has recently been submitted and demonstrates the deliverability of the site 
and our client's commitment to bringing it forward. The proposals seek to reflect and address the 
findings of the Parish Housing Needs Survey. The application is supported by an Ecological 
Assessment; Arboricultural Impact Assessment; Flood Risk Assessment; Landscape & Visual 
Impact Assessment; Design & Access Statement; Transport Statement and Heritage Statement. 
The iIlustrative masterplan is attached at Appendix 5.    

    



The proposals represent a net density of approximately 30 dwellings per hectare and dwellings 
will predominantly be two storeys in height. Key design principles include the provision of 
enhanced landscaping along the frontages to Lottage Road; creating a strong frontage to Lottage 
Road while setting properties back from the road in line with the existing character along Lottage 
Road to create a softer development edge; the retention and enhancement of existing tree and 
hedgerow planting; and the creation of 0.4 hectares of public open space to the north of the site 
allowing a sensitive landscaped transition from built form to the wider countryside and AONB 
beyond. The proposals would also remove existing agricultural sheds and external storage and 
spoil heaps and represent an enhancement to the visual appearance and character of this part of 
the village and AONB. 

 

Purton 

The consultation document states an indicative housing requirement 2016-2036 for Purton of 140 
dwellings with 140 commitments recorded in the village for 2016-2019 leaving a residual plan 
period need of '0' dwellings. It is considered unreasonable that a sustainable Large Village such 
as Purton, with local shops and a secondary school, should effectively have a moratorium on 
development for the remainder of the plan period. This is also considered contrary to the spirit of 
the NPPF to 'plan positively' for growth in sustainable locations and contrary to paragraph 78 of 
the NPPF which states that; 

 

" Planning policies should identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, especially 
where this will support local services." 
 

It is noted that Purton has a made Neighbourhood Plan with a plan period 2017-2026 which 
identified small infill sites within the settlement boundary with potential for approximately 75 
dwellings and a larger greenfield site outside the settlement boundary for up to 40 homes, which 
now has planning permission for 38 dwellings.  

 

The consultation documents provide no evidence of the source or deliverability of existing 
commitments and Pegasus submit that in order to provide additional flexibility and certainty over 
deliverability in the plan period that additional sites be allocated to meet housing need and that 
any Neighbourhood Plan allocations considered to comprise 'commitment's in the WLPR be 
evidenced as being deliverable (as this matter is not tested rigorously at Neighbourhood Plan 
Examination – (purely whether the Neighbourhood Plan meets the Basic Conditions tests)). 

 

Our client's site at Purton, illustrated at Appendix 6, which is well related to the existing settlement 
and is available now provides the opportunity for the delivery of approximately 30 dwellings. 

  

 

 

If you have any further comments you wish to make, please detail them below. 

 

1. Paragraph 39 states that; 

 

" Site allocations will generally be carried out by neighbourhood plans. Where this is not 
the case, it may be necessary for the Council to allocate sites. This may be achieved by a 
review of the Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan." 

 

Notwithstanding the fact that our client is working collaboratively with Neighbourhood Planning 
Groups and Town and Village Councils at Hullavington, Cricklade and Aldbourne, where they 
have land interests, the following point is made in response to this proposal. 

 

Some Large Villages with an identified housing requirement are not preparing a Neighbourhood 
Plan eg: Baydon.   

       



It is noted that a review of the Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan is not included in the 
Council's current Local Development Scheme (July 2020) there is therefore no guarantee over 
the delivery of sites at large villages where a Neighbourhood Plan is not being prepared eg: 
Baydon – sites at such large Villages which are attributed a housing requirement should be 
allocated through the WLPR and settlement boundaries amended accordingly to ensure delivery 
of housing to meet plan period needs otherwise there will be no plan led mechanism for such 
homes to be delivered. 

 

Alternatively, housing proposals in settlements not within a designated area for a NP could be 
subject to a new criteria based policy similar to proposed new Core Policy 44 and criteria (iii) (iv) 
(v) and 40% affordable, where this was proven to be viable. 

 

2. Pegasus refer to paragraph 28 of the document and the apparent lack of review of settlement 
categories. Our client particularly wishes to draw attention to Cricklade which is classified as a 
Local Service Centre but which fulfils the role of a Market Town to the north of the M4 in the 
Swindon Housing Market Area (HMA) (it is noted that there are no Market Towns to the north of 
the M4 in the Swindon HMA – Malmesbury being understood to be lying half between Swindon 
and Chippenham but for plan making purposes included in Chippenham HMA). 

 

Cricklade has a Town Council, a Library, two doctors surgeries, a dentist, an optometrist and a 
vets. Buses run directly from Cricklade to Cirencester and Swindon. The Town Council website 
demonstrates 7 community halls for hire within the town which has allotments, three churches, 5 
pre-schools, 1 primary school with a breakfast and afterschool club and two independent prep 
schools. Secondary school provision is located in Purton, Fairford and Cirencester. The Town has 
numerous Civic Groups, Community Groups, Hobby and Interest Groups, Sport Associations and 
Art Groups and a Leisure Centre with all Weather pitches.  The High Street includes convenience 
stores, a range of independent shops, a post office, a bank, estate agents and public houses. 

 

It is clear therefore that Cricklade is a thriving local community, serving its local rural hinterland to 
the north of the M4, which considers itself to be a Market Town and yet it remains a Local Service 
Centre for plan making purposes.   

 

It is noted that Cricklade has the second highest annualised baseline housing requirement of 
dwellings per annum of all Local Service Centres in the WLPR (Table 2.3 p.19 of the consultation 
document) of 19.25, falling slightly behind Wilton with 20dpa, demonstrating the higher order 
nature of the settlement. There is a significant supply of unconstrained potential housing land 
commensurate with the scale of the settlement and the town has a comprehensive range of 
services and facilities comparable to other Market Towns. 

 

The Interim Sustainability Appraisal for Swindon HMA does not specifically consider Cricklade as 
a location for growth given it is not a Market Town – this is considered to be an omission given 
the size of the settlement, the services and facilities it provides and the opportunities it presents to 
deliver sustainable development.    

 

Elevating the status of the settlement to a Market Town would allow for allocation of sites in the 
WLPR at a sustainable location ensuring delivery of the settlements identified residual housing 
requirement in the plan period of 236 dwellings.   

 

3. It is also considered that the settlement of Minety should be elevated from a small village to a 
Large Village. Our client has a land interest at Minety that could come forward to meet the 
Council's obligation to provide land for self/custom build however as a small village it is not 
provided with a housing requirement in the WLPR.  

 



The village has two pubs, a village hall, a primary school and a popular rugby football club with 
club house and pitches and tennis courts. The village is comparable in size and to other Large 
Villages (eg; Hullavington) but no provision for its growth is made in the WLPR. 

Our client's site, which is partly brownfield, represents an infill plot within the existing village and is 
attached at Appendix 7. With no Neighbourhood Plan coming forward there is no provision for 
growth in the settlement through the WLPR and therefore no way of delivering a partially 
brownfield site suitable for self build/custom build homes.     

Attention is drawn to paragraph 78 of the NPPF which states that; 

 

" Planning policies should identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, especially 
where this will support local services."   

 

 

 

Future notification 
 

I wish to be notified of any future updates relating 
to the Local Plan Review:  

YES: √ NO:  

  

 
Clicking yes will add you to the planning policy contact database. This will mean you are kept 
informed of any future planning policy updates and consultations.  
 
Further information on how the Spatial Planning Department treats your personally identifiable 
information can be found by reading the privacy notice available via the link below:  
 
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice   
 
Here you will also find information about how and why your data may be processed and your 
rights under the Data Subject Information Notice section further down the page. 
 

 

Signature:  Date: 
 

 
 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 

 

 
Data Protection  
 

Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 
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Swindon & Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership Ltd, company limited by guarantee, Company No 11766448 

registered in England and Wales with offices at Digital Mansion Corsham, Pickwick Road, CORSHAM, SN13 9BL 

Website: www.swlep.co.uk 
 

SWLEP response to the Wiltshire Local Plan Consultation March 2021 

1. Introduction 

To follow please find the Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership’s response to the 

consultation on Emerging Spatial Strategy for Wiltshire, March 2021.  This response does not directly 
respond to the consultation questions, instead it reflects on the Local Plan proposals in relation to 

the strategic priorities agreed in the Swindon and Wiltshire Local Industrial Strategy (LIS) and work 

in train to deliver them. 

2. Summary 

In reviewing the consultation documents, the clear driver is the response to climate change.  The 

move to net zero and measures to address the climate change emergency is a policy which SWLEP 

is fully in support of, however we question whether the measures proposed are radical enough.   

Responding to the Clean Growth Challenge is a central theme within the Swindon and Wiltshire 

Local Industrial Strategy and there is general alignment between the LIS and proposed planning 

response.   During 2021, we expect that LEPs will be asked to refresh the LIS to further respond to 
the the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the climate change crisis through Build Back Better 

Plans. 

There is a clear alignment in the consultation documents with SWLEP’s strategic priorities in terms 

of improved digital connectivity, renewable energy generation and new energy vehicle uptake.   

SWLEP supports the aspiration for the  development of vibrant self-contained settlements and the 

requirement to provide homes, jobs, facilities and services locally in order to help tackle carbon 

emissions through reducing the need for vehicle movements.  The transport sector overall has made 

relatively little progress towards decarbonisation in comparison with the energy sector. Therefore, 

we support strategies towards significantly reducing carbon emissions from transport. 

Our expectation is that it will take some time to understand and establish what the ‘new normal’ will 

be in relation to the return to work, especially office-based employment.  We suggest that the Spatial 

Strategy is robust enough to resist the demand in change of use from employment to residential use 

over the short to medium term in order to support economic renewal post pandemic. 

There are number of strategic priorities identified in the LIS which we would like to highlight to 

ensure that they have been sufficiently accounted for in terms of the allocations to 2036 across the 

four housing market areas.  

  

Part 1: Emerging Spatial Strategy document 

1. Chippenham Housing Market Area 

We note that the preferred option is for development at Chippenham and Melksham.  This resonates 

with SWLEP’s view with regard to future opportunities at Junction 17 of the M4, the locational 

benefits of Chippenham as a settlement in terms of road and rail connectivity east and west and the 

importance of the A350 to the county and access to the south coast ports.   

http://www.swlep.co.uk/
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A point to note is that traffic management could be further improved in the town and that this will 

become even more pertinent with additional homes planned for the Chippenham.  Resources have 

been secured in the past to improve the A350 but further work is required; access to the town along 

the A4 from Bath is also an issue at peak travel times. 

Given the scale of development proposed for Chippenham we suggest that measures are put in place 

to retain the town centre for retail, leisure and recreational purposes.  The COVID-pandemic will 

have had a short-term impact on the high street, we expect it will return as the nation emerges from 

the latest lockdown.  The use of the land around Chippenham Station for good quality employment 

use will be significant in assisting the return to a vibrant town centre.   

The planned allocation for Malmesbury is minimal, SWLEP is not party to the future development 

aspirations at the Dyson Campus to 2036, however this should be considered if self-containment for 

the town is an aspiration.  The facility is a significant as a source of high value employment in the local 

area, which in turn increases the demand for new homes in the town and surrounding area.  Although 

Dyson are no longer looking to develop an electric car, their interest in electric battery technology 

remains. 

2. Salisbury Housing Market Area 

SWLEP notes that the plan looks to focus future development around Salisbury and Amesbury and 

that the proposals for new development in the Boscombe/Porton area are not being prioritised at 

this stage.  However we recommend that this proposal is not dropped, rather rolled forward whilst 

defence policy becomes clearer and as health and life sciences developments are delivered. 

We would like to highlight the success of the Porton Science Campus development which SWLEP 

has invested in twice: phase 1 which is now complete and fully operational and as of December 2020, 

investment to deliver phase 2, the Collaborative Innovation Centre.  

There is significant further economic opportunity for the Porton site in terms of phase 3, as well as 

development opportunities behind the wire, which will create significant numbers of highly skilled 

jobs to the area.  Activity at this location is of European, if not global, significance and we seek 

clarification that this opportunity as been sufficiently recognised within the plan allocations.   We 

would also like to highlight SWLEP’s Rail Strategy which includes the consideration of Porton Parkway 

as an option to support sustainable travel to the facility. 

Proposals for health and life sciences development at Salisbury Hospital is complimentary to the 

Porton Science Campus and should not be regarded as  duplicating or conflicting with it. 

We concur that Salisbury is the principal settlement and should be the main focus for the plan in this 

area.  We support the revitalisation of the city centre and the maximisation of smart city technologies 

to help the settlement operate more effectively and reduce pollution levels. 

3. Swindon Housing Market Area (that falls within Wiltshire) 

We note that Royal Wotton Bassett has been identified within the Spatial Strategy proposals for both 

housing and employment land.  We would like to highlight the Master Plan which is in place for the 

National Collections Centre at Wroughton and seek clarification that the impact of the development 

has been accounted for in terms of the cross-border demand for new homes in Wiltshire which may 

be generated through to 2036 as additional employment opportunities are generated on the site.   

http://www.swlep.co.uk/
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The first phase of development is at NCC feasibility stage with the support of SWLEP, if proven and 

additional investment secured, this will see the establishment the Innovation Campus for Sustainable 

Technologies established on site.  The feasibility for Hydrogen Energy generation is also being 

investigated with our in-kind support.  The NCC has additional innovation and research led 

development aspirations for the site which will generate further high value employment in the area 

over and above the schemes which we are currently involved in.  We also understand that the NCC 

is in conversation with investors to repurpose other hangars on the site.  Finally the NCC has plans 

to develop a visitor attraction which is open to the public. 

4. Trowbridge Housing Market Area 

We note that the focus will be on delivering new homes in Trowbridge, Warminster and Westbury 

and 1 ha of employment land at Westbury.  The Swindon and Wiltshire LIS identifies that the A350 

Growth Zone is probably most at risk from the UK leaving the EU, the minimal allocation of 

employment land in this area therefore appears proportionate.  The revitalisation of the high street 

and brownfield sites will be pertinent to retain local vibrancy of market towns in this area. 

Part 2: Rural Communities 

SWLEP accepts the proposals as set out with the exception of the information included above in 

relation to Porton and Wroughton.  However we do have some general comments: 

1. How can affordable homes be retained as affordable upon resale? 

2. Can Wiltshire Council afford to support communities to develop robust and deliverable 

Neighbourhood Plans? 

 

Part 3: Addressing Climate Change and Biodiversity 

We recognise the measures proposed to reduce the carbon footprint of the county and we agree 

with them as established tools to do so, but we question whether the measures are radical enough 

to meet Wiltshire Council’s 2030 net zero aspiration in response to the climate change emergency.   

The LIS clearly highlights the importance we have placed on the opportunities to generate hydrogen 

energy and support the uptake in new energy vehicles, both domestic and public transport.  Work is 

in progress to build the feasibility cases for investment on a pilot basis.  We would welcome further 

information on how Wiltshire proposes to support the likes of hydrogen energy generation and 

electric vehicle and hydrogen energy charging points.  SWLEP would be open to discussing options 

for joint feasibility work and scheme delivery subject to funding availability. 

In addition, SWLEP is co-funding a PhD research student to understand the value of Natural Capital, 

that is ascribing an economic value to natural assets, in order to understand how to embed it within 

our decision making.  We note the policy for new developments to result in a 10% biodiversity net 

gain which needs to be actively managed for 30 years in order the enhance Natural Capital.  We are 

not yet in a position to comment on whether this will be sufficient response. 

We also note that consideration of wind power is cited within the Spatial Strategy proposal.  SWLEP 

is in support of a range of renewable energy solutions being progressed, however we recall that wind 

power turbines were strongly opposed by local MPs and communities in the past.  Progressing less 
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visually imposing solutions may therefore have greater support and a quicker turnaround in terms of 

delivery. 

The LIS also highlights the issues in terms of energy, water and sewerage constraints which can 

restrict commercial and domestic developments; an issue not uncommon across neighbouring 

geographies too.  Mechanisms for collective cross border negotiation with DNO/DSOs is 

recommended. 

In terms of flood risk mitigation and management, has the option not to build in flood risk areas been 

considered? 

As mentioned above, we are supportive of the use of new energy vehicles for commercial and 

domestic use aligned to a low or zero carbon energy generation source.  In terms of public transport, 

are proposals in place to understand how this can this be proactively delivered with local authority 

involvement or will it all be delivered by the private sector? 

 

 

http://www.swlep.co.uk/
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Empowering Rural Communities 
Consultation Response Form 

 

The paper 'Empowering Rural Communities' looks at ways the Council’s planning policies and 
proposals might be changed for rural communities along with suggesting scales of housing growth. 
 
To view this document please visit the Council’s Local Plan Review Consultation page on its 

website at: https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation 

 
 
Please return to Wiltshire Council by Tuesday 9th March 2021. 
 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 
 
By e-mail to: spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk     
  

This form has two sections:  
 

Section One – Personal details 
Section Two – Your response to the questions. Please use a separate sheet for each 
representation. 

 

Section One – Personal details 
 
*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable) * 

Title 
 
First name 
 
Last name 
 
Job title 
(where relevant) 

- 

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

- Turley 

Address Line 1 
 

- 

Address Line 2 
 

- 

Address Line 3 
 

- 

Address Line 4 
 

- 

Postcode - 

Ref:                                                                                                           (For official use only) 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wiltshire.gov.uk%2Fplanning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation&data=04%7C01%7Cceri.jones%40wiltshire.gov.uk%7C95ac4ef5e1b94943db4008d8b619279f%7C5546e75e3be14813b0ff26651ea2fe19%7C0%7C0%7C637459566439079516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=od5SsLf9l%2F%2Bnh4YULnOWiAzPsi0jCKn%2F9ifbaKHHZfg%3D&reserved=0
mailto:spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk


 
Telephone Number 
 

- 

Email Address 
 

- 

 
Section Two – Questions  
 
Do you agree there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of more 
than five dwellings? What other approaches might there be? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 
Do you agree with the approach set out in the suggested policy? If not, why not? How could 
it be improved? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Do you think this approach is worth pursuing? 
Please explain your answer  
    

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
What local evidence would be needed to justify applying restrictions like these? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

n/a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
n/a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
n/a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
n/a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



To comment on the housing figure that interests you, please state which area of the county 
the settlement falls within.   
     

Answer:

 
 
What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large 
Villages? Should requirements be higher or lower? If so which ones and why?  
 

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any further comments you wish to make, please detail them below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future notification 
 
I wish to be notified of any future updates relating  
to the Local Plan Review:                          YES:  NO: 
 

 
Clicking yes will add you to the planning policy contact database. This will mean you are kept 
informed of any future planning policy updates and consultations.  
 
Further information on how the Spatial Planning Department treats your personally identifiable 
information can be found by reading the privacy notice available via the link below:  
 
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice   
 
Here you will also find information about how and why your data may be processed and your 
rights under the Data Subject Information Notice section further down the page. 
 

 

Signature:  Date: 
 

 
 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 

 

 

 
 
Chippenham HMA  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a s  necessary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

08/03/2021 

X  

 
 
Please see the attached Representations for details.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a separate sheet if necessary 
 

 
 
 
Please see the attached Representations for details.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice


Data Protection  
 

Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 These representations have been prepared by Turley on behalf of  in 

respect of the current consultation on the Wiltshire Local Plan Review documents 

(January 2021). 

1.2 would like to bring forward the following two sites for small scale 

residential development at Lacock: 

 Land to the south of Corsham Road, Lacock; and  

 Land to the east of Notton, Lacock 

1.3 Both of these sites have recently been submitted to Wiltshire Council requesting pre-

application advice with regards to residential development across the sites.  

1.4 Site location plans are included at Appendix 1 and Appendix 2.  

1.5 Section 2 sets out our representations are in relation the Emerging Spatial Strategy and 

Empowering Rural Communities consultation documents, insofar as they relate to 

Lacock. Section 3 sets out the opportunities presented by Land to the south of Corsham 

Road, Lacock. Section 4 set out the opportunities presented by Land to the east of 

Notton, Lacock. Section 5 provides a summary and conclusion.  
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2. Emerging Spatial Strategy  

Overall Housing Requirement and Spatial Strategy 

2.1 The starting point for the Emerging Spatial Strategy is calculating local housing need 

over the plan period. The NPPF paragraph 60 sets out that “To determine the minimum 

number of homes needed, strategic policies should be informed by a local housing need 

assessment, conducted using the standard method in national planning guidance.”  

2.2 The standard method identifies the minimum number of homes expected to be 

planned for in Wiltshire as 2,006 dwellings per annum. The Planning Practice Guidance 

(PPG) emphasises that this is a “minimum annual housing need figure” and not a 

“housing requirement figure.”1  

2.3 Paragraph 1.1 sets out that Wiltshire will need between 40,840 and 45,630 new homes 

over the plan period of 2016 to 2036.  

2.4 Paragraph 2.17 of the Emerging Spatial Strategy sets out that: 

“Housing need has been calculated in two ways, providing a minimum and a higher 

figure. The lower figure in the range of housing need assessed by the Council represents 

the minimum that results from using a national standard method (Standard Method). A 

Local Housing Need Assessment (LHNA) of new homes needed takes account of longer 

term migration and economic forecasts and produces the upper range result. This takes 

into consideration where there is the need to provide homes to support jobs and avoid 

net in-commuting. An upper figure would also be the basis of building in contingency.” 

2.5 We welcome that Wiltshire Council are at this stage planning for a higher level of 

housing than the minimum identified through the standard methodology. This will 

contribute to ensuring that the plan is positively prepared and is in accordance with the 

PPG which supports the use of previous assessments of need where they are higher 

than the outcome of the standard method.   

2.6 However, we would note that the plan period (2016-2036) does not allow for the Local 

Plan to “look ahead over a minimum 15 year period from adoption” in accordance with 

paragraph 22 of the NPPF, given that the current Local Plan Review timetable indicates 

adoption in Q2 of 2023. We recommend that the plan period is extended until at least 

2038 to allow a minimum 15 year time horizon from adoption. This will increase the 

total level of housing need that the Local Plan must make provision for.  

2.7 The reference to the Government’s intention to change the standard method in 

paragraph 1.1 is out of date as the Government made an announcement on 16th 

December 2020, nearly a month before the start of the consultation.  

2.8 The ‘Main Settlements’ are defined as the top two tiers of the settlement hierarchy, 

which include: Principal Settlements and Market Towns. While we do not have any 

specific concerns about the ranking of settlements within the hierarchy, we would raise 

                                                           
1 PPG Paragraph: 002 Reference ID: 2a-002-20190220 
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concerns about the approach set out in paragraph 1.3 which states that “Outside of the 

main settlements, the focus will continue to be on protecting the countryside and only 

development that can meet local needs”. This approach misses the opportunities 

provided by many Small Villages to contribute to meeting the county’s overall housing 

need and also fails to recognise the important role that new housing development 

plays in some of these lower tier settlements to support services and facilities. The way 

in which ‘local needs’ is defined will be important in allowing lower tier settlements to 

accommodate growth which supports their vitality.  

Lacock  

2.9 The Emerging Spatial Strategy does not mention Lacock at all within the consultation 

document as it only mentions Principle Settlements and Market Towns. It is 

understood that the hierarchy of settlements set out in the adopted Wiltshire Core 

Strategy will not change, therefore Lacock will remain identified as a ‘Small Village’, 

with no settlement boundary.  

2.10 The consultation document states that in the emerging Local Plan ‘Small Villages’ will 

be considered ‘non-strategic’. We feel that this is a missed opportunity for Lacock 

which is a sustainable village with the opportunity for growth.  

Empowering Rural Communities Consultation Document  

2.11 The Empowering Rural Communities document has been produced alongside the 

Emerging Spatial Strategy and provides more detail of the role of rural settlements 

including Local Service Centres, Large Villages and Small Villages. 

2.12 The stance on providing some modest development to respond to local needs and 

contribute to the viability of rural communities in Small Villages is supported.  

2.13 The consultation document states that this development in Small Villages would 

generally be limited to infill. This is also supported as it provides sufficient flexibility for 

sites to be assessed on their individual merit where development, other than infill, was 

appropriate on the site and within the wider context. 

2.14 The retained designation of Lacock as a Small Village is supported, however, it should 

be acknowledged that Lacock has a large number of services and facilities compared to 

other Small Villages identified in the plan. Lacock benefits from a wide range of local 

services and facilities, including:  

 Post Office  

 Three Pubs (The Red Lion, The Carpenters Arms and The George Inn) 

 Sign of the Angel restaurant with rooms 

 Hotel  

 Lacock Bakery 
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 The Stables Café 

 Various gift shops  

 Hunting Lodge Tea Rooms 

 Lacock C of E Primary School 

 St Cyriac’s Church 

 Children’s play area and a sports pitch 

 Lacock Abbey 

 Whitehall Garden Centre  

2.15 There are several Public Rights of Way routes through Lacock (LACO8, LACO11, 

LACO12, LACO13 and LACO14) which provide links to Notton and to the centre of 

Lacock. In addition, the National Cycle Network route, 403, runs through the centre of 

Lacock along Notton, Corsham Road, Cantax Hill and West Street.  

2.16 There are several bus stops in Lacock, including stops on Cantax Hill and West Street 

(which is close to the High Street). The X34 route stops at Lacock and provides regular 

services (two buses an hour) to Chippenham, Melksham, Trowbridge and Frome.  

2.17 Chippenham railway station is located approximately 6.4 km to the north of the site 

and provides regular services to Bristol, Swindon, London Paddington and Westbury.  

2.18 The emerging Local Plan proposes that a significant proportion of the housing 

requirement for each of the housing market areas will continue to be met through local 

plan allocations at the main settlements (Principal Settlements and Market Towns). A 

more modest scale is proposed to support the role of rural settlements and to meet 

needs in the rural areas, these areas are summarises as the ‘rest of the HMA’. 

2.19 Lacock is located within the Chippenham HMA. The table on page 9 of the Empowering 

Rural Communities document outlines that over the plan period (2016 to 2036) 9,255 

homes will be provided in Principle Settlement, 8,370 homes will be provided in 

Market Towns, 100 homes will be provided in Local Service Centres, 1,435 homes will 

be provided in Larger Villages and 1,265 homes will be provided ‘Elsewhere’.  

2.20 As such, in the Chippenham HMA it is proposed that 2,805 dwellings of the overall 

HMA housing requirement, established by the Emerging Strategy, will be directed 

towards the ‘Rest of the HMA’, i.e. Local Service Centres, Large Villages and 

‘Elsewhere’. Of these, 1,265 dwellings will be directed to ‘Elsewhere’, equating to 45% 

of the ‘Rest of the HMA’ housing requirement. The residual requirement for the 

remainder of the HMA is identified as 1,535 dwellings, or 55%, to be provided at Local 

Service Centres and Large Villages.  

2.21 The document does not provide a specific housing requirement figure for Small 

Villages, rather it outlines that the residual housing requirements from the HMA’s will 

be expected to fall within ‘Elsewhere’ as windfall development (i.e. infill, rural 
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exception sites, community led schemes) that could be met at Small Villages across the 

rural parts of each HMA.  

2.22 The housing requirement figures have been calculated using the flowchart on pages 

15-16 of the Empowering Rural Communities consultation document. The flow chart 

indicates a mathematical approach to reducing a settlement’s capacity depending on 

its existing constraints although we consider that there must be greater transparency 

in how these figures have been calculated with the Council needing to publish a 

detailed methodology and stage-by-stage results. Step A allocates a level of housing 

according to the existing size of an area with defined limits of development, or 

settlement boundaries. As such, Small Villages are not included in this calculation.  

2.23 We would suggest that consideration also needs to be given to the opportunity that 

Small Villages can provide to support housing, especially those with local facilities and 

services.  

2.24 Paragraph 39 of the Empowering Rural Communities document outlines that site 

allocations will generally be carried out by neighbourhood plans, however, where this 

is not the case the Council may allocate sites. As there is not a Neighbourhood Plan 

covering Lacock, we would encourage the Council to allocate appropriate development 

sites, including the two sites submitted in this representation, to help meet local need 

and support appropriate development outside, but in close proximity to, a settlement.  
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3. Land to the south of Corsham Road, Lacock 

The Site  

3.1 ould like to bring forward a new development of approximately 15 

new homes on a 1.5 ha site located at the north west of Lacock. A site location plan is 

included at Appendix 1.  

3.2 The site is located to the west of Whitehall Garden Centre and currently comprises a 

triangular parcel of land currently in agricultural use. 

3.3 The site is currently accessed from Corsham Road via single track road approximately 

3.0m in width serving two private dwellings and fields to the west of the garden centre. 

Intervisibility between the accesses is very good and visibility splays would appear to 

exceed that for the posted 40mph speed limit. Corsham Road is lit and benefits from a 

footway along its southern flank.  

3.4 The site is well contained and is not visible from Corsham Road. Mature hedgerows and 

trees line the east, south and west boundaries of the site. To the north-west and north 

of the site there is existing residential development which comprises of large houses 

and a large block of modern flats. To the east there is a small parcel of open land which 

connects to Whitehall Garden Centre and the associated car parking. 

3.5 With regards to site topography, the north of the site is relatively flat, however, the 

grassland slopes downwards towards the south of the site.  

3.6 The site is not located within a Green Belt or an AONB, nor is the site within 400m of an 

SSSI, SPA or Ramsar site.  

3.7 There are no Listed Buildings on, or in close proximity to the site. Lacock Conservation 

Area is located to the south east of the sites and covers the main built up area of 

Lacock. There are no scheduled monuments on or in close proximity to the site.  

3.8 From a review of the EA register it is noted that the site is located within Flood Zone 1, 

which means there is a low probability of flooding. A water course runs adjacent to the 

southern boundary of the site, but this is outside the red line boundary. 

3.9 The site is located within the vicinity of Lacock which is identified as a ‘Small Village’. 

The centre of Lacock is located to the south east of the site and is approximately a 15 

minutes’ walk away (1 km to the south east).  

3.10 Lacock is a busy village with a range of services and facilities including local shop with a 

post office, three pubs (The Red Lion, The Carpenters Arms and The George Inn), Sign 

of the Angel restaurant with rooms, hotel, Lacock Bakery, The Stables Café, various gift 

shops, Hunting Lodge Tea Rooms, a goldsmiths, Lacock C of E Primary School, St 

Cyriac’s Church, children’s play area and a sports pitch, all of which are located within 

the village centre, 1 km to the south east of the site. The National Trust attraction, 

Lacock Abbey, is also located at the east side of Lacock (1.6 km to the south east).  
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3.11 Whitehall Garden Centre is in close proximity to the site and includes garden centre 

facilities and the Lavendar Lodge Tea Rooms and Bistro. The Whitehall Garden Centre 

is known as a key destination point in the area.  

3.12 With regards to public transport there are two bus stops in close proximity to the site. 

The most accessible is the Reybridge Turn bus stop located on Cantax Hill (600 m to the 

east). This stop provides regular services via the X34 route to the main stops at 

Chippenham, Melksham, Trowbridge and Frome, and is within walking distance. The 

George bus stop is also along the X34 route and is located on West Street, close to the 

High Street (1 km to the south east).  

3.13 Chippenham railway station is located approximately 6.4 km to the north of the site 

and provides regular services to Bristol, Swindon, London Paddington and Westbury.  

3.14 It is considered that the site is located a sustainable location due to the proximity to 

local services and access to public transport and local services. 

The Opportunity 

3.15 Land to the south of Corsham Road, Lacock provides an opportunity to deliver 

additional dwellings in the forthcoming plan period. The site is well positioned in 

relation to existing infrastructure, services and facilities in Lacock. The site has no 

overriding constraints to development and would make a valuable contribution to the 

vitality of Lacock by way of additional market and affordable dwellings. The site 

represents a sustainable location for residential development at Lacock. 

3.16 The development of the site could provide a range of benefits which would contribute 

to the three dimensions (social, economic and environmental) of sustainable 

development. These are detailed below. 

 Provision of new market and affordable homes which could contribute to the 

council’s five year housing land supply. 

 New housing can enable existing Lacock residents and families to meet their 

housing needs locally, rather than have to move out of the area. This helps to 

support local community, social connections.  

 Housing to accommodate additional population, which will in turn support the 

vitality and viability of services and facilities in Lacock through local spending and 

funding. 

 CIL payments, in addition to New Homes Bonus and increased Council Tax receipts 

received by the Council. 

 Provision of an area of open space at the south of the site. 

 Provision of biodiversity enhancements across the site.  
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4. Land to the east of Notton, Lacock 

The Site  

4.1 would like to bring forward a new development of between 6 - 13 new 

homes on a 2.3 ha site located at the north of Lacock. A site location plan is included at 

Appendix 2.  

4.2 The site located to the north of Whitehall Garden Centre and forms a triangular parcel 

of land located between the A350 to the east and Notton to the west. 

4.3 A majority of the site currently comprises open grassland with a flat topography. To the 

south of the site there is an existing detached house with a large garden to the east. 

4.4 The site is currently accessed from Notton via a priority T-junction between Corsham 

Road and Notton. Notton is generally 5.0m wide, lit, and subject to a 40mph speed 

limit with a footway along its western flank.  

4.5 The eastern boundary of the site is lined by mature hedge rows and large trees which 

act as a buffer between the site and the A350 which runs parallel to the eastern 

boundary. To the north and north west of the site there are several large dwellings 

which face onto Notton Road, further to the north of the site there is an area of 

employment land comprising several office buildings (See planning application ref. 

14/05231/FUL & N/11/02354/FUL). Notton Road runs parallel to the west of the site, 

beyond the road are open agricultural fields. The southern boundary of the site is 

adjacent to Corsham Road and contains several areas of trees in the curtilage of the 

existing dwelling. Whitehall Garden Centre is located at the other side of Corsham 

Road.  

4.6 The site is not located within a Green Belt or an AONB, nor is the site within 400m of an 

SSSI, SPA or Ramsar site.  

4.7 There are no Listed Buildings on the site, however, it is noted that there are three 

Grade II Listed Buildings in close proximity to the north-west corner of the site, as well 

as a Grade II Listed Building to the south of the site. The proposed site layout has been 

designed to minimise any negative impact on these heritage assets.  

4.8 Lacock Conservation Area is located to the south east of the sites and covers the main 

built up area of the village. There are no scheduled monuments on or in close proximity 

to the site.  

4.9 From a review of the EA register it is noted that the site is located within Flood Zone 1, 

which means there is a low probability of flooding. A water course runs adjacent to the 

southern boundary of the site, but this is outside of the red line boundary. 

4.10 The site is located within the vicinity of Lacock which is identified as a ‘Small Village’. 

The centre of Lacock is located to the south east of the site and is approximately a 10 

minute walk away (800m to the south east).  
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4.11 Lacock is a busy village with a range of services and facilities including local shop with a 

post office, three pubs (The Red Lion, The Carpenters Arms and The George Inn), Sign 

of the Angel restaurant with rooms, hotel, Lacock Bakery, The Stables Café, various gift 

shops, Hunting Lodge Tea Rooms, a goldsmiths, Lacock C of E Primary School, St 

Cyriac’s Church, children’s play area and a sports pitch, all of which are located within 

the village centre, 800m to the south east of the site. The National Trust attraction, 

Lacock Abbey, is also located at the east side of Lacock (1.2 km to the south east).  

4.12 Whitehall Garden Centre is located directly opposite the site and includes garden 

centre facilities and the Lavender Lodge Tea Rooms and Bistro. The Whitehall Garden 

Centre is known as a key destination point in the area. 

4.13 With regards to public transport there are two bus stops in close proximity to the site. 

The most accessible is the Reybridge Turn bus stop located on Cantax Hill (320 m to the 

east). This stop provides regular services via the X34 route to the main stops at 

Chippenham, Melksham, Trowbridge and Frome, and is within walking distance. The 

George bus stop is also along the X34 route and is located on West Street, close to the 

High Street (800m to the south east). 

4.14 Chippenham railway station is located approximately 6.4 km to the north of the site 

and provides regular services to Bristol, Swindon, London Paddington and Westbury.  

4.15 It is considered that the site is situated in a sustainable location due to its proximity to 

local services and access to public transport. 

The Opportunity 

4.16 Land to the east of Notton, Lacock provides an opportunity to deliver additional 

dwellings in the forthcoming plan period. The site is well positioned in relation to 

existing infrastructure, services and facilities in Lacock. The site has no overriding 

constraints to development and would make a valuable contribution to the vitality of 

Lacock by way of additional market and affordable dwellings. The site represents a 

sustainable location for residential development at Lacock. 

4.17 The development of the site could provide a range of benefits which would contribute 

to the three dimensions (social, economic and environmental) of sustainable 

development. These are detailed below. 

 Provision of new market and affordable homes which could contribute to the 

council’s five year housing land supply. 

 New housing can enable existing Lacock residents and families to meet their 

housing needs locally, rather than have to move out of the area. This helps to 

support local community and social connections.  

 Housing to accommodate additional population, which will in turn support the 

vitality and viability of services and facilities in Lacock through local spending and 

funding. 
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 CIL payments, in addition to New Homes Bonus and increased Council Tax receipts 

received by the Council. 

 Provision of an area of open space at the south of the site. 

 Provision of biodiversity enhancements across the site.  
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5. Summary and Conclusion  

5.1 We support Wiltshire Council’s intention to plan for a higher level of growth than the 

minimum housing need of the Standard Methodology in the Emerging Spatial Strategy.  

5.2 However, as highlighted above, the plan period (2016-2036) does not allow for the 

Local Plan to “look ahead over a minimum 15 year period from adoption” in 

accordance with paragraph 22 of the NPPF. We recommend that the plan period is 

extended until at least 2038 to allow a minimum 15 year time horizon from adoption. 

5.3 In line with paragraph 39 of the Empowering Rural Communities document, as there is 

not a Neighbourhood Plan covering Lacock, we would encourage the Council to 

allocate appropriate development sites, including the two sites submitted in this 

representation, to help meet local need and support appropriate development at 

Lacock.  

5.4 The two sites, Land to the south of Corsham Road, Lacock and Land to the east of 

Notton, Lacock, provide the opportunity to deliver high quality housing development in 

a sustainable location in close proximity to the existing built up area of Lacock. The 

sites do not have any overriding constraints and proposed schemes have been recently 

submitted to the Council for pre-application discussions.  

5.5 We therefore recommend that Wiltshire Council consider the allocation of Land to the 

south of Corsham Road, Lacock and Land to the east of Notton, Lacock as sustainable 

infill sites at Lacock.  

5.6 We look forward to continuing to engage with the Local Plan Review process and 

would welcome the opportunity to discuss with officers the opportunities at Lacock.  
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Appendix 1: Site Location Plan - Land to the 
south of Corsham Road, Lacock 
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Appendix 2: Site Location Plan - Land to the east 
of Notton, Lacock 
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RURAL 258



 

 

EMPOWERING RURAL COMMUNITIES  

 

1. Do you agree there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of 

more than five dwellings in the rural area?  What other approaches might there be? 

 

Yes, there needs to be sufficient supply of affordable homes or first time buyer homes in 

rural areas to enable those who grew up in the area to stay in the area should they wish to 

do so.  It should not be a target but a condition of the development taking place.  In rural 

areas often new build properties are “executive homes” and those who have either grown 

up or who have lived in the area for a considerable time cannot always afford these types of 

properties.  Many of these “executive homes” have been built on the sites of former village 

cottages meaning the smaller rural properties are gradually disappearing so there needs to 

be sufficient replacement affordable homes.  Alternatively, a policy needs to be put in place 

to restrict the changes to smaller properties to enable them to remain affordable and to 

preserve historical buildings which are characteristic to rural areas – the more that are 

removed the more villages lose their identities and just become rows of “executive homes”. 

 

For the two small rural villages of Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls there are currently no 

potential sites within the Settlement Boundary which could accommodate more than five 

dwellings and this would mean any potential development would not have to include 

affordable homes.  There should be consideration given to this type of scenario otherwise all 

new potential infill development would not have to be affordable or starter homes which 

many rural villages need rather than larger expensive properties. Any affordable homes 

should have a covenant attached which states that only people with a genuine and proven 

connection to the village should be eligible to live there. Experience in neighbouring 

Breamore has shown that once the local ‘need’ is fulfilled then the remaining properties are 

filled with people who have no connection to the area. This then sets a precedent and 

blockage to property for future genuine local need but also demonstrates that the need at 

the time of development for affordable housing in the area did not exist. 

 

2. Do you think this approach is worth pursuing?  What local evidence would be needed to 

justify applying restrictions like these? 

 

Yes, villages need dwellings of various sizes to allow local people to stay within the area as 

stated above.  The New Forest National Park restricts extensions to dwellings by the use of 

Core Policy DP36 of the New Forest National Park’s Local Plan: 

 

Policy DP36: Extensions to dwellings Extensions to existing dwellings will be permitted 

provided that they are appropriate to the existing dwelling and its curtilage. 

 

This policy states that “the extension must not increase the floorspace of the existing 

dwelling by more than 30%” however, this could be seen as being too restrictive. 

 



 

 

The justification would be to avoid building into the countryside which is especially 

important for our community with part of the parish being within the New Forest National 

Park.  Previous planning applications in local areas could be used to evidence the changes in 

properties over the years which has resulted in the loss of smaller properties or smaller 

properties being knocked down to accommodate larger developments to increase profit 

margins.  These developments often leave properties with very limited recreational space 

and surrounding countryside becomes even more important as evidenced by the current 

pandemic.  Open spaces are needed for people’s mental health and well-being. 

 

3. Do you agree with the approach set out in the suggested revised Core Policy 44?  If not, 

why not?  How could it be improved? 

 

Yes in principle the Council agree with the suggested revised Core Policy 44.   

 

4. What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large 

Villages?  Should requirements be higher or lower?  If so which ones and why? 

 

Housing Requirements for Local Service Centres and Large Villages 

The formula used to calculate housing requirements does not take into account each 

individual area’s actual ability to provide suitable sites for the suggested housing numbers 

nor does it demonstrate there is an actual need for the numbers suggested.  

 

The document states that “the housing requirement for the remaining unconstrained area is 

distributed to each Large Village, based on the size of settlement and number of existing 

households” but this does not mean there are sufficient available areas within the 

settlement boundary for more housing.  In many areas where the numbers of existing 

households are high it’s because previous development has already taken place or there has 

already been significant infill.  

 

Requirements for housing cannot be calculated based on the size of a settlement or number 

of existing households.  This does not mean there is necessarily a requirement for more 

housing.  Requirements should be based on evidential need and whether or not extra 

housing will have a detrimental impact on the existing infrastructure.  As an example, recent 

development at Downton meant Downton Primary School had to be extended into the 

green space of Downton memorial gardens. Children from Downton and beyond are also 

therefore being accommodated in Morgans Vale & Woodfalls Primary.  With a further 

housing requirement proposed of 108 properties for Downton alone how will the existing 

infrastructure which also supports adjacent small rural village communities cope, especially 

if their housing allocation is also to increase? 

 

There is a concern that a county wide housing target is just being distributed around the 

county due to sizing of areas which are deemed to be able to absorb extra housing without 

taking into account whether or not the existing infrastructure can actually support the 

proposed extra housing or that extra housing is actually needed.  

 



 

 

We are also concerned that due to geography and lines on a map that there is a 

misconception that Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls constitute one place. They are adjacent 

small rural villages with different topography and identities and have only become 

connected through infill. They should be treated as two small rural communities. 

 

Should Requirements be Higher or Lower 

 

It is not possible to answer in general terms for all the areas listed in the Empowering Rural 

Communities document as you would need to have personal knowledge of that area to 

know if housing is required and if there are suitable sites and existing infrastructure can 

support it.  If existing infrastructure cannot support additional housing is there sufficient 

development space available to improve the infrastructure and is that what existing 

residents actually want? 

 

Redlynch Parish Council does not agree with the suggested housing requirement for 

Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls. These are two adjacent small villages and we believe 

notwithstanding the incorrect definition of these places as a ‘large village’ that the housing 

allocation is far too high and is not supported by evidential need. 

 

If so which ones and why? 

 

Redlynch Parish Council does not agree with the suggested housing requirement for the 

adjacent rural villages of Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls and also has concerns with the 

housing requirement for the neighbouring village of Downton. 

 

Redlynch Parish Council does not agree with Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls villages being 

classified as one “Large Village”.   

 

Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls are two separate settlements within Redlynch Parish which 

consists of Morgan’s Vale, Lover, Redlynch and Woodfalls.  Due to Lover and Redlynch being 

within the New Forest National Park they are not included in the housing requirement.  

However, any housing development within Lover and Redlynch will impact the infrastructure 

of the whole parish and equally any development in Morgan’s Vale or Woodfalls will impact 

Lover and Redlynch. 

 

With part of Redlynch Parish being within the New Forest National Park any additional 

housing in the villages of Morgan’s Vale or Woodfalls could cause a potential negative 

impact on the Park including increased recreational pressures and cross-Park traffic.  

Consideration should also be given to the impact on the  River Avon System Site of Special 

Scientific (SSSI) Interest, River Avon Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and New Forest SSSI, 

SAC, Special Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar site where the villages are within Impact Risk 

Zones and likely to have an incidental impact beyond these zones.  

 

The neighbouring settlement Downton is also located in close proximity to the northern 

boundary of the National Park and development in the settlement will impact on the New 



 

 

Forest in terms of increased recreational pressures and cross-Park traffic. Any development 

in the valley will also have a likely significant effect on the River Avon designated sites which 

must be considered and mitigated.  

 

Large Villages are defined as “settlements with a more limited range of employment, services 

and facilities. Development will be limited to that needed to help meet their housing needs 

and improve employment opportunities, services and facilities”.  What is meant by a limited 

range of employment, services and facilities?  Both the of Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls 

have an extremely low level of services and facilities with few employment opportunities 

and both villages would therefore come under the “Small Village” classification.  It would 

appear that they have been classified as a Large Village simply due to the geographical 

layout of the two settlements, which clearly covers a large square area, and not because of 

their levels of employment, services and facilities. 

 

Redlynch Parish Council are concerned that the calculations for the housing requirements do 

not accurately reflect what is needed or possible in the individual areas.  Within the 

Emerging Spatial Strategy document it states the need for new homes is to support services 

and infrastructure but the volume of new homes suggested in Downton, Morgan’s Vale and 

Woodfalls would not support services and infrastructure but has the potential to actually 

cause harm.   

 

In terms of the wider impact in conjunction with Downton, the Empowering Rural 

Communities document places an allocation on Downton for a further 108 dwellings (it 

states a requirement of 235 but identifies that 127 of these have already been delivered). 

So, the overall impact on Downton, as the area’s Local Service Centre, is to be able to 

support a further 164 families. Can the shops and Doctor’s surgery, which currently support 

Downton and Redlynch Parishes as well as other neighbouring communities, accommodate 

this increased take-up of services without substantial further investment in infrastructure?  

Can the schools accommodate any overflow from Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls when they 

have their own increased capacity to take into consideration?  Can the already overly busy 

rural roads and parking facilities in these villages accommodate the increased traffic 

requirement without further similar investment?  Redlynch Parish Council does not believe 

the current infrastructure can support the suggested housing requirements. 

 

 A prime example is Downton Surgery which currently accommodates patients from 

Downton, Woodfalls, Morgan’s Vale, Redlynch and Lover as well as patients in neighbouring 

and geographically close villages such as Hale and Woodgreen in Hampshire. Wait times for 

appointments can already be significant.  How will it cope with further development?   

 

It states within the supporting documents that the Local Plan Review will play a key role in 

helping to deliver not only the Council’s carbon reduction aspiration, but also achieve 

compliance with legislation and national planning policy expectations.  This is not compatible 

with the suggested volume of housing in Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls with neither having 

real employment opportunities and a very limited rural bus service which means residents 

are reliant on their cars.  The carbon footprint would increase rather than decrease which as 



 

 

stated earlier will negatively impact the New Forest National Park and surrounding statutory 

designated sites. 

 

Over the years there has been an increase in housing in Redlynch parish however, even with 

an increase in housing the parish has lost three of its original five pubs, with all three pub 

sites being turned into housing.  There were also four shops but now there is only one for 

the whole parish – the three other shops were all converted into housing.  So housing is not 

assisting services, housing is replacing the services and infrastructure resulting in residents 

needing to travel elsewhere thus increasing carbon footprint not reducing it.   

 

Within the Empowering Rural Communities document it states “to support the local plan, 

each community will be encouraged to determine themselves where additional development 

takes place by the preparation of a neighbourhood plan”.  This is not possible if there is no 

land available within the settlement boundary for either Morgan’s Vale or Woodfalls to 

provide the suggested housing requirement of 56.  It is stated that Wiltshire Council will look 

at brownfield sites and prefer not to use green belt land.  The only brownfield site within 

Morgan’s Vale or Woodfalls is the Skylark site which has already obtained planning 

permission for 7 properties meaning there are no other sites on which to build.  The other 

option is infill but again there are insufficient infill opportunities to achieve the 56 housing 

requirement.  The Empowering Rural Communities document also states that when 

calculating the requirement, planning policy seeks to ensure that housing in rural areas is 

constrained to preserve the countryside – so the suggested figure of 56 would go against the 

planning policy as there are no suitable sites within the settlement boundary resulting in any 

potential development encroaching on green belt land.  It should also be noted that the 

document indicates a presumption against any development of more than 20 properties 

which means that, to achieve the required numbers, at least three sizable development sites 

would be required. 

 

In summary, notwithstanding the issues identified above with respect to the need to breach 

the current settlement boundary and definition of a ‘large village’, development simply 

cannot take place to the east or south-east of the villages of Morgan’s Vale and Woodfalls 

due to the immediate proximity of the Wiltshire/Hampshire border or encroachment into 

the area administered by the New Forest National Park Authority, and development cannot 

take place to the west or south-west due to encroachment into the River Avon SAC. As a 

result, Redlynch Parish Council considers that there is no possibility of delivering the stated 

housing requirement.  

 

In conclusion Redlynch Parish Council believe the settlements of Morgan’s Vale and 

Woodfalls should both come under the Small Village classification where some very modest 

development may be appropriate to respond to local needs and contribute to the vitality of 

rural communities but generally limited to infill. 
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Empowering Rural Communities 
Consultation Response Form 

 

The paper 'Empowering Rural Communities' looks at ways the Council’s planning policies and 
proposals might be changed for rural communities along with suggesting scales of housing growth. 
 
To view this document please visit the Council’s Local Plan Review Consultation page on its 

website at: https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation 

 

 
Please return to Wiltshire Council by Tuesday 9th March 2021. 
 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 
 
By e-mail to: spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk     
  

This form has two sections:  
 

Section One – Personal details 
Section Two – Your response to the questions. Please use a separate sheet for each 
representation. 

 

Section One – Personal details 
 
*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable) * 

Title 
 

 

First name 
 

 

Last name 
 

 

Job title 
(where relevant) 

 

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

  

Address Line 1 
 

 

Address Line 2 
 

 

Address Line 3 
 

 

Address Line 4 
 

  

Postcode  

Ref:                                                                                                           (For official use only) 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wiltshire.gov.uk%2Fplanning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation&data=04%7C01%7Cceri.jones%40wiltshire.gov.uk%7C95ac4ef5e1b94943db4008d8b619279f%7C5546e75e3be14813b0ff26651ea2fe19%7C0%7C0%7C637459566439079516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=od5SsLf9l%2F%2Bnh4YULnOWiAzPsi0jCKn%2F9ifbaKHHZfg%3D&reserved=0
mailto:spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk


 
Telephone Number 
 

 

Email Address 
 

 

 
Section Two – Questions  
 
Do you agree there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of more 
than five dwellings? What other approaches might there be? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 
The World commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future (Page16) makes the 
following statement: 

 

“Sustainable development is not a fixed state of harmony, but rather a process of change in which the 

exploitation of resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technological development, 

and institutional change are made consistent with future as well as present needs. We do not pretend 

that the process is easy or straightforward. Painful choices have to be made. Thus, in the final analysis, 

sustainable development must rest on political will.” 

 
Sustainable development is not about carrying on as we are in Wiltshire, building Affordable and 
Unaffordable houses and creating wealth – these values and objectives are from the last century. We 
know that the health of our planet requires intensive care, we can see it on the news, we can measure it 
accurately and we can compare it with historic levels when we know humanity was in balance with nature.  
 
Building houses is hugely carbon emissive and it destroys ecosystems. That applies as much to Affordable 
Homes as it does to unaffordable homes. Both types of home will require excavation and foundation, both 
of which destroy the ecosystem in the soil and seal it from the atmosphere for ever. The ground is where 
we have to grow food, enable oxygen-generating plants and house the non-human lifeforms that we 
depend on to keep this planet alive and yes, “The Planet” includes Wiltshire. 
 
The implication of this question is that Affordable Homes are ok, virtuous, even. I challenge this implication 
– it is wrong. It is simply another form of “Exploitation of Resources” for profit. The resources are the 
countryside and the profit should be for all through enhancing rural farming, rural nature, rural 
sequestration and rural energy harvesting potential, not for GDP growth, not for accommodating the 250K 
human resources we import from abroad annually, not for tax returns, rents, mortgage payments and 
council tax revenue from “affordable homes”. We need to exchange Gross Build Profit and Future Returns 
for a Sustainable Future. Difficult decisions, painful outcomes. Far too much for Wiltshire’s Politicians. 
 
We need to change our ways from the past (as expressed in this LP document), pause, then totally re-
plan, in a way that gives us a future. 
 
Where is the plan for Affordable Farms? Where is the plan for Affordable Allotments? Where is the plan to 
make Affordable Food without high intensity agriculture? Where is the thinking to allow the Urban 
Community to help the Rural Community become more affordable, more sustainable, more environmental 
and more fruitful for the benefit of all of Nature, not just us humans?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/5987our-common-future.pdf


Do you agree with the approach set out in the suggested policy? If not, why not? How could 
it be improved? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No.  
 
This section outlines a policy to devolve the destruction of the countryside from the Council to the Public. 
Currently, Local Government whinges, whales and bemoans the fact that it “cannot do anything about 
Climate Change or Environmental destruction because the Government has forced it to sell its farmland 
and build all over it”. In this document, Local Government is proposing a way that will allow itself to do 
exactly the same thing and completely absolve itself from all responsibility for this destruction. 
 
Most politicians seem to think that people actually care about them personally and about what they say. 
The reality is the opposite and people only listen to politicians if something really good or really bad is 
coming their way. Everyone is so busy working so hard and there is no time to waste pumping their vanity. 
The same applies to Wiltshire Council’s website. People don’t Perouse it because they want to or because 
they feel it might be interesting, they go there because they have to. 
 
By moving the place for all democratic Public Opinion online you automatically exclude the digitally 
disabled. You cannot assume that ‘The Public’ will all get involved because it’s the WC website, vast tracts 
of people are overrun with digital information streams whilst others are not even connected.  
 
Furthermore, opinion surveys (like this consultation) inevitably attract the polar views of the small but 
engaged sections of any population and in this case, it’s the polar views expressed as “Money or Planet”. 
The two are irreconcilable without education. In common with this Local Plan “Consultation”, the education 
is totally one sided: This consultation only espouses the benefits of housing development, it says not a 
single word about the Atmospheric, Ocean and Ecological destruction emitted during manufacture of 
materials and the act of construction. There are no estimates, no calculations and no data to allow any 
member of the public to make a balanced decision or do a cost-benefit analysis from a climate or 
ecological viewpoint. 
 
Businessmen are very clever, very focussed and very well resourced. The business objective is always the 
bottom line and the profit involved in building 45,000 houses on cheap farmland provides a huge incentive 
to play the long game and invest in a profitable outcome – billions of pounds of profit are at stake in getting 
this Local Plan ‘through’. Right now it’s the end game around Chippenham and it’s been planned for and 
funded over decades. Business can afford to employ intelligent people to work full time within and around 
Local Government at all levels. The Climate-aware and Environment-aware population stands no chance 
because in the face of that business resource, their Defender and Voice – Wiltshire Council and Council 
Officers (which the public pay for) have absented themselves of their responsibilities and publically 
espouse treating the Democratic Institution as a Business, with a self-declared objective of making money 
out of any and all of the people’s assets. 
 
Preparation of the countryside for development is happening now for the development plans after 2036. 
Go out, look around the countryside and ask yourself why the big trees are being cut down, why the 
hedgerow widths are thinned and why the hedgerow heights are shortened year after year after year. Who 
is doing that and why? 
 
What we need is Leadership from our leaders, but leadership in the Right Direction. We have had a 400-
year run-up to the precipice that all life is about to fall over and yet this Leadership is still encouraging us to 
run faster towards the edge rather than stop, look around at our world, take stock of the thousands of ways 
we’ve damaged it and begin to work together to effect repairs – for the good of all - as soon as possible. 
 
What about a Policy of educating the population about Climate change and then a survey asking them at 
what level they think the Atmospheric level of CO2 (in ppm) will cause the first irreversible climate tipping 
point ? 
 
What about a Policy of educating Cabinet members and Wiltshire Councillors about Sustainable Farming 
and a survey asking the rural community if WC should fund their tenant farmers, village shops, village 
markets, village schools to germinate to do better, rather than selling our county farms, funding car parks, 
funding yet more roads and funding the design of massive new housing estates ? 
 
 
 
 

https://www.co2levels.org/


Do you think this approach is worth pursuing? 
Please explain your answer  
    

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No, this approach needs to be completely blocked. This approach needs to be recognised for what it is – 
more growth in the wrong economic sector, for money. 
 
The approach needs to be completely re-written to move away from new building and towards 
refurbishment, away from genericising every settlement with concrete, brick and tile, paved garden and 
tarmacked drive to improving local and rural sustainability for food, for all the non-human lifeforms whilst 
somehow reconciling the immense energy harvesting required to the public concept of “having a view”. 
 
We cannot go on building over the countryside. We have to stop our damage habit, re-imagine the value 
we ascribe to complex society and change to repair, renew and recycle modes whilst we engineer a 
harvested-energy led approach to fixing our atmosphere and oceans. 
 
If all phrases related to “house building” in sections 19-25 and the Revised Small Developer’s Core Policy 
44 were changed to relate to sustainable food, transport reduction, retro-insulating housing, back-fitting 
energy harvesting methods, regenerating smallholdings, working locally, seeing-counting-valuing 
indigenous insects and animals, freeing hedges, encouraging woods, cleaning waterways, expanding 
wetlands and caring for nature only then we would have the start of an approach that would be worth 
pursuing.  
 
There are hundreds of thousands of things that need to be done to repair our county and prepare it for an 
unimaginable period of hardship and this entire consultation is about planning to build more buildings. In 
the Decade of Action this set of Local Plan documents is a total and utter waste of time, energy and 
resource.  
 
We need a new Rural Vision to pursue a vision which Empowers Communities to work towards a future, 
rather than to sleep-walk into a total catastrophe. This needs Leadership of People, not the Economic 
Growth of rural settlements. 
 
Wiltshire Council “Where Everybody Matters” … so long as it’s a human body with a human mind that 
believes in economic growth.  
 
“Where everybody matters?” what arrogant, self-centred, self-serving bollocks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil_food_web
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/decade-of-action/


What local evidence would be needed to justify applying restrictions like these? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There seems to be a deceit by National and Local government allied to the Media that somehow Climate 
Change and the Ecological crisis don’t apply to use here in Wiltshire, that there is no local evidence that 
there is anything wrong at all and that it’s okay to carry on converting all of the planet’s resources (and it’s 
less fortunate population) into money to drive annual % GDP growth. 
 
Simple but significant evidence which demonstrates an existential threat to humanity (and yes, that does 
include the people of Wiltshire, the country of England and the Nation of the UK) is here: 
 

 
 
These measurements are directly applicable to our atmosphere here in Wiltshire. This is EVIDENCE that 
we need to restrict all construction, and fast.  
 
As first world residents living in a wealthy rural county WE pollute more CO2 ,CH4, and N2O living our lives 
than most of the rest of the people in the world. We and our leaders have a responsibility to take Action to 
remedy that. This entire Local Plan that makes the case for massive construction which - by design - will 
dump even more pollution into the atmosphere! 
 
The average annual temperature in our County of Wiltshire has increased by 1.69°C since 1960. 

Continental land mass temperatures and – in particular arctic temperature rise - is way, way faster than the 
Global Average Annual Temperature rise shown in the Temperature Record above. We can no longer 
think that our Wiltshire weather works in splendid isolation, just because we want to continue with our 
relatively comfortable, elite and wealthy lives. Our Leaders need to wake up and take Action here, in 
Wiltshire and come up with a plan on how to engage Business to the benefit of our Future rather than its 
destruction. 
 
The Global O2 graph above spans only 30 years. In common with the other five graphs, its 1000-year 
trajectory is exponentially downwards since 1620. Plant life and trees generate a great deal of our oxygen. 
We deforested Wiltshire (Page5) over the past 400 years, we turned our forest into agricultural and grazing 
land. Our Nation is far more advanced in forest destruction than Bolsonaro of Brazil, by miles. We are 
demonstrating to the indigenous people of Brazil what happens after near-total deforestation, after 
industrial agriculturisation, we the UK are showing him – apparently as leaders against Climate change - 
that we urbanise what was once forest and agriculture next, by literally pouring concrete and tarmac over 
our land. And we anger at Bolsonaro ??  
 
This Local Plan should foster plant and tree growth as a central plank, then search for measurable 
evidence in Wiltshire that Wilshire Policy is increasing O2 levels, not helping suppress them further. We 
urgently need a massive tree-planting effort and to deploy all methods at our disposal to encourage rapid 
and wide rewilding of Wiltshire’s natural capital, NOT FURTHER IT’S DESTRUCTION. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpvUivhCw2Y
https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/assets.rewildingbritain.org.uk/icons/RB_NaturalRegenerationReport_Jan2020.pdf?mtime=20210111094627&focal=none
https://creatingtomorrowsforests.co.uk/blogs/news/the-miyawaki-method-for-creating-forests


To comment on the housing figure that interests you, please state which area of the county 
the settlement falls within.   
     

Answer:

 
 

I am highly concerned at any and all house building, in all parts of Wiltshire. I clearly see the costs and the 
losses to the Natural Capital of Wiltshire that come from the building of housing estates, industrial units 
and the accompanying roads (both minor and major), pavements, urban services and associated waste 
outputs that it all comes with. 
 
Our Government wants to build 250,000 houses each and every year ad infinitum to help sustain annual 
GDP economic growth - ad infinitum. It has still not realised that economic wealth is directly proportional to 
damage sustained in Planetary Health. Work drives Wealth drives Emissions. The graph of GDP per 
Capita in England is an excellent proxy to global wealth, as the UK industrialised first and accrued 
phenomenal wealth by converting the mineral and food resources of an entire empire and many of it’s 
people into Money. Unfortunately we also taught the rest of the world to follow our path. 
 

  
 
Even though our UK Government Covid Policy killed 125,000 people compared to New Zealand’s Covid 
Policy which killed just 26 people, our Wiltshire Council leaders unquestioningly follow Government Policy. 
 
Our Government is not preparing to counter the effects of Climate change and therefore Wiltshire Cabinet 
is not preparing to counter the effects of Climate change. They blindly follow political rhetoric and refuse to 
educate themselves personally on the Global Reality.  
 
There is no courage or intent in the leadership of this council to empower or unite our rural and urban 
communities to work together towards a common goal which recognises the magnitude of the Climate and 
the Ecological crises. How can there be, they are ignorant of it through their own personal choice and 
totally focussed on building over the countryside? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/news/housing-minister-targets-1-million-new-homes-by-2020
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/gdp-per-capita-in-the-uk-since-1270
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/gdp-per-capita-in-the-uk-since-1270
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/UK
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/new-zealand/
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/new-zealand/


What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large 
Villages? Should requirements be higher or lower? If so which ones and why?  
 

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The housing and business requirements for all settlement sizes, including these, are completely wrong. 
 
They should all be set to zero until we have control of each of the major scientific climate measurement 
data. There can be nothing more obvious nor anything more important once you recognise what the data 
mean. 
 
Whilst the build, build, build, policy is paused, Local Government should stop spending the majority of their 
discretionary monies (and stop Treasury borrowing to fund even more building from the environmentally 
worst of banks) on construction and construction planning and stop sucking the bandwidth out of the 
workforce and population discussing it. They must start addressing a Local Plan that focuses on doing 
more than our fair share (which is huge) to fix the Climate and Ecological Crisis, whilst preparing the 
population to cope with the massive changes to our complex society that are now inevitable. 
 
The requirements to build anything should be set to zero unless construction is for the purpose of 
increasing local sustainable food generation, harvesting renewable energy or reducing any and all 
emissions. Any build should only proceed if an LCA analysis shows it is Carbon Positive and Ecologically 
Positive to 2050. 
 
This applies to all housing requirements in all areas of Wiltshire. 
 
We need to radically change direction as a society, which none of us will like – including me. It is tragic, 
but such is the level of damage to our planet’s life support systems and the level of damage that we have 
inflicted on all non-human lifeforms that we have no longer have any choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



If you have any further comments you wish to make, please detail them below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This document is a developer’s charter for building 45,000 houses across Wiltshire. Key Cabinet Members 
are now – publically – Developers, who meet behind closed doors with other developers, financiers and 
solicitors to carve up the farmland and countryside that Wiltshire Council is supposed to look after for the 
benefit of The Commons – i.e. the population of Wiltshire.  
 
We don’t even have a construct for looking after the wildlife, the indigenous species, the ‘common’ 
lifeforms that inhabit the countryside … we just about manage to concern ourselves with the ones that we 
have driven close to the edge extinction, but with respect to endangered bats, Cabinet voted in 2020 that 
destroying even their habitat is fine for developers, so long as they “promise to find them alternative 
accommodation for ever”. And they joked and smiled as they voted for this. 
 
What is needed in this document is a plan to Empower Rural Communities to stop urbanisation of the 
countryside for money – to stop housing estate building, industrial estate building and road building over 
Rural Ground (the countryside). Every single one of these Local Plan Documents is about “Developing” the 
Countryside - by destroying it - and the excuse is the WC Core Policy of Economic Growth. 
 
How do we Empower Local Communities to drive forward to a sustainable future when the entire system of 
Local Government from the top to the bottom is shot through with business men and women looking to 
make money? The System requires no accountability for the associated destruction and pollution, because 
the incumbents have insidiously written the processes and the policies which govern themselves to avoid 
all responsibility and foster maximum economic growth. 
 
How do we even converse with the Politicians when Democracy excludes two-way conversation? 
Councillors, Officers and Cabinet members are not required to engage in any discussion with the Rural 
Community at all – and they don’t. If they don’t like a public question or a public statement, they simply 
ignore it, or reply to a substituted question or move on to a comfortable subject. There is no discussion 
with the Rural Community or discussion about its destruction, everything is justified by Economic Growth, 
which is what has brought us to this Planet Perilous Position in the first place. 
 
This “Consultation” is not a discussion and opposing views will not be listened to.  
 
My expectation is that the arguments against the countryside construction sector will be listed, prioritised, 
deconstructed and then either publically destroyed or quietly ignored, in order that ‘development’ can 
proceed.  
 
To add insult to injury the Developers in Local government will use the Officers within Wiltshire Council to 
do this very work – most likely, that’s You. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Future notification 
 
I wish to be notified of any future updates relating  
to the Local Plan Review:                          YES:  NO: 
 

 
Clicking yes will add you to the planning policy contact database. This will mean you are kept 
informed of any future planning policy updates and consultations.  
 
Further information on how the Spatial Planning Department treats your personally identifiable 
information can be found by reading the privacy notice available via the link below:  
 
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice   
 
Here you will also find information about how and why your data may be processed and your 
rights under the Data Subject Information Notice section further down the page. 
 

 

Signature:  Date: 
 

 
 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 

 

 
Data Protection  
 

Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

 

08-Mar-2021 

 X 

https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice
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AssetSphere Limited  5 Hound Street, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 3AB   T 01935 852170   www.assetsphere.co.uk 

Registered in England and Wales at 5 Hound Street, Sherborne, Dorset, DT9 3AB 

Company number 11082326   VAT number 288 1021 06 
 

08 March 2021 

Our reference KC/345 

 

Wiltshire District Council  

County Hall 

Bythesea Road 

Trowbridge 

Wiltshire  

BA14 8JQ 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam  

 

Wiltshire Local Plan Review – Representation Statement  

Site – Land at Barters Farm Nurseries   

 

AssetSphere Ltd have been instructed to make representations to the Wiltshire Local Plan Review 

(Regulation 18) on behalf of Land At Barters Farm 

Nurseries.  

 

 

 

 

 
The subject site is approximately 1.8 hectares suitable for residential development, the land to the west of 
the subject site  has already been consented for residential development. The site could accommodate in 
the region of 50 houses with provision for public open space. There is additional space available that 
could provide community allotments and perhaps scope for district heating using renewable resources. 
 

5 Hound Street, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 3AB 
telephone 01935 852170 
email info@assetsphere.co.uk   
www.assetsphere.co.uk 



 

The village of Chapmanslade is a well serviced and connected village, with good public transport links to 

the larger market towns of Westbury and Frome. The subject site is available and deliverable with good 

levels of existing access, utilities. The site is already well screened site, having minimal landscape 

impact. 

 
The land is partially developed as a garden nursery with retail uses already, so the principal of 

development is already established. 
 

In conclusion, the above site provides a site for sustainable development and meets objectives within the 

Wiltshire Strategic Context and therefore should be allocated for future development to meet the Wiltshire 

Housing Supply.  

 

Yours sincerely 
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Empowering Rural Communities 
Consultation Response Form 

 

The paper 'Empowering Rural Communities' looks at ways the Council’s planning policies and 
proposals might be changed for rural communities along with suggesting scales of housing growth. 
 
To view this document please visit the Council’s Local Plan Review Consultation page on its 

website at: https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation 

 

 
Please return to Wiltshire Council by Tuesday 9th March 2021. 
 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 
 
By e-mail to: spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk     
  

This form has two sections:  
 

Section One – Personal details 
Section Two – Your response to the questions. Please use a separate sheet for each 
representation. 

 

Section One – Personal details 
 
*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable) * 

Title 
 

 

First name 
 

 

Last name 
 

 

Job title 
(where relevant) 

 

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

Pegasus Group 

Address Line 1 
 

 

Address Line 2 
 

 

Address Line 3 
 

 

Address Line 4 
 

 

Ref:                                                                                                           (For official use only) 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wiltshire.gov.uk%2Fplanning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation&data=04%7C01%7Cceri.jones%40wiltshire.gov.uk%7C95ac4ef5e1b94943db4008d8b619279f%7C5546e75e3be14813b0ff26651ea2fe19%7C0%7C0%7C637459566439079516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=od5SsLf9l%2F%2Bnh4YULnOWiAzPsi0jCKn%2F9ifbaKHHZfg%3D&reserved=0
mailto:spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk


Postcode 
 

 

Telephone 
Number 
 

 

Email Address 
 

 

 
Section Two – Questions  
 
Do you agree there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of more 
than five dwellings? What other approaches might there be? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 
Do you agree with the approach set out in the suggested policy? If not, why not? How could 
it be improved? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Do you think this approach is worth pursuing? 
Please explain your answer  
    

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
What local evidence would be needed to justify applying restrictions like these? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



To comment on the housing figure that interests you, please state which area of the county 
the settlement falls within.   
     

Answer:

 
 
What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large 
Villages? Should requirements be higher or lower? If so which ones and why?  
 

Answer: 
 

The housing requirement for North Bradley should be higher than the 65 dwellings identified at Table 
2.7 of the ERC document. 
 
Separate representations by Welbeck Strategic Land II LLP have explained why the total housing 
requirement for the Local Plan should be notably higher than that assumed in the emerging LP, and 
also why the proportion of housing identified for the ‘Rest of HMA’ areas should be higher than 
allowed for in the emerging document. 
 
The following commentary explains that once the above is allowed for there is also a further reason 
why North Bradley should be identified to accommodate a greater proportion of the ‘Rest of HMA’ 
figure for the Trowbridge HMA than that currently assumed.  
 
Having made enquiries to the Council, it is understood that there are no background documents 
which provide any greater analysis or breakdown of how the housing requirements for the Local 
Service Centres (LSCs) and Large Villages (LVs) set out within the ERC document have been arrived at.  
As a result, the comments below are made in response to the content of the ERC consultation 
document alone, and if additional documents are subsequently prepared by the Council, further 
response may be necessary. 
  
Paragraph 46 of the document advises that the ‘rest of the HMA’ requirement, once Principal 
Settlements and Market Towns are excluded, is disaggregated based upon the previous pattern of 
development, which reflects the geography and settlement pattern.  Paragraph 47 goes on to advise 
that a further disaggregation then takes place, accounting for the size and population of the 
settlement, plus constraints that it is subject to. 
 
Paragraph 86 within Appendix One of the document advises that housing requirements have been 
refined to take account of; 
 

- The size of settlements (geographically and number of dwellings) 
- The proximity of settlements to other nearby built up areas 
- The extent to which the settlement is constrained by various designations 

 
Paragraph 88 confirms that the starting point for calculations derives from the emerging preferred 
scenario, albeit for reasons set out in representations to the Emerging Spatial Strategy, such a 

Trowbridge HMA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a separate sheet if necessary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



scenario is considered to provide for an insufficient number of dwellings being identified at land 
within the ‘Rest of HMA’ areas.  
 
However, when referring to the Steps taken to establish the housing requirement on pages 15 and 16 
of the ERC consultation document, no reference is made to consideration of matters beyond 
settlement size and constraints. 
 
If a breakdown of how the individual calculations had been undertaken for each settlement, indicating 
the starting figure, then the impact of any constraints, then it might have been possible to establish 
what consideration had been given to the proximity of other settlements, but there are no such 
breakdowns apparent.  As a result, it is not clear if or how such proximity has influenced the eventual 
housing requirement identified for each LSC and LV. 
 
This is considered relevant and important.  As recognised by the Council in providing a hierarchy of 
settlements and allocating the vast majority of housing towards the larger settlements, sustainable 
development is generally best achieved by introducing the majority of houses within, or in close 
proximity to, the main settlements.  It is considered entirely appropriate that this is allowed for when 
determining the housing requirements for each of the LSCs and LVs.  Those settlements which have 
closer links with the principal settlements, should receive a greater proportion of the housing 
accordingly. 
    
It is recognised that a degree of new residential development will be beneficial in assisting the vitality 
of some rural settlements (through supporting schools, shops, services), even if they are not well 
connected with larger settlements.  However, the most sustainable location for most new dwellings at 
rural communities will be those which can access other facilities in the existing or nearby settlements 
without the need to use private vehicles.  As a result, the proximity and connectivity of the LSC or LV 
to the Market Towns and Principal Settlements in particular, which will provide the greatest provision 
of services and facilities, should be taken into account when identifying a housing requirement for 
LSCs and LVs.  It is not apparent from the information provided in the consultation document whether 
this has taken place, but from the steps identified at pages 15 and 16 it is assumed that no allowance 
has been given to the sustainability of the settlement in question in terms of its connection with 
Principal Settlements.   
 
To help illustrate how the connectivity of settlements can vary, a table is included at Appendix 1 
which records the distance between the centre of the Large Villages from the Trowbridge HMA and 
the Principal Settlement (Trowbridge) and Market Towns (Warminster, Westbury, Bradford upon 
Avon).   
 
There are three LVs which are within 3km of the Principal Settlement of Trowbridge (North Bradley, 
Southwick and Hilperton), whilst some of the villages are more than 15km away (Sutton Veny, 
Heytesbury and Codford).  North Bradley has an average distance of less than 6km to the main 
settlements, while Semington has an average distance of 19km to them. 
 
The comparative distances, alongside the potential to connect to the main settlements without the 
need to use a private car, will be fundamental in influencing how people choose to travel from such 
new developments for regular and occasional activities.  The appropriate weighting of locations to 
accommodate such development can therefore contribute positively to achieving sustainable 
development, recognised within the NPPF as the purpose of the planning system (para 7). 
 



In addition to North Bradley being the closest of the LVs to the main settlements, and within 3 km of 
Trowbridge (measured from centre to centre), it also benefits from a direct and regular bus service 
connecting various stops within N Bradley and Trowbridge, taking approximately 10 minutes. 
 
In order to recognise the sustainable benefits of some settlements connectivity with the principal 
settlements compared to others, it is considered essential that the housing requirements for the large 
villages need to be weighted accordingly.  Whilst the Council’s approach to date on this matter is not 
entirely clear, as explained above, it is considered that such weighting would and should result in a 
higher housing requirement being identified for North Bradley than that currently identified in the 
ERC document.  
 
 

 

 

If you have any further comments you wish to make, please detail them below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future notification 
 
I wish to be notified of any future updates relating  
to the Local Plan Review:                          YES:  NO: 
 

 
Clicking yes will add you to the planning policy contact database. This will mean you are kept 
informed of any future planning policy updates and consultations.  
 
Further information on how the Spatial Planning Department treats your personally identifiable 
information can be found by reading the privacy notice available via the link below:  
 
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice   
 
Here you will also find information about how and why your data may be processed and your 
rights under the Data Subject Information Notice section further down the page. 
 

 

Signature:  Date: 
 

 
 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 

 

 
Data Protection  
 

Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 

08.03.21 

/  

 

In order to provide for the necessary increase in housing requirements for N Bradley, as explained 
above, Welbeck Strategic Land II LLP can confirm that they are in control of land at the south western 
edge of the village, which could provide for such housing.  The accompanying Appendix 2 identifies 
the site outlined in red, plus facilities within the local area and an associated constraints plan. 
 
The site is considered to offer an excellent opportunity to introduce the required housing at N 
Bradley in a sustainable manner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice


be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 
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Appendix 1 – The proximity of Large Villages within the Trowbridge HMA to the main settlements  

(Part of representations on behalf of Welbeck Strategic Land II LLP in response to the Empowering Rural Communities Document) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Large Village Population ERC Housing 
Requirement 
2016-36 

Distance to 
Trowbridge 

Distance to 
Warminster 

Distance to 
Westbury 

Distance to 
Bradford 
Upon Avon 

Average 
distance from 
main 
settlements 

North Bradley 1,543 65 2.59 KM 10.30 KM 4.68 KM 6.28 KM 5.96 KM 

Southwick 1,953 85 2.97 KM 10.90 KM 5.55 KM 5.52 KM 6.26 KM 

Dilton Marsh 1,934 85 8.02 KM 5.47 KM 2.41 KM 11.09 KM 6.75 KM 

Hilperton 4,967 40 2.11 KM 14.17 KM 8.37 KM 4.96 KM 7.4 KM 

Steeple 
Ashton 

935 35 5.16 KM 11.97 KM 6.75 KM 9 KM 8.22 KM 

Bratton 1,248 40 7.98 KM 8.32 KM 4.50 KM 12.15 KM 8.24 KM 

Westwood 1,120 30 5.14 KM 15.98 KM 10.82 KM 2.20 KM 8.54 KM 

Chapmanslade 643 45 10.61 KM 5.79 KM 5.56 KM 12.75 KM 8.68 KM 

Holt 1,757 65 4 KM 16.78 KM 11 KM 3.91 KM 8.92 KM 

Corsely 681 25 11.73 KM 4.84 KM 5.94 KM 13.93 KM 9.11 KM 

Winsley 1,920 25 6.21 KM 17.43 KM 12.25 KM 2.40 KM 9.57 KM 

Sutton Veny 734 25 16.11 KM 3.51 KM 8.97 KM 19.75 KM 12.09 KM 

Heytesbury 540 25 16.76 KM 5.76 KM 9.81 KM 20.69 KM 13.26 KM 

Codford 870 30 21.39 KM 10.69 KM 14.57 KM 25.41 KM 18.02 KM 

Semington  930 35 5.08 KM 15.66 KM 10.06 KM 7.26 KM 19.03 KM 
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LAND ADJACENT TO SOUTHWICK ROAD, NORTH BRADLEYCONTEXT PLAN
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LAND ADJACENT TO SOUTHWICK ROAD, NORTH BRADLEYCONSTRAINTS PLAN
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SECTION 1 REPRESENTATION FORM 

 



 

 

  

 

Empowering Rural Communities 
Consultation Response Form 

 

The paper 'Empowering Rural Communities' looks at ways the Council’s planning policies and 
proposals might be changed for rural communities along with suggesting scales of housing growth. 
 
To view this document please visit the Council’s Local Plan Review Consultation page on its 

website at: https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation 

 

 
Please return to Wiltshire Council by Tuesday 9th March 2021. 
 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 
 
By e-mail to: spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk     
  

This form has two sections:  
 

Section One – Personal details 
Section Two – Your response to the questions. Please use a separate sheet for each 
representation. 

 

Section One – Personal details 
 
*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable) * 

Title 
 
First name 
 
Last name 
 
Job title 
(where relevant) 

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

 Rocke Associates Ltd 

Address Line 1 
 

 

Address Line 2 
 

 

Address Line 3 
 

 

Address Line 4 
 

  

Ref:                                                                                                           (For official use only) 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wiltshire.gov.uk%2Fplanning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation&data=04%7C01%7Cceri.jones%40wiltshire.gov.uk%7C95ac4ef5e1b94943db4008d8b619279f%7C5546e75e3be14813b0ff26651ea2fe19%7C0%7C0%7C637459566439079516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=od5SsLf9l%2F%2Bnh4YULnOWiAzPsi0jCKn%2F9ifbaKHHZfg%3D&reserved=0
mailto:spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk


Postcode 
 

 

Telephone Number 
 

 

Email Address 
 

 

 
Section Two – Questions  
 
Do you agree there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of more 
than five dwellings? What other approaches might there be? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 
Do you agree with the approach set out in the suggested policy? If not, why not? How could 
it be improved? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Do you think this approach is worth pursuing? 
Please explain your answer  
    

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
What local evidence would be needed to justify applying restrictions like these? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See Section 2 (Representations) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



To comment on the housing figure that interests you, please state which area of the county 
the settlement falls within.   
     

Answer:

 
 
What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large 
Villages? Should requirements be higher or lower? If so which ones and why?  
 

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any further comments you wish to make, please detail them below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future notification 
 
I wish to be notified of any future updates relating  
to the Local Plan Review:                          YES:  NO: 
 

 
Clicking yes will add you to the planning policy contact database. This will mean you are kept 
informed of any future planning policy updates and consultations.  
 
Further information on how the Spatial Planning Department treats your personally identifiable 
information can be found by reading the privacy notice available via the link below:  
 
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice   
 
Here you will also find information about how and why your data may be processed and your 
rights under the Data Subject Information Notice section further down the page. 
 

 

Signature:  Date: 
 

 
 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a et if necessary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

08.03.21 

  x  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a separate sheet if necessary 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice


Data Protection  
 

Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 
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Wiltshire Local Plan Review 
 

Consultation 
 

 
March 2021 

 

 

 

 
 

ROCKE 
ASSOCIATES 

 

 

 

The representations below set out the response of 
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WILTSHIRE LOCAL PLAN REVIEW CONSULTATION 

 Empowering Rural Communities 

 

 
As is made clear in the Emerging Spatial Strategy document, the settlement hierarchy is not intended to 

change as part of the Local Plan Review, only that ‘small villages’ will be considered ‘non-strategic’1.  What 

this means is that all of the other tiers in the settlement hierarchy have a strategic role in terms of meeting 

the County’s housing and other requirements for development.   

 

The need for the Local Plan Review to support the role of large villages and local services in order to 

comply with the NPPF requirement for planning policies to ‘identify opportunities for villages to grow and 

thrive’, is acknowledged in the consultation document2.  Therefore, the strategic role for the larger rural 

settlements is two-fold – to contribute to meeting the overall housing requirement for the County, and to 

achieve the national planning policy objective to provide for thriving rural communities.  

 

The emerging strategy approach in which primacy is given to Neighbourhood Plans to support the 

acknowledged ‘strategic role of rural settlements’3, is not considered to be sound.  The strategic role of rural 

settlements must be the subject of comprehensive and consistent planned provision through the Local Plan.  

This is an imperative in a large, rural County such as Wiltshire, in which rural settlements account for a 

considerable proportion of the settlement hierarchy, and therefore have a very significant and primary role 

to play in delivering the overall housing requirement in a sustainable way that is consistent with national 

policy.  

 

The nature of neighbourhood planning is that coverage is neither comprehensive, nor where they are 

prepared are they done so on a consistent basis.  Therefore, the role of Neighbourhood Plans is to provide 

for local needs that are not otherwise accounted for by strategic provisions. It is the role of the Local Plan to 

ensure that the strategic requirements are met, and which necessitates site allocations to meet the 

minimum strategic requirements.  

 

 
1 Emerging Spatial Strategy Document, p.3, Main Settlements 
2 Empowering Local Communities Document, para. 33 
3 Ibid, para. 40 
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It is also important to have regard to the NPPF acknowledgement of the importance of small and medium 

sized sites to meeting the housing requirement of an area given that they are often built-out relatively 

quickly, and to which end there is a requirement to identify such sites through the Development Plan that 

can accommodate at least 10% of the housing requirement.  It is evident from the consultation documents 

that the sites that have been identified at the larger settlements exceed the small and medium size 

threshold, and therefore the NPPF requirement will need to be met through allocations at the rural 

settlements.   This is a further reason why the Local Plan must take the lead role in making planned 

provisions at the rural settlements, supplemented by Neighbourhood Plans that can make additional 

provisions for local needs, as necessary. 

 

The formulaic approach to identifying the housing requirements at the Local Service Centres and Large 

Villages is not a robust method for establishing housing requirements for the rural settlements.  It requires 

reasoned planning judgement in which due regard is given to the actual ‘potential’ for a settlement to 

accommodate growth and, in accordance with national policy, the need and potential to support local 

services.  The Council’s approach does not take proper account of either of these material considerations.  

 

The starting point of using the existing size of the settlement as defined by the current settlement 

boundaries as a proxy for future growth potential, is flawed.  It has no regard for the need and potential to 

accommodate future growth, for example, in order to support a declining population and/or to support local 

services.  Moreover, other than Green Belt, constraints do not necessarily reduce the potential for growth.  

For example, Conservation Areas do not constrain growth providing it is not harmful to the character and 

appearance of the designation.  However, the Council’s approach imposes an automatic and indiscriminate 

limitation on growth arising from the mere fact of a Conservation Area designation. 

 

The computation of the outputs for the settlement in Tables 2.3-2.7 is not transparent since the 

spreadsheets forming the evidence base that underpins them has not been published for consultation 

purposes.  As such, little, if any, weight can be given to the outputs.   However, the use of such a formulaic 

approach in which reasoned planning judgement is superseded by formulaic computation devoid of 

reasoned judgement and assessment, is considered to be fundamentally flawed and wholly unsound.  

Moreover, it has absolutely no regard for the key elements of the evidence base, and in particular the 

SHLAA database from which the NPPF indicates that policy-making authorities should derive a clear 

understanding of the land available in their area.  This clear understanding should inform assessments of 

appropriate scales of growth for each settlement rather than an abstract, algorithmic approach based on 

hypothetical constraints and accordant suppression of potentials.   
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The settlement of Bratton provides clear exemplification of the flaws in the methodology in the consultation 

documents.  The site that is allocated in the Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan is within both a Special 

Landscape Area and below a Scheduled Ancient Monument (Bratton Camp) which under the methodology 

deployed in the consultation documents would function to constrain the capacity of the settlement.  

However, it is clear from the allocation of the site adjacent to Westbury Road that, using reasoned planning 

judgement, an allocation for up to 35 dwellings was appropriate.   

 

In addition to the methodology for establishing the indicative housing requirement for the rural settlements 

being unsound, it is unclear how the figure for completions and commitments as at April 2019 is being 

construed.  Again, using the example of Bratton, it could be taken to indicate that the settlement has 

already achieved its indicative housing requirement, and in consequence, no further allocations are 

required in the period to 2036.  This is not assisted by the absence of detailed evidence of the sites 

comprising the capacity of 40 dwellings that are purported to exist as at April 2019.  However, since it has 

yet to be developed, it is assumed that figure for ‘commitments’ includes the allocated site for approximately 

35 dwellings adjacent to Westbury Road that is intended to contribute to the housing requirement in the 

period to 2026.  The figures therefore do not have any regard to the shortfall in delivery during the 20-year 

period to 2026, and incorporate that into the forward requirement from 2026-2036.   

 

In the light of the foregoing, the scale of housing need is not fairly and accurately represented by the data 

set out in Tables 2.3-2.7.  In the case of Bratton, there is clear evidence that it is likely to project forward an 

under-provision of housing in the period to 2026, and therefore increase house price inflation, reduce 

affordability, compound the failure to provide for local needs, and fail in the objective to identify 

opportunities for villages to ‘grow’ and thrive.  Given the legacy of under-delivery during the plan period to 

date, the approach risks suppressing growth below a sustainable level.  Similar consequences are likely for 

other rural settlements.  
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Empowering Rural Communities 
Consultation Response Form 

 

The paper 'Empowering Rural Communities' looks at ways the Council’s planning policies and 
proposals might be changed for rural communities along with suggesting scales of housing growth. 
 
To view this document please visit the Council’s Local Plan Review Consultation page on its 

website at: https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation 

 

 
Please return to Wiltshire Council by Tuesday 9th March 2021. 
 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 
 
By e-mail to: spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk     
  

This form has two sections:  
 

Section One – Personal details 
Section Two – Your response to the questions. Please use a separate sheet for each 
representation. 

 

Section One – Personal details 
 
*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable) * 

Title 
 

  

First name 
 

 

Last name 
 

 

Job title 
(where relevant) 

 

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

Emery Planning 

Address Line 1 
 

 

Address Line 2 
 

 

Address Line 3 
 

 

Address Line 4 
 

  

Postcode  

Ref:                                                                                                           (For official use only) 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wiltshire.gov.uk%2Fplanning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation&data=04%7C01%7Cceri.jones%40wiltshire.gov.uk%7C95ac4ef5e1b94943db4008d8b619279f%7C5546e75e3be14813b0ff26651ea2fe19%7C0%7C0%7C637459566439079516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=od5SsLf9l%2F%2Bnh4YULnOWiAzPsi0jCKn%2F9ifbaKHHZfg%3D&reserved=0
mailto:spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk


 
Telephone Number 
 

 

Email Address 
 

 

 
Section Two – Questions  
 
Do you agree there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of more 
than five dwellings? What other approaches might there be? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 
Do you agree with the approach set out in the suggested policy? If not, why not? How could 
it be improved? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Do you think this approach is worth pursuing? 
Please explain your answer  
    

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
What local evidence would be needed to justify applying restrictions like these? 
     

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a separate sheet if necessary 

No. Please see attached statement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No. Please see attached statement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



To comment on the housing figure that interests you, please state which area of the county 
the settlement falls within.   
     

Answer:

 
 
What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large 
Villages? Should requirements be higher or lower? If so which ones and why?  
 

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any further comments you wish to make, please detail them below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future notification 
 
I wish to be notified of any future updates relating  
to the Local Plan Review:                          YES:  NO: 
 

 
Clicking yes will add you to the planning policy contact database. This will mean you are kept 
informed of any future planning policy updates and consultations.  
 
Further information on how the Spatial Planning Department treats your personally identifiable 
information can be found by reading the privacy notice available via the link below:  
 
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice   
 
Here you will also find information about how and why your data may be processed and your 
rights under the Data Subject Information Notice section further down the page. 
 

 

Signature:  Date: 
 
 
 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 

 

 

 
Purton. Please see attached statement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a separate sheet if necessary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 08/03/21 

x  

Higher. Please see attached statement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a separate sheet if necessary 
 

Please see attached statement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice


Data Protection  
 

Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Emery Planning Partnership is instructed by to submit these 

representations to the Wiltshire Local Plan Review.   

1.2 Wainhomes is a key developer within Wiltshire and will continue to be an important delivery 

partner for the Council in meeting its open market and affordable housing needs during the plan 

period. Wainhomes made representations to, and appeared at the examination of, the Wiltshire 

Core Strategy.  

1.3 These representations identify a number of issues in relation to the housing requirement and its 

distribution. Wainhomes have two specific land interests that we have been instructed to 

promote through the plan, these being: 

 Land at Lower Woodshaw, Royal Wootton Bassett; and, 

 Land at Widham Farm, Purton. 

1.4 There are a number of documents which form the consultation which we make comments on. 

The first is the Emerging Spatial Strategy. 
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2. Emerging Spatial Strategy 

 Plan Period 

2.1 The plan period is proposed to be 2016 to 2036.   

2.2 Paragraph 20 of the Framework makes clear that strategic policies are those which make 

provision for housing, employment and other types of growth: 

“Strategic policies should set out an overall strategy for the pattern, scale and 

quality of development, and make sufficient provision for: 

a) housing (including affordable housing), employment, retail, leisure and other 

commercial development; 

b) infrastructure for transport, telecommunications, security, waste 

management, water supply, wastewater, flood risk and coastal change 

management, and the provision of minerals and energy (including heat); 

c) community facilities (such as health, education and cultural infrastructure); 

and 

d) conservation and enhancement of the natural, built and historic 

environment, including landscapes and green infrastructure, and planning 

measures to address climate change mitigation and adaptation.” 

2.3 Paragraph 22 of the Framework requires strategic policies to cover a 15 year plan period from 

adoption: 

 “Strategic policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year period from 

adoption, to anticipate and respond to long-term requirements and 

opportunities, such as those arising from major improvements in infrastructure.” 

2.4 The Council’s proposed schedule for the adoption of the Local Plan  is set out in the LDS which is: 

 Q4 2021 -  Publication of plan for pre‐submission consultation; 

 Q3 2022 – Submission to Secretary of State; 

 Q4 2022 - examination of the plan by independent planning inspector; and, 

 Q2 2023 - adoption of the plan. 

2.5 Even if the LDS was proven to be correct, the Local Plan would not cover a 15 year plan period 

from adoption.  This is particularly relevant given the significant issues of soundness that we have 

identified in relation to housing provision. The plan period should therefore be extended to at 
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least 2040 to allow for delays to the plan making process.  Therefore a plan period of 2020 to 2040 

is necessary as there is no reason why the plan should start at 2016, as we will be some 8 or 9 years 

into the plan period on adoption.  

 Housing Requirement 

2.6 Paragraph 1.1 of the Emerging Spatial Strategy states: 

“Forecasts predict Wiltshire will need between 40,840 and 45,630 new homes 

over the plan period of 2016 to 2036. The Government, however, is reviewing 

the method local planning authorities must use to assess the need for new 

homes so this could change.” 

2.7 Paragraph 60 of the Framework states: 

“To determine the minimum number of homes needed, strategic policies should 

be informed by a local housing need assessment, conducted using the 

standard method in national planning guidance – unless exceptional 

circumstances justify an alternative approach which also reflects current and 

future demographic trends and market signals. In addition to the local housing 

need figure, any needs that cannot be met within neighbouring areas should 

also be taken into account in establishing the amount of housing to be planned 

for.” 

2.8 Local Housing Need is defined in Annex 2 of the Framework as follows: 

“The number of homes identified as being needed through the application of 

the standard method set out in national planning guidance (or, in the context 

of preparing strategic policies only, this may be calculated using a justified 

alternative approach as provided for in paragraph 60 of this Framework).” 

2.9 In the context of national guidance, the Council should apply the Standard Method figure of 

2,006 dwellings per annum which was published in December 2020. This equates to 40,120 

dwellings in the plan period. 

2.10 As the LPA will be aware, the wider context to the application of the standard methodology is to 

deliver for 300,000 homes across England.  In their statement dated 16th December 2020, The 

Government state: 

“In Changes to the current planning system, the government set out the 

importance of building the homes our communities need and putting in place 

measures to support our housing market to deliver 300,000 homes a year by 

mid-2020s. We set out that our proposed changes to the standard method were 

based on overarching principles as stated in paragraph 17 of the consultation. 
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These were ensuring that the new standard method delivers a number 

nationally that is consistent with the commitment to plan for the delivery of 

300,000 new homes a year, a focus on achieving a more appropriate 

distribution of homes, and on targeting more homes into areas where there are 

affordability challenges. We remain committed to these principles.” 

2.11 The total of the Standard Method for each authority in England is 297,605 dwellings per annum. It 

is clear that each LPA should be planning to meet its Standard Method figure as a minimum in 

order to play its part in meeting the nation’s housing needs. Therefore the Standard Method is 

only the starting point. Paragraph 2a-010-20201216 of the PPG states: 

“When might it be appropriate to plan for a higher housing need figure than the 

standard method indicates? 

The government is committed to ensuring that more homes are built and 

supports ambitious authorities who want to plan for growth. The standard 

method for assessing local housing need provides a minimum starting point in 

determining the number of homes needed in an area. It does not attempt to 

predict the impact that future government policies, changing economic 

circumstances or other factors might have on demographic behaviour. 

Therefore, there will be circumstances where it is appropriate to consider 

whether actual housing need is higher than the standard method indicates. 

This will need to be assessed prior to, and separate from, considering how much 

of the overall need can be accommodated (and then translated into a 

housing requirement figure for the strategic policies in the plan). Circumstances 

where this may be appropriate include, but are not limited to situations where 

increases in housing need are likely to exceed past trends because of: 

 growth strategies for the area that are likely to be deliverable, for 

example where funding is in place to promote and facilitate additional 

growth (e.g. Housing Deals); 

 strategic infrastructure improvements that are likely to drive an increase 

in the homes needed locally; or 

 an authority agreeing to take on unmet need from neighbouring 

authorities, as set out in a statement of common ground; 

There may, occasionally, also be situations where previous levels of housing 

delivery in an area, or previous assessments of need (such as a recently-

produced Strategic Housing Market Assessment) are significantly greater than 

the outcome from the standard method. Authorities will need to take this into 

account when considering whether it is appropriate to plan for a higher level 

of need than the standard model suggests.” 

2.12 A key part of the evidence base is a SHMA. However, the Swindon Borough and Wiltshire Council 

Local Housing Needs Assessment 2019 states: 
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“1.34 Therefore, the new NPPF does not contain any explicit reference to SHMAs 

and housing needs are to be established at a local authority level. However, a 

Local Housing Needs Assessment (LHNA) must now be prepared which will 

establish a minimum Local Housing Need (LHN) figure using the standard 

method set out in PPG [ID 2a-004-20190220]. In addition, the LHNA will need to 

identify the size, type and tenure of housing needed for a range of different 

groups in the community, which is largely consistent with the scope for SHMAs 

that the Original NPPF identified.” 

2.13 We consider that the LPA needs to understand the local affordable housing need in Wiltshire. The 

the SM for calculating local housing need has an affordability uplift. However, a Government 

algorithm cannot and does not assess the affordable housing needs in each LPA area as the 

PPG1 confirms where it states: 

“An affordability adjustment is applied as household growth on its own is 

insufficient as an indicator of future housing need because: 

household formation is constrained to the supply of available properties – 

new households cannot form if there is nowhere for them to live; and 

people may want to live in an area in which they do not reside currently, for 

example to be near to work, but be unable to find appropriate 

accommodation that they can afford. 

The affordability adjustment is applied in order to ensure that the standard 

method for assessing local housing need responds to price signals and is 

consistent with the policy objective of significantly boosting the supply of 

homes. The specific adjustment in this guidance is set at a level to ensure that 

minimum annual housing need starts to address the affordability of homes.” 

(our emphasis) 

2.14 Paragraphs 018 to 024 of the Housing and Economic Needs Assessment of the PPG set out clear 

guidance as to how to assess affordable housing need. We do not repeat that guidance here 

but paragraph 19 sets out how “Strategic policy-making authorities can establish the unmet 

(gross) need for affordable housing by assessing past trends and current estimates of: 

 the number of homeless households; 

 the number of those in priority need who are currently housed in temporary 

accommodation; 

 the number of households in over-crowded housing; 

                                                      
1 Paragraph: 006 Reference ID: 2a-006-20190220 
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 the number of concealed households; 

 the number of existing affordable housing tenants in need (i.e. householders currently 

housed in unsuitable dwellings); and 

 the number of households from other tenures in need and those that cannot afford 

their own homes, either to rent, or to own, where that is their aspiration. 

2.15 Therefore, the ORS Study has dismissed a potential significant housing need which needs to be 

addressed through the preparation of an Affordable Housing Needs Study. 

2.16 With regard to economic factors, the Swindon Borough and Wiltshire Council Local Housing 

Needs Assessment 2019 states: 

“4.25. The CLG Standard Method identified a minimum LHN of 20,800 dwellings 

for Swindon and 40,680 dwellings for Wiltshire over the 20-year period 2016-36. 

However, it will be important to consider whether or not a housing number that 

is higher than this minimum would be appropriate to use when plan-making.  

4.26. Based on the analysis above, the employment growth projections 

identified by the 2017 EDNA would require a larger number of homes to be 

provided than the minimum LHN in order to ensure there will be sufficient 

workers to align with the forecast jobs growth without any change to the net 

commuting rates recorded by the 2011 Census. The authorities will need to 

consider their response to the evidence which suggests that up to an additional 

6,300 dwellings would have to be provided to enable sufficient workers to live 

in the combined area.” 

2.17 Therefore, an economic uplift is required and this supports the higher end of the range which is 

45,630 new homes over the plan period. 

2.18 In conclusion, an LPA must undertake the work to understand its local housing and economic 

needs, and if after that work then the SM is appropriate then it can proceed and there would not 

be exceptional circumstances. If however there are local affordable needs, economic aims or 

market signals these need to be tested in order for that conclusion to be reached. The emerging 

review does not accord with paragraph 60. It also fails to accord with paragraph 65 as the SM is 

being progressed as a requirement without going through due process on establishing the actual 

local housing need. 

 Residual requirement 

2.19 Paragraphs 3.15 and 3.16 deal with the residual requirement which is the amount of new homes 

that still need to be planned for at each main settlement and in the rural area of each HMA once 
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new homes built, planning permissions and other commitments have been taken off. It then 

states: 

“Planning permissions that have been granted but have not yet been built can 

be deducted from the overall requirement. Similarly, land is already allocated 

in current local and neighbourhood plans, and this contribution is also 

deducted. The spatial strategy also covers the period commencing in 2016, so 

a number of homes have already been built. They too can be deducted. The 

result is the residual requirement, and this helps us understand how many 

additional new homes on greenfield sites we should aim to plan for. 

2.20 Our representation is that the plan period should be 2020 to 2040. We see no justification as to 

why 2016 has been chosen. Therefore the housing requirement should be calculated from 1st April 

2020 and any commitments at that date should then be factored in with the residual requirement 

to be calculated. 

 Swindon Housing Market Area 

2.21 Three development strategies were tested through Sustainability Appraisal, these being: 

 Swindon A (SW-A) - Roll forward the core strategy pattern of distribution; 

 Swindon B (SW-B) -Focus on Royal Wootton Bassett; and 

 Swindon C (SW-C) - Focus on the rest of the HMA. 

2.22 Paragraph 3.68 states: 

“3.68 A focus on Royal Wootton Bassett (SW-B) is a clear preferred alternative, 

although there are concerns about the capacity of local education and health 

services at the town itself. There are also potentially significant obstacles to 

overcome if growth is to be successfully delivered at Royal Wootton Bassett, 

notably managing the traffic that new homes will generate both within the 

town and at junction 16 of the M4. Nonetheless, in line with the results of the 

appraisal, the higher scale of growth of those tested is proposed for the town.” 

2.23 We agree with SW-B. However the table on page 19 should be updated to reflect the 

commitments from 1st April 2020 only and the requirement should be for a 20 year period to 2040. 

This means that the residual requirement to plan for will have to be significantly increased the 

each part of the HMA. 

2.24 We now turn to the other consultation papers of relevance to our interests. 
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3. Planning for Royal Wootton Bassett 

 WB1. What do you think to this scale of growth? Should there be a brownfield target? Should it 

be higher or lower? 

3.1 The new strategy proposes a requirement for 1,255 homes for the plan period 2016-36 and after 

taking account of commitments, paragraph 11 states that “a further 990 homes to be 

accommodated up until 2036”.  It also recognises that there are limited previously developed 

land opportunities so greenfield land is required.  

3.2 We support the scale of development at Royal Wootton Bassett, although we do consider that 

an affordable housing needs assessment should be carried out for the plan area as well as for 

the main towns and their wider catchment. This accords with the PPG which states that the overall 

housing requirement should be the starting point. A further point in the context of Royal Wootton 

Bassett is that the consultation paper states: 

“13. Royal Wootton Bassett Town Council would support higher level of growth 

than what is proposed, provided this enables delivery of capacity 

improvements to transport, education and health infrastructure, ideally by way 

of a strategic development. However, amongst other issues, fundamental 

concerns remain regarding the capacity of M4 Junction 16. Due to the 

complexities linked with higher growth such strategic development would have 

to be steered by the Local Plan.” 

3.3 It is clear that development can improve the wider infrastructure in the town and we consider 

this would support a higher level of development which is also supported by the PPG which states:  

“Circumstances where this may be appropriate include, but are not limited to 

situations where increases in housing need are likely to exceed past trends 

because of: 

 growth strategies for the area that are likely to be deliverable, for 

example where funding is in place to promote and facilitate additional 

growth (e.g. Housing Deals); 

 strategic infrastructure improvements that are likely to drive an increase 

in the homes needed locally; or 

 an authority agreeing to take on unmet need from neighbouring 

authorities, as set out in a statement of common ground; 

3.4 To meet the housing needs, a number of sites are set out on Figure 1. We put forward the following 

site in answer to Question WB3. 
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 WB3 “Is this the right pool of potential development sites? Are there any other sites we should be 

considering”. 

 Brynards Hill, Royal Wootton Bassett 

3.5 As set out in the introduction to this statement, we seek the allocation of our client’s site at 

Brynards Hill, Lower Woodshaw for development (Appendix EP1). The site would provide the 

opportunity to deliver a sustainable development in accordance with the Framework for the 

following reasons. 

3.6 The proposed development would meet the social role by delivering around 61 open market and 

affordable homes to meet housing needs in Royal Wootton Bassett. The site is currently the subject 

of a planning application (20/11655/FUL) and from the environmental and technical reports 

submitted the site is deliverable. The Design and Access Statement for the Application is 

Appendix EP2 and this set out the proposal in greater detail.  

3.7 Being located adjacent to the settlement boundary of Royal Wootton Bassett, the proposed site 

is well located in terms of accessibility. In particular, it is in close proximity to the Interface Business 

Park, which provides a range of employment opportunities. There is also a pub (Woodshaw Arms) 

and a supermarket (Tesco Express) in close proximity to the site. Open space (including a Local 

Equipped Area of Play) would be provided on site and integrate into the country park. The plan 

enclosed as Appendix EP3 shows how the proposed site and the country park would be 

integrated.  

3.8 The Council is relying on sites in the open countryside to meet its housing requirement to 2026 

across the Borough and this is a logical site with limited visual impact. Therefore we seek the 

allocation of the site in the emerging Local Plan. 
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4. Empowering Rural Communities Consultation Paper 

4.1 The emerging Local Plan proposes the following New Core Policy: 

“Housing Requirements for Neighbourhood Area Designations in the Rural Area 

Meeting the needs of Local Service Centres and Large Villages Housing, 

housing requirements for neighbourhood area designations will be met by: 

 Existing planning permissions and plan allocations that have not yet 

been implemented 

 Small sites within settlement boundaries 

 Exception and Community-led Schemes accordance with Core Policy 

44 

 Site allocations in the development plan 

The general presumption against housing proposals outside a settlement will 

apply in accordance with Core Policy 2. Site allocations will generally be made 

in neighbourhood plans. Where this is not the case, it may be necessary for the 

Council to allocate sites. This may be achieved by a review of the Wiltshire 

Housing Site Allocations Plan.” 

4.2 Our view is that the Local Plan should allocate sites across the plan area to meet housing needs. 

In this way development can be planned for and allocated in a coordinated manner.  

 What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large Villages? 

Should requirements be higher or lower? If so which ones and why? 

4.3 Paragraph: 101 Reference ID: 41-101-20190509 of the PPG states: 

“How should a housing requirement figure be set for designated 

neighbourhood areas? 

The National Planning Policy Framework expects most strategic policy-making 

authorities to set housing requirement figures for designated neighbourhood 

areas as part of their strategic policies. While there is no set method for doing 

this, the general policy making process already undertaken by local authorities 

can continue to be used to direct development requirements and balance 

needs and protections by taking into consideration relevant policies such as 

the spatial strategy, evidence such as the Housing and economic land 

availability assessment, and the characteristics of the neighbourhood area, 

including its population and role in providing services. In setting requirements 

for housing in designated neighbourhood areas, plan-making authorities should 

consider the areas or assets of particular importance (as set out in paragraph 

11, footnote 6), which may restrict the scale, type or distribution of development 

in a neighbourhood plan area. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-and-economic-land-availability-assessment
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-and-economic-land-availability-assessment
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-planning-policy-framework/2-achieving-sustainable-development#para011
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-planning-policy-framework/2-achieving-sustainable-development#para011
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Within the administrative area of a National Park, the Broads Authority or a 

Development Corporation (where planning powers are conferred), each local 

planning authority should set a housing requirement figure for the proportion of 

the designated neighbourhood area which is covered by their administration.2 

4.4 The Plan proposes that 140 new homes will be needed between 2016 and 2036, however 

completions for the period 2016 to 2019 and commitments at 1st April 2019 total 140 dwellings. For 

the reasons set out earlier on the plan period then these figures need to be adjusted in order for 

housing sites to be delivered.  

4.5 However the Purton Neighbourhood Plan allocated land in Policy 13 and 14. In total there were 

six sites within the settlement boundary for around 75 dwellings and 38 dwellings at Restrop Road 

obtaining consent. The Policy 13 sites have failed to deliver the required houses as follows: 

 Site 66 - Derelict Cottage Farm (College Farm) – no application; 

 Site 91 – Land at Northcote - no application. 

 Site 3316 - three sites in Dogridge - 6x 1 bed and 2 x 2 bed flats and 2 bungalows 

approved. 

 Site 3318 - Hooks Hill - The extension, alteration and refurbishment of 25 flats to include 

the addition of 4 new dwellings. The net increase is 4 dwellings. 

 Land at North View House – 11 dwellings - 16/10143/FUL – Approved but no application 

to discharge conditions.  

 Purton Youth Centre - no permission. 

4.6 Therefore the commitment figure is not deliverable and additional sites are required even if there 

was no change to the plan period. 

4.7 We do note that paragraph 96 states “The requirements should not be seen as a ceiling to 

development. Where neighbourhood plan groups wish to deliver more homes in line with the 

Local Plan, they will be supported”. However for the reasons set out in Section 2 for the Plan to be 

sound the LPA must understand its housing needs and the above figures for Purton are an 

example of why it is unrealistic to not plan for any further housing through the Local Plan to 2036 

based on completions and commitments at 2019. The Local Plan fails to consider the affordability 

of housing in the parish and how affordable housing need forms part of the overall need.    

4.8 The evidence base for the adopted Neighbourhood Plan included the Parish Plan which stated 

that 34% of residents identified such a need for affordable housing and low cost housing for first 
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time buyers. The Housing Needs survey identified that just over 12% of the parish’s housing stock 

was ‘affordable housing’ much lower than Wiltshire’s average of 19.2%. In order to address the 

need for affordable housing, there is a strong case for providing for some more market housing 

in the village, which would enable delivery of more affordable housing alongside it.  Even if all of 

the built out the site size threshold this would yield some 38 affordable units. Based on a total 

number of households currently (Parish Plan) of 1,701 and 12% being affordable housing this 

would represent an increase in the level of affordable housing to some 13.3% (of a total of 1,795 

households), still much lower than the Wiltshire average. This suggests that there is a case for a 

greater housing requirement to assist in bringing forward more affordable housing.       

 Widham Farm, Purton 

4.9 The site is comprised of eight agricultural fields covering an area of 5.7ha on the northern edge 

of Purton. The site is bounded by a railway line to the north and residential development to the 

east, south and west. 

 Planning History 

4.10 The appeal decision dated 30th November 2009 is the key part of the planning history of the site. 

This appeal followed the planning application (ref: 08/02399/OUT) dated 17th October 2008 

which was refused by North Wiltshire District Council on 26th January 2009. The application sought 

approval for the erection of 148 dwellings (to include 44 affordable dwellings) public open space 

after demolition of 2 dwellings (Kilmayne and Perrying, Station Road).  

4.11 The appeal decision assessed the various issues following the refusal of planning permission. In 

conclusion the Inspector states: 

“I find the councils disaggregation of housing land supply policy to be sensible 

in this case and that Purton is not within AoS2c. Consequently, the council can 

demonstrate a 5 year supply of housing land and paragraph 71 of PPS3 does 

not apply. In terms of scale, there is no policy support for the proposal, which is 

greater than required for local needs. The proposal is contrary to Policy H4 of 

the local plan. There are no material considerations of sufficient weight to 

outweigh the harm to Policy and so the appeal should fail. I have taken into 

account the conditions of a Section 106 Obligation, but they did not alter my 

conclusions above.”  

4.12 Therefore the Inspector found that there was no site specific reason for the appeal to fail. Rather 

it was the need for development in light of the council’s housing land supply and the scale of 

development. 
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 2012 Planning Appeal 

4.13 An application (Ref N/11/02574/OUT) was submitted on 28th July 2011 for 50 dwellings. An appeal 

against non-determination was submitted and an appeal was heard in April and August 2012. 

The appeal was dismissed in a decision dated 5th October 2012 with the sole reason being 

housing need.  There were no environmental or technical issues with regard to the site which were 

used to refuse planning permission. With respect to flooding, the Inspector concluded at 

paragraph 124 of her decision:  

“These outcomes and maintenance of the proposed drainage system could 

be ensured by imposing conditions tying the permission to the Flood Risk 

Assessment and setting out requirements for drainage, floor levels, landscaping 

and the surface water management pond.31 The development would not 

reduce the risk of flooding so as to provide a benefit which would tip the 

balance in favour of a grant of permission. However, it would not add to the 

local flood risk so that the appeal could be dismissed on this ground” 

4.14 With respect to highways and traffic, she found (paragraph 126):  

“Nevertheless, I agree with the appellant and the Council that the roads in 

Purton are not used to capacity and could accommodate cumulative traffic 

from the proposed and nearby housing. The development would be unlikely to 

cause unacceptable traffic problems or loss of highway safety.”  

 

4.15 With respect to environment, heritage and design the findings were:  

“The proposed development would be laid out to retain sufficient space 

around Widham Grove and Widham Farmhouse so as to preserve the setting 

of both listed buildings. Subject to provision of the ecological pond and suitable 

vegetation, the proposed housing would cause no unacceptable harm to any 

protected species. Whether the development would have an acceptable 

design and impact on nearby properties would be properly considered at 

reserved matters stage.” 

 North Wiltshire Local Plan Inspectors Report 

4.16 The site was also considered as an objection site by the North Wiltshire Local Plan Inspector as 

part of the now adopted local plan. Whilst the Inspector concluded that the site should not be 

allocated due to brownfield sites elsewhere at that time, he considered it a logical site for 

development. The Inspector states: 

“Having regard to the relationship of the site to the existing development in the 

area, I accept that the proposed allocation could be regarded as a rounding 
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off of development in the north-eastern section of the village. The site also 

benefits from being close to the railway station proposed under Policy T5.” 

4.17 This report and the appeal decisions demonstrate that the site is suitable for development and 

there are no constraints to development. With the Local Plan looking forward to 2036 (or 2040 as 

we propose), there is a need for new housing in Purton and this site can now come forward.  

 Proposed Development 

4.18 The Vison Document enclosed as Appendix EP5 provides an illustrative masterplan and site 

specific information which shows: 

 Potential developable area for 75 homes; 

 A large area for formal and informal open space and recreational areas for not only 

prospective residents, but also existing residents of the village; and, 

 Attenuation Basin. 

4.19 We are also assessing out plans which may also include: 

 the provision of employment land for B1 use; and, 

 the potential for a pedestrian link between Purton and the northern side of the railway 

line. 

4.20 Therefore Widham Farm should be considered as a site for allocation through the Local Plan.   
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5. Appendices 

EP1. Brynards Hill – Location Plan 

EP2. Brynards Hill – Masterplan  

EP3. Brynards Hill - Design and Access Statement 

EP4. Widham Farm – Location Plan 

EP5. Widham Farm – Vision Statement 
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1.1 This statement has been prepared by Pegasus Design 
(part of Pegasus Group) on behalf of Wainhomes Severn 
Valley Limited to accompany the Full Planning Application for 
the development of Extension Site to Woodshaw Meadows, 
off Eastern Star, Royal Wootton Bassett.

The Proposal

1.2 This proposal is for residential development comprising 
61 dwellings, access, open space and drainage infrastructure.

1.3 This statement has been prepared in accordance with 
Article 9 of the Town and Country Planning (Development 
Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015 (DMPO), 
which requires certain applications to be accompanied by 
a Design and Access Statement. The DMPO also states the 
following requirements:

“(2) An application for planning permission to 
which this paragraph applies must, except where 
paragraph (4) applies, be accompanied by a 
statement (“a design and access statement”) about:

(a) the design principles and concepts that have been 
applied to the development; and

(b) how issues relating to access to the development 
have been dealt with.

(3) A design and access statement must:

(a) explain the design principles and concepts that 
have been applied to the development;

(b) demonstrate the steps taken to appraise the 
context of the development and how the design of 
the development takes that context into account;

(c) explain the policy adopted as to access, 
and how policies relating to access in relevant 
local development documents have been taken 
into account;

(d) state what, if any, consultation has been 
undertaken on issues relating to access to the 
development and what account has been taken of the 
outcome of any such consultation; and

(e) explain how specific issues which might affect 
access to the development have been addressed.”

Purpose of the Statement

1.4 The purpose of this Design and Access Statement 
is:

“ …to explain how the proposed development is 
a suitable response to the site and its setting, 
and demonstrate that it can be adequately 
accessed by prospective users.”

(Para. 029, PPG, Reference ID: 14-029-20140306)

1.5 This document achieves this within the following 
sections:
Section 1: Introduction. Outlines the purpose of this document;

Section 2: Planning Policy. Presentation of the key Planning Policy 
requirements, derived from a combination of Local Authority and 
National Government Policy;

Section 3: Context. Considers the site and its surroundings in 
terms of the local physical, historical and social setting, as well as 
the technical and physical context;

Section 4: Developing the Design Concept. Presentation of the 
design principles that have been derived from a combination of 
Government Policy and site assessment outlines key stakeholder 
engagement undertaken, as well as its key findings and 
design evolution;

Section 5: Design Proposals. Presentation of the key design 
proposals including the Uses, Built form and Identity, Movement, 
Nature and Public Space, Homes and buildings, Resources and 
Lifespan; and

Section 6: Conclusion.

This Design and Access Statement has been written to respond 
to the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
National Design Guide (NDG) ten characteristics of well-designed 
places. Illustrated alongside are the ten characteristics of well-
designed places, as set out in the National Design Guide. This 
statement should be read in conjunction with the Full Planning 
Application and its accompanying supporting documents.

01 | Introduction
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The Site

1.6 The site is located to the south of Royal Wootton Bassett. 
It comprises open land enclosed by hedgerows, totaling 
3.11ha.

1.7 Immediately adjoining the site to the east is land 
currently undergoing housing development.

1.8 To the immediate West and North of the site is a Country 
Park and beyond this recent housing development.

1.9 Along the site’s southern boundary is the railway line 
connecting London with Bristol which runs in a east/west 
direction. Beyond the railway is farmland.
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“ Permission should be refused for development 
of poor design that fails to take the opportunities 
available for improving the character and quality 
of an area and the way it functions, taking into 
account any local design standards or style guides 
in plans or supplementary planning documents. 
Conversely, where the design of a development 
accords with clear expectations in plan policies, 
design should not be used by the decision-maker 
as a valid reason to object to development.”

(Para. 130. NPPF 2019)

2.1 The development proposals will be formulated with 
due regard to the policies that make up the statutory Local 
Development Plan and Supplementary Planning Guidance, 
together with Government guidance contained within the 
National Planning Policy Framework (February 2019) and 
National Design Guide (October 2019).

National Planning Policy Framework

2.2 Government guidance in the form of the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s 
planning policies and how these should be applied. The 
NPPF states at Paragraph 8 that the planning system 
has 3 interdependent key objectives, which when pursued 
in a mutually supportive way, can achieve sustainable 
development. The three key objectives are:

• A social objective;
• An economic objective; and
• An environmental objective.

2.3 There is a presumption in favour of sustainable 
development, as set out at Paragraph 11. Section 9: 
Promoting sustainable transport (para. 102) of the NPPF 
points to the role that design has to play in ensuring that 
transport issues are considered at the earliest stages of 
development proposals, and the role that design can play 
to ensure that development maximizes opportunities for 
sustainable transport options.

“ …patterns of movement, streets, parking and 
other transport considerations are integral to the 
design of schemes, and contribute to making high 
quality places.”

(Para. 102(e) NPPF 2019)

02 | Planning Policy
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2.4 The Government also continues to place a high 
emphasis on design and the NPPF expands on the principles 
of good design, to define what is expected of well-designed 
places. It also explains how policies and decision-making 
processes should support the inclusion of good design, 
providing detailed advice at Section 12: Achieving well-
designed places. The contribution that good design makes 
to sustainable development is set out in paragraph 124, 
as follows:

“ The creation of high-quality buildings and 
places is fundamental to what the planning and 
development process should achieve. Good design 
is a key aspect of sustainable development, 
creates better places in which to live and work 
and helps make development acceptable 
to communities…”

(Para. 124, NPPF 2019)

2.5 The NPPF is also clear at paragraphs 125 and 126 
that Development Plans should set out a clear design vision 
to provide certainty to applicants, and that design policies 
should be prepared in conjunction with local communities to 
reflect local aspirations.

2.6 Paragraph 127 of the NPPF states that with regard to 
design planning policy and decision making should ensure 
that developments;

“a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the 
area, not just for the short term but over the lifetime of the 
development;

b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, 
layout and appropriate and effective landscaping;

c) are sympathetic to the local character and history, 
including the surrounding built environment and landscape 
setting, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate 
innovation or change (such as increased densities);

d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the 
arrangement of streets, spaces, building types and materials 
to create attractive, welcoming and distinctive places to live, 
work and visit;

e) optimise the potential of the site to accommodate and 
sustain an appropriate amount and mix of development 
(including green and other public space) and support local 
facilities and transport networks; and

f) create places that are safe, inclusive and accessible and 
which promote health and well-being, with a high standard of 
amenity for existing and future users, and where crime and 
disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality 
of life or community cohesion and resilience.”
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Planning Practice Guidance

2.7 The NPPF is accompanied by the on-line Government 
resource Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). The Design: 
Process and tools PPG provides guidance on the methods and 
processes available to both applicants and local authorities 
to ensure the delivery of well-designed and high-quality, long 
lasting places with considered design solutions, under the 
following headings:

• Planning for well-designed places;
• Making decisions about design;
• Tools for assessing and improving design quality; and
• Effective community engagement on design.

2.8 Paragraph 1 of the Design PPG reinforces the 
Government and NPPFs commitment to requiring the 
creation of well-designed places and the role that early 
engagement can play in this.

“ Well-designed places can be achieved by taking 
a proactive and collaborative approach at all 
stages of the planning process, from policy and 
plan formulation through to the determination of 
planning applications and the post approval stage”

(para. 001, PPG, ID: 26-001-20191001, October 2019)

National Design Guide

2.9 The National Design Guide (NDG) published by the 
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 
(MCHLG) in September 2019 further reinforces the way in 
which the design process can be used to ensure the delivery 
of quality places:

“I n a well-designed place, an integrated design 
process brings the ten characteristics together in 
a mutually supporting way. They interact to create 
an overall character of place.”

(Para. 13, NDG 2019)

2.10 The NDG outlines and illustrates the Governments 
priorities for well-designed place in the form of ten 
characteristics, based on national planning policy, planning 
guidance and objectives for good design.

2.11 The ten characteristics contribute towards the cross-
discipline themes for good design set out in the NPPF and fall 
under three broad aims:

• To create physical character;
• To help to nurture and sustain a sense of community; and
• To positively addresses environmental issues 

affecting climate.
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Local Planning and Design Guidance

2.12 The development proposals have 
been formulated having due regard to the 
Wiltshire Core Strategy 2015. Of particular 
relevance is core policy 57 which specifically 
concerns design:

i. Enhancing local distinctiveness by 
responding to the value of the natural and 
historic environment, relating positively 
to its landscape setting and the existing 
pattern of development and responding to 
local topography by ensuring that important 
views into, within and out of the site are to 
be retained and enhanced.

ii. The retention and enhancement of 
existing important landscaping and natural 
features, (e.g. trees, hedges, banks and 
watercourses), in order to take opportunities 
to enhance biodiversity, create wildlife and 
recreational corridors, effectively integrate 
the development into its setting and to justify 
and mitigate against any losses that may 
occur through the development.

iii. Responding positively to the existing 
townscape and landscape features in terms 
of building layouts, built form, height, mass, 
scale, building line, plot size, elevational 
design, materials, streetscape and rooflines 
to effectively integrate the building into its 
setting.

iv. Being sympathetic to and conserving 
historic buildings and historic landscapes.

v. The maximisation of opportunities 
for sustainable construction techniques, use 
of renewable energy sources and ensuring 
buildings and spaces are orientated to gain 
maximum benefit from sunlight and passive 
solar energy, in accordance with Core Policy 
41 (Sustainable Construction and Low 
Carbon Energy).

vi. Making efficient use of land whilst 
taking account of the characteristics of 
the site and the local context to deliver an 
appropriate development which relates 
effectively to the immediate setting and to 
the wider character of the area.

vii. Having regard to the compatibility 
of adjoining buildings and uses, the impact 
on the amenities of existing occupants, and 
ensuring that appropriate levels of amenity 
are achievable within the development 
itself, including the consideration of privacy, 
overshadowing, vibration, and pollution 
(e.g. light intrusion, noise, smoke, fumes, 
effluent, waste or litter).

viii. Incorporating measures to reduce any 
actual or perceived opportunities for crime 
or antisocial behaviour on the site and in 
the surrounding area through the creation 
of visually attractive frontages that have 
windows and doors located to assist in the 
informal surveillance of public and shared 
areas by occupants of the site.

ix. Ensuring that the public realm, 
including new roads and other rights of way, 
are designed to create places of character 
which are legible, safe and accessible in 
accordance with Core Policy 66 (Strategic 
Transport Network).

x. The sensitive design of 
advertisements and signage, which are 
appropriate and sympathetic to their local 
setting by means of scale, design, lighting 
and materials.

xi. Taking account of the needs of 
potential occupants, through planning for 
diversity and adaptability, and considering 
how buildings and space will be used in the 
immediate and long term future.

xii. The use of high standards of building 
materials, finishes and landscaping, 
including the provision of street furniture 
and the integration of art and design in the 
public realm.

xiii. The case of major developments, 
ensuring they are accompanied by a detailed 
design statement and masterplan, which is 
based on an analysis of the local context and 
assessment of constraints and opportunities 
of the site and is informed by a development 
concept, including clearly stated design 
principles, which will underpin the character 
of the new place.

xiv. Meeting the requirements of Core 
Policy 61 (Transport and New Development).

Core Policy 57 
Ensuring high quality design and place shaping

A high standard of design is required in all new developments, including extensions, alterations, and changes of use of existing buildings. 
Development is expected to create a strong sense of place through drawing on the local context and being complementary to the locality. 
Applications for new development must be accompanied by appropriate information to demonstrate how the proposal will make a positive 
contribution to the character of Wiltshire through:
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National Planning Policy Framework 
chapters 8, 12, 14, 15, 16

“ An understanding of the context, history and the 
cultural characteristics of a site, neighbourhood 
and region influences the location, siting and 
design of new developments. It means they are 
well grounded in their locality and more likely to 
be acceptable to existing communities. Creating a 
positive sense of place helps to foster a sense of 
belonging and contributes to well-being, inclusion 
and community cohesion.”

(Para. 38, NDG 2019)

3.1 This section provides a summary of the assessment of 
the site and its surroundings.

03 | Context

Local Facilities

3.2 The Existing Local Facilities Plan (presented opposite) 
shows the location of key local facilities and services in 
relation to the site.

3.3 Royal Wootton Bassett to the north provides a wide 
range of local shops and services, whilst additional retail and 
community facilities are located in Swindon which is easily 
accessible my sustainable transport modes.

Recreation

3.4 Existing equipped play facilities are provided for children 
as part of the nearly completed development to the East of 
the site. These will be easily accessible by the residents of the 
proposed development.

3.5 Informal recreation is provided in the form of the country 
park and enclosing the northern and western boundaries of 
the site.

Education

3.6 Noremarsh Junior School is located a short distance 
to the north west of the site, whilst Royal Wootton Bassett 
Academy provides secondary school education for the town.

Health

3.7 Doctors surgeries are located in Royal Wootton Bassett, 
as are dentists and opticians.

10  |  Extension Site to Woodshaw Meadows, Royal Wootton Bassett
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Street Pattern and Connectivity

3.8 The site is will be well connected to the nearby urban 
area of Royal Wootton Bassett via Eastern Star and will 
benefit from easy access to public transport and strategic 
highway links within close proximity of the site. The plan 
opposite illustrates the location of the site within the context 
of the local access and movement network.

Public Transport

3.9 Existing bus services currently run along Bincknoll Lane 
a short distance to the north of the site.

Pedestrian and Cycle Connections

3.10 Local pedestrian and cycle connections, include a 
network of existing footpaths crossing along the northern 
edge of the site and extending through the Country Park 
to the West and North connecting the site with existing 
residential development.

Highways

3.11 The site immediately to the East is served by the Evening 
Star connection. This highway connection can be extended 
into the proposed development site.
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Historical Growth

“ When determining how a site may be developed, it 
is important to understand the history of how the 
place has evolved. The local sense of place and 
identity are shaped by local history, culture and 
heritage, and how these have influenced the built 
environment and wider landscape.”

(Para. 45, NDG 2019)

3.12 The application site has never been developed and 
therefore has not been subject to historic growth. The centre 
of Royal Wootton Bassett exhibits a pattern of development 
common to historic market towns in featuring a central 
marketplace enclosed by continuous built form characteristic 
of burgage plots.

Local Character

“ Local identity is made up of typical characteristics 
such as the pattern of housing, and special 
features that are distinct from their surroundings. 
These special features can be distinguished 
by their uses and activity, their social and 
cultural importance, and/or their physical form 
and design. Most places have some positive 
elements of character, particularly for their 
users. These can help to inform the character of a 
new development.”

(Para. 51, NDG 2019)

3.13 The National Design Guide states that well-designed 
new development is influenced by:

“ …an appreciation and understanding of 
vernacular, local or regional character, including 
existing built form, landscape and local 
architectural precedents;”

(Para. 52, NDG 2019)

3.14 Below we set out an analysis of local character 
incorporating the suburban development of Royal Wootton 
Bassett to the north, outlying local villages and the town 
centre. This will help to inform the character of this proposal.
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SUBURBAN ROYAL WOOTTON BASSETT

Street Types Primary standard engineered highways, with footways 
on either side. Occasionally pedestrian/cycle only roads.

Building Types Detached, semi-detached, terraces and 
apartment buildings.

Building Heights From 2 storey to 3.5 storey.

Building Line 
Setback and 
Parking

Varied set-back. Higher density areas within the study 
area generally have a limited set-back whereas lower 
density areas are moderately setback to accommodate 
front gardens and parking.

Density Generally medium density.

Architectural 
Style

The study area is made up of more recent residential 
developments. Buildings are generally simple of detail 
and constructed with a materials palette of brick, 
render, and reconsituted stone in some areas.

Materials Facing materials are predominantly red brick. Render 
and reconsituted stone are also prevalent. Roof 
materials are in the form of grey or brown concrete 
tiles.

Building 
Detailing

Occasional chimneys, gables fronting street to detached 
properties, well defined entrances typically with flat or 
lean-to roof canopies, or simply stone door headers. 
Some form of window detailing is common to the 
buildings in the study area, these are generally stone 
headers and cills. Stone quoins to the corners of 
buildings and timber cladding detailing are prevalent in 
the area also. Roofs are varied, with up-and-over, cross 
gabled, front gabled and hipped types.

Landscape 
and Boundary 
Treatments

Soft landscaping is generally limited to within plots and 
highway verges. Pockets of public open space within the 
study area present which can also contain play areas. 
Boundary treatments in the area are in the form of low-
level hedges or metal estate rails.
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Suburban roof and horizontal geometry

Suburban details



WROUGHTON

Street Types Primary highways with footways on either side.

Building Types Smaller cottages centrally located with larger villas 
situated further out.

Building Heights Predominantly 2 storeys.

Building Line 
Setback and 
Parking

Generally buildings are set back from the highway to 
accommodate front gardens or driveway parking.

Density Density reduces with distance from the centre.

Architectural 
Style

This ranges from simple terraced cottages with little 
in the way of ornamentation, to grander villas with 
elaborately-detailed bay windows and stone dressings.

Materials Brick and render are the prevailing materials used, 
either exclusively or a mixture between the two. Roof 
materials are predominantly slate tiles and occasionally 
double roman clay tiles. Thatched roofing is also seen.

Building 
Detailing

Brick chimneys, commonly balanced symmetrical 
elevations on Georgian properties or cottages. Well-
defined entrances typically with flat roof canopies or 
enclosed projecting entrance porches. Stone door 
headers found on properties without entrance canopies. 
Stone window surrounds, banding and headers and cills 
are common to study area. Roofs are predominantly up-
and-over formations, with occasional hipped and multi-
gabled properties.

Landscape 
and Boundary 
Treatments

Soft landscaping is generally limited to front gardens 
(where-permitting) and highway verges. Occasional 
larger pockets of public open space are found 
along primary highway on Devizes Road, that buffer 
residential areas.
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Wroughton varied roofscapes

Wroughton protruding entrances and pitched roofs



ROYAL WOOTTON BASSETT TOWN CENTRE

Street Types Primary highways with footways on either side. Shared 
surface lanes to rear of buildings on High Street to 
access garages.

Building Types Buildings enclosing former market streets positioned to 
the front of former ‘burgage plots’. The rest of the town 
centre feature terraced properties with the occasional 
detached properties.

Building Heights 3 storeys are prevalent especially within the core town 
centre, the ground floor normally housing retail spaces. 
3 storey terraced buildings provide excellent enclosure 
to streets.

Building Line 
Setback and 
Parking

Town centre buildings are generally positioned at the 
back edge of pavement forming a continuous building 
line. Visitor parking lines the High Street in the form 
of on-street perpendicular bays. Residents parking is 
generally concealed to the rear where provided.

Density High density.

Architectural 
Style

Generally period properties populate the town centre. 
These are varied in its architectural style dating back to 
the 17th Century.

Materials Predominant facing material is brick, with occasional 
painted render and stone also found in the study area. 
Roof materials are slate tiles.

Building 
Detailing

Occasional chimneys, stone window surrounds, headers 
and cills. Entrances clearly defined with use of flat roof 
canopies, period stone door surrounds, or stone door 
headers where entrance doors are inset. Roofs are 
generally in up-and-over formations with occasional 
parapet detailing to some properties.

Landscape 
and Boundary 
Treatments

Landscaping is generally limited to rear of 
properties. Streetscape is strongly characterised by 
hard landscaping.
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Royal Wootton Bassett built line 

Royal Wootton Bassett building heights



Site studies

“ Well-designed new development is integrated into 
its wider surroundings, physically, socially and 
visually. It is carefully sited and designed, and is 
demonstrably based on an understanding of the 
existing situation…”

(Para. 41, NDG 2019)

Landscape and Visual Impact

3.15 The proposed development once complete would of 
course be visible from the immediate site environs and from 
the footpaths which criss-cross the Country Park to the North 
and West.

3.16 However, the development would be observed in the 
context of existing housing development to the North and 
West; and existing recently-completed housing development 
immediately to the East.

3.17 It is not therefore anticipated that the development will 
have any undue impact upon any sensitive local landscape.

Heritage and Archaeology

3.18 There are no known heritage assets within sight 
boundaries. There are Scheduled Monuments and Listed 
Buildings to the north west and north east of the application 
site, but these are relatively distant and not therefore 
expected to be adversely affected by the proposal.
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Arboriculture

3.19 There are existing trees positioned within the northern 
and western edges of the site but these have been taken into 
account in the design of the scheme and will not therefore be 
adversely affected. In addition there are existing hedgerows 
positioned on these boundaries which have also been taken 
into account in the design of this scheme.

Ecology and Biodiversity

3.20 The accompanying Ecological Impact Assessment 
concluded that the development will result in the loss of both 
low quality and higher quality grassland habitats and small 
areas of scrub and species-rich hedgerow.

3.21 The scheme should be designed to retain the higher 
quality boundary habitats including the majority of hedgerows, 
the pond and veteran tree whilst creating new and enhanced 
habitats within areas of POS.

3.22 Mitigation and compensation should be incorporated 
into the design to ensure that the proposal and work 
programme is designed to minimise adverse impacts on 
ecological features. Enhancement recommendations were 
also outlined with the aim of providing a net biodiversity 
gain, contributing to the aims of National Planning Policy 
Framework and local policy.
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TREE SURVEY



Overview of Site and Context

3.30 The results of the various site studies are used to 
inform and structure the development proposals. These 
are illustrated, where appropriate, on the opportunities and 
constraints plan presented opposite and referenced below:

• Noise arising from the adjacent railway line;
• Existing vegetation including hedgerows and the 

occasional mature tree specimen;
• The need for surface drainage infrastructure at the south 

western corner of the site;
• A water main along the southern boundary of the site;
• The presence of existing PROWS crossing the site and the 

need to provide an appropriate setting for them;
• The need to allow space for the provision of new wildlife 

habitats to contribute towards biodiversity net gain; and
• The construction of new highway connections across the 

eastern boundary of the site.

Existing Utilities

3.26 There is an existing water main that forms the southern 
boundary of the site. The assumed easement either side of 
this is 3m.

Noise

3.27 The site lies adjacent to the railway line and is therefore 
subject to noise associated with train usage.

3.28 With regards to internal noise levels within dwellings, 
the accompanying Noise Assessment has shown that 
standard thermal double glazing will be adequate in 
controlling internal noise levels. Nevertheless, various 
habitable rooms will require window frame mounted trickle 
ventilators in order to control average noise levels. In addition 
to this, any bedroom windows which have full or partial line 
of sight to the railway line will also require window frame 
mounted trickle ventilators.

Air Quality

3.29 The application site is positioned on the edge have a 
small market town, some distance away from the nearest 
major highway. There are no known sources of air pollution 
close to the site and it is not therefore anticipated any 
problem will arise in terms of air quality.

Hydrology and Drainage

3.23 The land forming the application site slopes relatively 
steeply from North to South. This suggests that the best 
location for drainage attenuation features is in the lowest 
lying parts of the site at its South Western corner. The 
scheme is subject to drainage engineering input and has 
been designed to ensure water arising from storm events is 
adequately dealt with.

3.24 The applicant has been advised that pumping stations 
will be needed in order to drain foul water from the site. 
These will be shown on the plans forming the basis of the 
application below.

3.25 The site is not positioned within a river floodplain.
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CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN



“Design quality should be considered throughout 
the evolution and assessment of individual 
proposals. Early discussion between applicants, 
the local planning authority and local community 
about the design and style of emerging schemes 
is important for clarifying expectations and 
reconciling local and commercial interests. 
Applicants should work closely with those affected 
by their proposals to evolve designs that take 
account of the views of the community. Applications 
that can demonstrate early, proactive and effective 
engagement with the community should be looked 
on more favourably than those that cannot.”
(Para. 128, NPPF 2019)

The Design Concept

4.1 A set of principles have been formulated to help guide 
the design process towards the realisation of a development 
proposal that meets the stated objectives of the NPPF, 
namely:

04 | Developing the Design Concept
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Visually Attractive

“…are visually attractive as a result of good 
architecture, layout and appropriate and 
effective landscaping”
(Para. 127(b), NPPF 2019)

• Provision of a clear hierarchy of connected spaces and 
places, including streets, accessible by a variety of users, 
which consider the design of the space as well as its 
function as a movement corridor;

• Integration of existing and proposed landscape features 
will help to soften the built form, particularly towards the 
country park edges of the development to the west and 
north; and

• New development will be set within a considered and 
attractive landscape setting.
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Strong Sense of Place

“…establish or maintain a strong sense of place, 
using the arrangement of streets, spaces, building 
types and materials to create attractive, welcoming 
and distinctive places to live, work and visit”
(Para. 127(d), NPPF 2019)

• Allow the key characteristics identified within the Local 
Character Analysis (undertaken in Section 3) to influence 
the character of the development;

• Position key spaces & focal points where movement 
corridors converge to encourage activity and vitality;

• Consider how open spaces will best meet the recreational 
needs of the local community, thereby encouraging 
social interaction;

• Consider how the type and positioning of enclosures and 
soft landscape will clearly define the ownership of the 
space between buildings;

• Incorporate existing and proposed landscape features 
into the proposals, so as to enhance the richness and 
attractiveness of the streetscape; and

• Consider carefully texture, colour, pattern and durability of 
materials and how they are used.

Safe, Inclusive and Accessible Places

“…create places that are safe, inclusive and 
accessible and which promote health and well-
being, with a high standard of amenity for existing 
and future users; and where crime and disorder, 
and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality 
of life or community cohesion and resilience”
(Para. 127 (f), NPPF 2019)

• Convenient, safe and direct access for all residents 
to the existing and proposed local services and 
facilities including schools, retail, community uses and 
employment opportunities;

• Provision of a variety of accessible public open spaces and 
recreation areas to meet the needs of the new community 
south of Royal Wootton Bassett whilst encouraging social 
activity;

• Creation of a clearly defined public realm through the 
provision of continuous building frontage lines and 
variations in the methods of enclosure of private spaces;

• Consideration of the proposals in relation to the location 
of the buildings on the site, gradients, and the relationship 
between various uses and transport infrastructure, 
particularly for those with disabilities; and

• Control of access to private areas, particularly rear 
gardens and parking courts.

Response to Context

“…are sympathetic to local character and history, 
including the surrounding built environment 
and landscape setting, while not preventing or 
discouraging appropriate innovation or change 
(such as increased densities)”
(Para. 127(c), NPPF 2019)

• Integration of the development into the newly-completed 
built form to the east, particularly in relation to 
development block form, scale, height and massing;

• Consider how distinctive elements of the local vernacular 
and the best examples of local buildings relate to the 
space they enclose, and how this might be reflected within 
the proposals and can be used to inform the architecture 
of the proposed development;

• Consider the specification of materials that respect/
enhance the local Wiltshire vernacular;

• Respond to the existing site topography including 
the consideration of key views in and out of the site, 
particularly those to the west and south; and

• Endeavour to retain the trees and hedgerows on the site.
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Accessibility

“…optimise the potential of the site to 
accommodate and sustain an appropriate amount 
and mix of development (including green and 
other public space) and support local facilities and 
transport networks”
(Para. 127 (e), NPPF 2019)

• Integration of the proposed development into the 
existing movement network of footpaths, bus routes and 
vehicular routes;

• Provision of multiple access points into the development 
from the north forming part of a permeable network of 
streets which assists in dispersing traffic (vehicular and 
pedestrian);

• Maximisation of the opportunities for alternative modes 
of transport to the car particularly walking, cycling and 
bus travel;

• Creation of a legible and permeable development, that 
is easy to navigate for all users, with a clear movement 
hierarchy providing easily recognisable routes, balancing 
the street as a space alongside its function as a 
movement corridor;

• Enhancement and extension of the existing public rights 
of way network as an integral part of the development, 
particularly facilitating sustainable access to ‘Woodshaw 
Meadows’ and existing employment areas north of that; 
and

• Ensure a mix of appropriate residential tenures to further 
promote the economic and social success of the scheme.
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Pre-Application Consultation

4.2 A pre application package of drawings and information 
were submitted to Wiltshire Council on the 3rd of September 
2020. This included indicative street scene elevation drawings 
and a preliminary layout drawing.

4.3 Extensive comments were received dated the 23rd of 
October 2020 and in brief raised the following design issues:

• Impact upon the hedgerow on the western boundary of 
the site;

• Sufficient clearance and space for street trees between 
parking bays on plot frontages;

• The cramped and overdeveloped nature of the 
proposed development;

• The need to evidence design evolution and provide a 
rationale for the design approach taken;

• They need to supply drawings and illustrations sufficient to 
properly explain the design approach;

• The accommodation of public rights away within the site;
• Permeability for pedestrians and cyclists around the 

perimeter of the site;
• The layout’s response to topography;
• The consolidation of perimeter blocks within the site; and
• The isolation of the car park intended to serve the 

Country Park.

4.4 The applicant has gone to considerable lengths to take 
into account these comments resulting in the complete 
redesign of the proposed layout, reduction in dwelling 
numbers and more consideration of how the built form will 
interact with its landscape context.
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PRELIMINARY LAYOUT CONTAINED WITHIN PRE-APPLICATION SUBMISSION



Uses. Mixed and integrated

NPPF chapters: 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12

“Well-designed neighbourhoods need to include an 
integrated mix of tenures and housing types that 
reflect local housing need and market demand. 
They are designed to be inclusive and to meet the 
changing needs of people of different ages and 
abilities. New development reinforces existing 
places by enhancing local transport, facilities 
and community services, and maximising their 
potential use.”
(Para. 109, NDG 2019)

5.1 The development proposals include the following;

Residential – 61 dwellings (Class C3)

5.2 The development proposal is for 61 dwellings 
comprising 37 open market units and 24 affordable units (61% 
and 39% respectively). This encompasses a range of dwelling 
types suitable for people of different ages and lifestyles.

5.3 The precise mix of tenure arrangements will be subject 
to consultation and agreement with the LPA and will be set 
out in the associated Section 106 Agreement.

Public Open Space

5.4 The significant area of open space will be provided 
as part of the development extending to an area of up to 
approximately 1.4 ha. This will arise in the form of:

• Children’s play areas;
• Informal open space;
• Car parking ancillary to the Country Park
• Existing vegetation;
• Drainage infrastructure;
• Landscape buffers around the periphery of the site; and
• Sub-surface infrastructure.

5.5 Further details on the proposed landscape design are 
provided within the Landscape Strategy presented later in 
this document.

Built Form. A coherent pattern of development

NPPF chapters: 8, 9, 11, 12

“Built form is the three-dimensional pattern 
or arrangement of development blocks, 
streets, buildings and open spaces. It is the 
interrelationship between all these elements 
that creates an attractive place to live, work and 
visit, rather than their individual characteristics. 
Together they create the built environment and 
contribute to its character and sense of place.”

05 | Design Proposals

5.6 The proposed layout for the site seeks to achieve the 
following objectives:

• A primary movement corridor through the centre of the 
site from Woodshaw Meadows;

• Traffic calmed streets providing an appropriate 
environment for walking and cycling;

• Access to development blocks will be provided via a legible 
network of streets with a clear hierarchy defined by width, 
number of footways and choice of surface material;

• Perimeter blocks that enclose back gardens, providing a 
strong frontage to the public realm and ensuring active 
frontages overlook streets and spaces;

• Consideration of the relationship with Woodshaw Meadows 
in terms of density, massing, materials and detailing;

• Development will be set back from the perimeter of 
the site to allow for the water main, the existing PROW, 
sustainable urban drainage infrastructure and for 
landscape buffers;

• A series of nodes or ‘events’ will be positioned within the 
development framework aiding legibility;

• Green infrastructure is a key structuring element in 
the form of mature trees and hedgerows providing an 
attractive setting for the dwellings and retaining wildlife 
corridors around the site;

• The development will provide active frontages to proposed 
areas of public open space, landscape planting and areas 
for formal play, providing natural surveillance and vitality 
within those space; and

• Taller buildings will be located in key locations to 
assist legibility.
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SITE LAYOUT



Movement. Accessible and easy to move around

NPPF chapters: 8, 9, 12

“Patterns of movement for people are integral 
to well-designed places. They include walking 
and cycling, access to facilities, employment and 
servicing, parking and the convenience of public 
transport. They contribute to making high quality 
places for people to enjoy. They also form a crucial 
component of urban character. Their success is 
measured by how they contribute to the quality 
and character of the place, not only how well they 
function.”
Para. 74, NDG 2019)

5.7 A well-connected movement network, accessible by all 
users, is proposed which helps to ensure that all areas of the 
development will be accessible, easy to navigate, safe and 
secure. The location of the development, close to the existing 
Royal Wootton Bassett community prompts the need for good 
vehicular, pedestrian and cycle connections to maximise 
integration and ensure accessibility to facilities provided 
within that area.

5.8 The proposed access strategies set out here clearly 
define the main routes and help to achieve a permeable 
layout. The Access and Movement Plan, presented alongside, 
shows the proposed structure for movement within 
the development.
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5.9 The proposed access and movement strategy will 
include the following elements which are in accordance with 
the objectives of national and local planning policy:

• A single access point providing access for all users 
including emergency access;

• A traffic-calmed pedestrian and cycle movement network 
to encourage sustainable travel;

• Footpath provision for the existing public right of way along 
the northern edge of the site and provision for a network of 
routes that allow residents the opportunity to walk around 
the site and access Woodshaw Meadows and the play area 
in between;

• Access provision for refuse and emergency vehicles;
• Bike & storage within gardens or garages where provided;
• Bin storage points where dwelling served by private drives;
• Street typologies that vary according to intended numbers 

of users; and
• A parking strategy that is compliant with the standards set 

out within the Pre-Application Response as follows:

BEDROOMS MINIMUM SPACES

1 1 space

2 to 3 2 spaces

4+ 3 spaces

Visitor parking 0.2 spaces per dwelling (unallocated)
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PARKING STRATEGY



Density

5.10 The proposal is based upon a net developable area of 
1.71 ha. 61 dwellings over this area equates to a net density of 
36 dwellings per hectare (dph), which represents an efficient 
use of land, yet allows for lower densities in more visually 
sensitive peripheral locations.

Building Heights (Scale)

5.11 Development may vary between 1 and 2.5-storeys 
according to the location within the site. The majority of the 
development will be up to 2 storey, reflecting the existing built 
development of this part of Royal Wootton Bassett.

5.12 Adjacent to the rural edge of the development, buildings 
will be generally limited to 2 storey.

5.13 Limited numbers of 2.5 storey dwellings are proposed in 
strategic locations where they help to form ‘gateways’ into the 
site or where they terminate vistas through the development. 
(see alongside)
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BUILDING HEIGHTS



5.16 In terms of the variation in the palette of materials 
across the site, this is broadly as follows:

• Dwellings faced in recon stone and render on the eastern 
edge of the scheme facing Woodshaw Meadows;

• A combination of red brick and recon stone gables to those 
units enclosing the central portion of the site;

• A combination of render and recon stone gables to the 
northern western and southern edges of the site i.e. those 
parts of the site facing its rural context;

• A focus on recon stone to corner-turning units given their 
relative prominence.

5.17 The intention in taking this approach is to broadly reflect 
the way in which materials occur within this part of Wiltshire, 
whilst at the same time reflecting the approach taken at 
Woodshaw Meadows.

Identity. Attractive and Distinctive

NPPF chapters: 8, 12, 15, 16

“The identity or character of a place comes 
from the way that buildings, streets and spaces, 
landscape and infrastructure combine together and 
how people experience them. It is not just about the 
buildings or how a place looks, but how it engages 
with all of the senses.”
Para. 49, NDG 2019

5.14 The approach to character taking by the scheme has 
been strongly influenced by the findings of the character 
analysis work undertaken above. This work established that 
there tends to be a predominance of brick built buildings 
arranged in continuous frontages within the centre of villages 
and towns such as Royal Wootton Bassett and Wroughton. 
Within the outlying villages, whilst these materials are also 
found here, there is a greater predominance of Cotswold 
stone and render.

5.15 We have also taken into account the design approach 
taken on Woodshaw Meadows which features brick faced 
dwellings to the northern and southern edges of the scheme; 
and stone and render frontages to the outer edges of the 
scheme elsewhere and throughout its core.

5.18 In terms of the variation built form, we have sought 
to establish frontages comprising a lower density of 
development on the northern and western edges which 
face out across the Country Park given the arguably more 
rural nature of this context. This leaves a preponderance of 
terraced and semi-detached dwellings positioned centrally 
and on the southern and eastern edges of the scheme which 
are arguably more urban in relation to context.

5.19 As regards building typology, we have proposed 2.5 
storey dwellings in key locations where they terminate views 
through the scheme or where they form gateways into the site 
from the east.

5.20 Gable fronted dwellings are more generally positioned 
along the northern and western edges looking out across 
the Country Park and open space within this part of the 
site. The set back and articulation of these dwellings will 
contrast against the more continuous frontages established 
within the central portions of the site. This will distinguish 
the central and outer edges of the scheme; and allow for the 
growth of soft landscape where these gable fronted dwellings 
are positioned.
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5.21 Aside from the utilisation of projecting gables in certain 
parts of the site, we also proposed the use of dressed 
reconstituted stone heads and cills to contrast against 
the red brick facing material where that is used and to 
give emphasis to openings: a feature found commonly in 
Royal Wootton Bassett.

5.22 Greater articulation of frontages will be achieved 
through the inclusion of substantial bay windows (also 
giving greater internal light to living spaces), whilst pitched 
roof canopy’s above doors will help to shelter residents on 
entering buildings and give further articulation to frontages.
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Public Spaces. Safe, Social and Inclusive

National Planning Policy Framework chapters 8, 9, 12

“The quality of the spaces between buildings is 
as important as the buildings themselves. Public 
spaces are streets, squares, and other spaces 
that are open to all. They are the setting for 
most movement. The design of a public space 
encompasses its siting and integration into the 
wider network of routes as well as its various 
elements. These include areas allocated to different 
users – cars, cyclists and pedestrians – for different 
purposes such as movement or parking, hard and 
soft surfaces, street furniture, lighting, signage and 
public art.”
(Para. 99, NDG 2019)

5.23 The delivery of well-designed accessible and inclusive 
public spaces will offer residents spaces to socialise and 
engage with each other, encouraging interaction and 
recreational opportunities.

Landscape Strategy

5.24 The landscape strategy seeks to create a network of 
linked landscape spaces through and around the perimeter 
of the development. A network of footpath routes through the 
development connect the adjacent residential area through a 
series of linked landscape spaces with the country park to the 
north and west. There are 2 direct footpath connections with 
the adjacent LEAP play space to integrate with the adjacent 
residential area.

5.25 A central, focal landscaped space will provide 
opportunities for meeting and seating. An area of public open 
space the western boundary of the development will integrate 
footpath routes and landscaped attenuation basins to create.

5.26 The existing hedgerow and hedgerow trees along the 
northern and western boundaries are to be retained (and 
reinforced where necessary) with footpaths adjacent to create 
attractive landscaped routes for pedestrians.

5.27 Tree planting is proposed within the public open space 
areas, along the primary highway and to front gardens where 
space permits. Private frontages will be primarily defined 
evergreen hedgerow boundaries to provide a green backdrop 
to the street scene and define private garden boundaries. 
This will be punctuated with specimen shrubs to feature 
plots. Rear garden walls are to be softened with evergreen 
defensive shrub planting.

5.28 The pumping station will be screened with soft 
landscaping comprising evergreen hedgerow, shrubs and 
tree planting. The southern boundary to the railway line is 
to be planted with a continuous length of new native mixed 
hedgerow planting. The country park car park provision has 
been landscaped to soften its appearance within the country 
park setting.
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ILLUSTRATIVE LANDSCAPE MASTERPLAN



Creating a Safe Place to Live

5.29 One of the design objectives of the National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPPF) states that developments should:

“ …create places that are safe, inclusive and 
accessible and which promote health and well-
being, with a high standard of amenity for existing 
and future users, and where crime and fear of 
crime, do not undermine the quality of life or 
community cohesion and resilience”

(Para. 127 (f), NPPF 2019)

5.30 The design proposals are based on an understanding of 
best practice guidance and reference has been made to the 
relevant documents including “Safer Places: The Planning 
System” and “Manual for Streets as well as ACPO “New 
Homes” guidance.

5.31 Well-designed public lighting increases the opportunity 
for surveillance at night and will be integrated into future 
reserved matters applications.

5.32 Natural surveillance in the form of doors and windows 
overlooking streets, pedestrian routes and public open spaces 
will create activity throughout the day and evening and will be 
an essential element in creating a safe environment for all 
users, whilst discouraging criminal activity by increasing the 
risk of detection.

5.33 In forming the design proposals, the following key 
attributes are intended:

• Buildings generally orientated back to back to ensure rear 
gardens are enclosed and protected, providing private rear 
amenity space for all dwellings;

• Public open spaces, and in particular any children’s 
play space will be well overlooked by the surrounding 
built form;

• All routes are necessary and serve a specific function or 
destination;

• The ownerships and responsibilities for external spaces 
will be clearly identified and the proposals facilitate ease 
of maintenance and management;

• Where parking courts or private drives are proposed, 
they serve a limited number of dwellings and are well 
overlooked by the surrounding built form;

• Openings will feature in all elevations overlooking the 
public realm to establish natural surveillance.
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NATURE. Enhanced and optimised

NPPF chapters: 8, 12, 14, 15

“ Nature contributes to the quality of a place, 
and to people’s quality of life, and it is a critical 
component of well-designed places. Natural 
features are integrated into well-designed 
development. They include natural and designed 
landscapes, high quality public open spaces, street 
trees, and other trees, grass, planting and water.”

(Para 90, NDG 2019)

5.34 Alongside well-designed public spaces the proposed 
water management and planting strategies offer the 
opportunity to enhance and optimise the development 
proposals, providing resilience to climate change and 
supporting biodiversity.

New Structural Planting

5.35 Planting within the scheme will enrich biodiversity, 
assist in place making and create identity within the 
development. Along with the elevational treatments of the 
buildings, the landscape materials and planting proposals 
will reinforce the different character areas within the scheme 
and relate well to the surrounding landscape.

5.36 The proposed new structural planting will help to form 
important links as part of the green infrastructure network 
connecting into the existing landscape, hedgerows and 
tree belts.

5.37 Particular attention will be given to the definition of 
the road network within the development parcel hierarchy 
through suitable provision of street trees. Specimen tree 
planting will be used to accentuate key nodal points and 
focal spaces, creating a distinctive street scene and aiding 
orientation/identity within the site.

5.38 Planting will fall in line the recommendations made 
within the ecology report.

Sustainable Drainage (SuDs)

5.39 The integration of a comprehensive Sustainable 
Drainage System (SuDs) has been considered from the outset 
and shaped the layout. This arises in the form of a ‘cascade’ 
of attenuation basins on the western edge of the site and 
where ground conditions allow, soakaways, permeable 
paving, swales and raingardens.

5.40 The purpose of including SuDS is to maximise the 
existing potential of the site to attenuate and clean water, 
while providing valuable amenity by creating and integrating 
well designed landscaped features and promoting a greater 
diversity of flora and fauna.

5.41 For further information regarding the proposed 
drainage strategy please refer to the supporting 
drainage documentation.
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“ Well-designed places and buildings come about 
when there is a clearly expressed ‘story’ for the 
design concept and how it has evolved into a 
design proposal. This explains how the concept 
influences the layout, form, appearance and 
details of the proposed development. It may draw 
its inspiration from the site, its surroundings 
or a wider context. It may also introduce new 
approaches to contrast with, or complement, 
its context. This ‘story’ will inform and address 
all ten characteristics. It is set out in a Design 
and Access Statement that accompanies a 
planning application.”

(Para. 16, NDG 2019)

6.1 This Design and Access Statement has set out a clear 
account of the design process, and engagement with the 
LPA. This design process has included a comprehensive and 
thorough assessment of the site and its immediate context, 
along with the development of a clear set of principles to 
guide the design of the proposal.

6.2 This Statement demonstrates how the vision for the 
Extension Site to Woodshaw Meadows can be delivered to 
meet the 3 key NPPF objectives of sustainable design.

• A social objective;
• An economic objective
• An environmental objective.

6.3 The development framework is founded on best 
practice urban design principles, community integration and 
sustainable development.

06 | Conclusion
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The delivery of 61 new homes in a range 
of dwellings types, sizes and tenure that 
will make a major contribution towards 

the District’s housing stock.

A development that is well connected, readily 
understood and easily navigated, with the 
delivery of a new access from Woodshaw 

Meadows to the east of the site.

The consolidation of existing green 
infrastructure through careful management 
and the addition of new green corridors and 

an arrangement of new green spaces.

Delivery of new open space for the benefit of 
both new and existing residents in the area.

The development proposals will offer the following benefits:
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This Vision Document has been prepared by Pegasus Group 
on behalf of Wainhomes in support of their interest on the site 
known as ‘Land at Widham Farm, Purton’.

Wainhomes are promoting the site for circa 60 dwellings and this document 
shows how this could be delivered in a way that respects the character of the 
existing area and takes account of the pertinent planning considerations.

This document will provide an overview of the site, the surrounding area 
and its planning history. It will then go on to consider the planning context 
in which the site is being promoted for development and explain why we feel 
development at Purton should be considered as a future allocation.

It will then go on to show how the consideration of these constraints has 
shaped the Illustrative Masterplan for the site, before setting out the benefits 
of the scheme, timescales for delivery.

INTRODUCTION
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THE LILLIES – TADPOLE GARDEN VILLAGE

As part of the visionary award-winning 
Garden Village development in North 
Swindon, Wainhomes have planned a 
mixture of 146 no. homes, all have been 
carefully designed to a high specification.

The scheme illustrates the desire to ensure 
all development is well planned and creates 
a sense of place to assimilate successfully 
within the wider Garden Village.

Quality is not only a byword at Wainhomes, but also the 
foundation stone on which we build both our distinguished 
properties and our well-established reputation. Whatever the 
choice of property, from a smart, convenient one-bedroom 
apartment to a luxurious five-bedroom detached house, our 
buyers can rest assured that quality is in built wherever they 
look: in our choice of materials; our architectural flair and 
expert craftsmanship; the high specification finish we apply 
to all our new homes; and, not least, in our exacting customer 
service standards.

Wainhomes (Severn Valley) Limited is a brand-new division for Wainhomes, 
based in Bristol. The division covers Bristol and surrounding areas which 
include, Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, Wiltshire, BANES, Mendip, North 
Somerset and Sedgemoor. Its currently delivering Wainhomes’ quality brand 
of housing including 2,3,4 and 5-bedroom homes.

WAINHOMES  
(SEVERN VALLEY)  LTD
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PATTERDOWN ROAD, CHIPPENHAM

This sensitive site was approved for the 
erection of 72 no. 2, 3 and 4 bedroom 
dwellings and associated works and provides 
a scheme of the highest quality. 

The application process involved a lot of 
negotiation with key stakeholders and 
demonstrates Wainhomes desire to work 
collaboratively to achieve an acceptable 
outcome.

LAND OFF BERKELY CLOSE, 
SOUTH CERNEY

The site is due to launch in 
Winter 2019, and comprises 
a selection of 92 No. 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 5 bedroom family homes. 
The scheme represents a high-
quality development of well-
designed homes and associated 
open space located in the heart 
of the Cotswolds.
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The site is comprised of eight agricultural fields covering 
an area of 5.7ha on the northern edge of Purton. The site 
is bounded by a railway line to the north and residential 
development to the east, south and west.

Purton is a large village within the north east of Wiltshire, approximately 
4 miles to the north west of Swindon and 3 miles to the north of 
Royal Wotton Bassett.

The Parish population in 2011 was 4,271 residents with the village being 
characterised as the primary village within the Parish. The village is 
conveniently located for access to the B4553 and ultimately the M4 at 
Junction 16.

This sustainable village benefits from a wide range of amenities including 
several shops, a sub-post office, a library, several public houses and 
restaurants, a GP surgery, dentist, village hall, parish church, a primary 
school and secondary school.

The village benefits from a bus service to Swindon and the surrounding area 
via the 53 Service.

LAND AT WIDHAM FARM, 
PURTON
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SITE LOCATION PLAN



The Wiltshire Core Strategy identifies the need (Core Policy 
2) to deliver at least 42,000 new homes by 2026. Of this Core 
Policy 19 identifies a requirement for at least 1,455 new 
homes to be delivered within the Royal Wootton Bassett and 
Crickdale Community Area (in which Purton is located). Purton 
is identified as a large village within this Community Network 
Area (CNA). The majority (1,070 new homes) are to be allocated 
at Royal Wootton Bassett with the remaining balance (385 new 
homes) to be delivered in rural areas. The Wiltshire Housing 
Land Supply Statement (March 2017) identifies that this CNA 
has met its quota for the current plan period.

Wiltshire Council are currently in the process of preparing a review of their Local 
Plan. The purpose of the plan is to support growth by ensuring that there is 
enough land for homes, jobs and the infrastructure necessary to support them. 
As the current local plan only covers the period until 2026, it will be imperative 
for additional housing sites to be identified to meet the housing needs for 
another 10 years.1

As shown above, Purton is a sustainable settlement that is capable of 
accommodating additional growth given the existing level of services and facilities 
situated within the village. Indeed, we note that previous applications have 
concluded that the site is a sustainable location for development, albeit they were 
refused due to their conflict with the adopted Plan strategy.2

We note that the Neighbourhood Plan (adopted in November 2018) allocates 
homes for 75 dwellings which are over and above their requirement under the 
Core Strategy. However, this does not reflect the housing need that needs to 
be addressed under the Local Plan review, nor the true capacity of Purton to 
accommodate additional growth.

We consider that there is scope to allocate a considerable amount of development 
at Purton over the following couple of decades and believe that land at Widham 
Farm can make a positive contribution to meeting this requirement, whilst also 
delivering substantial benefits to the village.

1   The Local Plan review will cover the period to at least 2036. 2   The site has been the subject of three previous planning applications (N/08/02399/OUT for 148 dwellings and applications 
N/11/02574/OUT and N/12/04009/OUT both for 50 dwellings). All three applications were refused with the 2011 proceeding to appeal 
(APP/Y3940/A/11/2165449) where it was dismissed. It is noteworthy that the appeal was primarily resisted as the development of 
the site did not conform with the Plan strategy and not because it was an unsustainable location.

WHY PURTON?
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FACILITIES PLAN



In formulating the Illustrative Masterplan, the following key 
considerations have been taken into account:

• The site is located beyond but adjacent to the defined settlement boundary;

• The proximity of the railway line and surrounding residential development;

• The site is not the subject of any national or local landscape or 
ecological designations;

• The site is located beyond the village Conservation Area.

• The site is located within Flood Zone 1;

• Widham Farmhouse and Widham Grove are both Grade II Listed buildings;

• The site is crossed by several public rights of way (Ref: PURT53, PURT55 and 
PURT56) which connect Station Road with Locks Lane and Glevum Close;

• Existing wide footways are accessible from the site through to the 
village centre.

These are shown on the accompanying constraints plan.

S ITE CONSIDERATIONS
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CONSTRAINTS AND 
OPPORTUNITIES PLAN



Movement Sketch

Green Corridor Sketch

Green Corridor Sketch

Village Green Character Area Sketch

Rural Edge Character Area Sketch

A number of design principles have 
underpinned the Illustrative Masterplan. 
These are shown on the plan and are 
centred around the need to provide 
high quality green corridors, excellent 
pedestrian and vehicular connectivity 
and distinct character areas for the 
development. These are reflected within 
the Illustrative Masterplan.

THE VISION
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ILLUSTRATIVE 
MASTERPLAN



BENEFITS

OF GROSS VALUE ADDED (ECONOMIC OUTPUT) 
GENERATED DURING THE 12-MONTH BUILD PHASE 

(CURRENT PRICES)

£12.4MILLION



The site is being progressed as part of the Wiltshire Local Plan 
Review. The Council’s Local Development Scheme currently 
indicates the plan being adopted in the second half of 2021.

Assuming that the site was a proposed allocation, an application could be 
submitted close to, if not slightly before this date. It would be realistic to expect 
that outline consent could be achieved by the end of 2021 and subsequent 
reserved matters and conditions resolved within the following 6-12 months. This 
could allow for a potential start on site toward the end of 2022/early 2023 with a 
build out phase for the entire scheme of around 12-18 months after this.

DELIVERY/TIMESCALES
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Empowering Rural Communities 
Consultation Response Form 

 

The paper 'Empowering Rural Communities' looks at ways the Council’s planning policies and 
proposals might be changed for rural communities along with suggesting scales of housing growth. 
 
To view this document please visit the Council’s Local Plan Review Consultation page on its 
website at: https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation 
 
 
Please return to Wiltshire Council by Tuesday 9th March 2021. 
 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 
 
By e-mail to: spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk     
  

This form has two sections:  
 

Section One – Personal details 
Section Two – Your response to the questions. Please use a separate sheet for each 
representation. 

 
Section One – Personal details 
 
*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 
 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable) * 
Title 
 

 

First name 
 

 

Last name 
 

 

Job title 
(where relevant) 

  

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

 Savills 

Address Line 1 
 

 

Address Line 2 
 

 

Address Line 3 
 

 

Address Line 4 
 

 

Postcode  

Ref:                                                                                                           (For official use only) 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wiltshire.gov.uk%2Fplanning-policy-local-plan-review-consultation&data=04%7C01%7Cceri.jones%40wiltshire.gov.uk%7C95ac4ef5e1b94943db4008d8b619279f%7C5546e75e3be14813b0ff26651ea2fe19%7C0%7C0%7C637459566439079516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=od5SsLf9l%2F%2Bnh4YULnOWiAzPsi0jCKn%2F9ifbaKHHZfg%3D&reserved=0
mailto:spatialplanningpolicy@wiltshire.gov.uk


 
Telephone Number 
 

 

Email Address 
 

 

 
Section Two – Questions  
 
Do you agree there should be a target of 40% affordable homes on all new schemes of more 
than five dwellings? What other approaches might there be? 
     
Answer: 
 
 
 
 
Do you agree with the approach set out in the suggested policy? If not, why not? How could 
it be improved? 
     
Answer: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yes, subject to 40% affordable housing provision being viable (as tested by viability assessment at the planning 
application stage). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hallam Land is concerned that as currently worded Core Policy 44 unnecessarily restricts the allocation or 
delivery of market-led housing in ‘rural areas’ outside of principal settlements or market towns. It does not allow 
market-led housing schemes on small-medium sized sites to come forward within settlements designated as a 
local service centre, large village or small village within a ‘rural area’. Many large villages and local service 
centres can comfortably accommodate growth, and help to meet local housing need over the plan period. 
 
There needs to be the ability to deliver more than 25% market housing on sites in rural settlements and this 
should not necessarily be limited to exception sites and/or Community Led Housing Proposals. Rural 
settlements should not necessarily be safeguarded for primarily affordable housing. Choice of tenures, unit 
types and sizes will be important to achieving balanced, sustainable communities and it is important that market 
housing is able to contribute towards this.  
 
Proposed policy CP44 should not limit market led proposals to 20 dwellings or fewer and no greater than 5% of 
the size of the settlement because this could unnecessarily constrain the delivery of housing. Some sites in rural 
areas will be able to accommodate more than 20 dwellings and this may also equate to more than 5% of the 
settlement size. Provided that the proposal respects the character and setting of that settlement and it is 
acceptable in the context of other planning considerations, it should be supported. Case in point, in 2005 
application reference S/2004/2055 was approved for the development of 125 homes at Land off Duck Lane, 
Laverstock. The approval of this application clearly shows that Laverstock was able to sustainably 
accommodate this level of growth without adversely affecting the character and setting of the settlement.   
 
Therefore the potential of ‘rural areas’ should not be arbitrarily limited by numbers in a policy. Furthermore, this 
approach does not conform with the Government’s objective of “significantly boosting the supply of homes” as it 
is unnecessarily restrictive.  

 
There is also a risk that policy CP44 could conflict with future Neighbourhood Plan work that may seek to 
allocate sites in rural settlements for housing development, which may be in excess of 20 units and 5% of the 
size of the settlement. It would be more appropriate to remove reference to numbers in this policy and allow 
future schemes to be assessed on established planning considerations.  
 
Given that the Council is proposing to have only one policy for assessing planning proposals to meet local 
housing needs at rural settlements, it is essential that this policy is sufficiently flexible to enable a range of 
housing proposals to come forward over the Plan period. This is necessary in order for the Plan to be ‘justified’  
- an appropriate strategy - in the context of NPPF para. 35. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CP44 also conflicts with newly proposed policy ‘Housing Requirements for Neighbourhood Area Designations in 
the Rural Area’ which states that (our additions and conflicting policies noted in red): 
 
‘Meeting the needs of Local Service Centres and Large Villages 
Housing requirements for neighbourhood area designations will be met by:  
• Existing planning permissions and plan allocations that have not yet been implemented  
• Small sites within settlement boundaries  
• Exception and Community-led Schemes in accordance with Core Policy 44  
• Site allocations in the development plan’ (This approach currently conflicts with CP1 which rules out allocations 
outside of principal settlements or market towns) 
‘The general presumption against housing proposals outside a settlement will apply in accordance with Core 
Policy 2.’ (Core Policy 2 (CP2) states that sustainable development within settlement boundaries will be 
supported within local service centres and large villages, yet at present proposed CP44 applies to local service 
centres and large villages and severely limits the quantum of market housing which can be delivered). 
   
Hallam Land believe that a presumption in favour of sustainable development should apply within local service 
centres and large villages, however at present the approach outlined by CP2 in the current core strategy is 
constrained by newly proposed policy CP44. 
 
The proposed policy goes on to state that: 
 
‘Site allocations will generally be made in neighbourhood plans. Where this is not the case, it may be necessary 
for the Council to allocate sites. This may be achieved by a review of the Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan.’ 
 
We question whether this approach will ensure the required level of housing delivery, particularly in settlements 
where a Neighbourhood Plan is not adopted. In order to present a unified approach to delivering development, 
the Local Plan should lead the site allocation process to ensure that an appropriate number of new homes are 
delivered in Local Service Centres and Large Villages in order to create balanced and sustainable communities. 
Furthermore, it does not seem a sustainable approach to rely on a potential update to the recently adopted 
Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan in a few years’ time. It would be more appropriate to allocate small-
medium housing sites now via the Local Plan review process. This would provide a degree of certainty that 
housing can be delivered quickly (and that sites would not have to be consulted upon as part of a review of the 
Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations plan) should a larger site, allocated within a principal settlement, stall or fail to 
be delivered over the plan period. 
 
Land at Milford Farm, Laverstock represents a sustainable development opportunity which could help to meet the 
needs of the Salisbury housing market area. The Site should be allocated in order to provide greater certainty of 
housing delivery over a minimum 15 year plan period. Please see accompanying Vision document which 
explains how development can be sustainably accommodated on site. 
 
In order for Laverstock to be able to accommodate sustainable growth, or indeed any market housing which does 
not meet rural exception site requirements, an amendment to Core Policy 1 is required. It is clear that the 
existing settlement hierarchy is out of date and for the Local Plan Review to be distribute growth to sustainable 
settlements it must first undertake a thorough review of the settlements and update the hierarchy. Laverstock & 
Ford should be upgraded from a small village to at least a large village given its physical size, population 
(c.3400) and the number of services it offers including three secondary schools, access to large shops at 
Southampton Road Retail Park and excellent public transport links.  
 
Laverstock & Ford significantly outperforms many of the existing large villages in the context of relevant 
sustainable considerations. Indeed, only two of the existing 20 Large villages are larger than Lavertock by 
population and whilst Laverstock benefits from a primary school and three secondary schools, a number of the 
existing Large Villages such as Tilshead, Fovant and Hindon don’t even have a primary school. A table 
assessing Laverstock’s population, service offering, access to public transport, A-roads and proximity to principal 
settlements in comparison to other ‘large villages’ in the settlement hierarchy is provided as an addendum to this 
representation.  
 
An amendment to proposed policies CP44 and ‘Housing Requirements for Neighbourhood Area Designations in 
the Rural Area’ (outlined in the Empowering rural communities paper) to allow allocated growth at large villages, 
to include Laverstock & Ford, would provide greater certainty of housing delivery over the plan period and also 
help to ‘mop up’ local housing need in and around Salisbury.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Do you think this approach is worth pursuing? 
Please explain your answer  
    
Answer: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What local evidence would be needed to justify applying restrictions like these? 
     
Answer: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To comment on the housing figure that interests you, please state which area of the county 
the settlement falls within.   
     
Answer:

 
 
What do you think to the housing requirements for Local Service Centres and Large 
Villages? Should requirements be higher or lower? If so which ones and why?  
 
Answer: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Laverstock and Ford, adjacent to Salisbury.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yes, in principle, subject to policy amendments which support the appropriate provision / allocation of market-
led housing schemes in local service centres and large villages. Hallam Land propose that settlements currently 
classified  as small and large villages are re-assessed. Laverstock & Ford is currently classed as a small village, 
whilst it is physically larger, has a larger population and provides many more service offerings (including three 
secondary schools) than some settlements currently classed as a local service centre or large village such as 
Tilshead, Ludwell and Fovant to name but a few examples. A table is appended to this representation which 
assesses how Laverstock compares to all other large village in the Salisbury HMA. The table assesses 
respective populations, service offering, access to public transport, A-roads and proximity to principal 
settlements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
 
 
 
 

No comment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Many local service centres and large villages are capable of accommodating market housing growth to meet 
local needs. As outlined in Hallam Land’s response to the emerging spatial strategy paper, the Local Plan 
period should be extended to 2038 at the earliest to cover a minimum 15 year period from the anticipated date 
of Plan adoption. If the Local Plan period is extended then further housing sites will need to be identified in order 
to meet the annual housing targets. Land at Milford Farm, Laverstock could meet such need in and around 
Salisbury HMA. Policy CP44 should be amended to allow market-led housing schemes to come forward / be 
allocated in local service centres and large villages. Laverstock should be reassessed on its merits to be 
classed as either a large village or local service centre.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



If you have any further comments you wish to make, please detail them below. 

Future notification 

I wish to be notified of any future updates relating 
to the Local Plan Review:   YES: NO: 

Clicking yes will add you to the planning policy contact database. This will mean you are kept 
informed of any future planning policy updates and consultations.  

Further information on how the Spatial Planning Department treats your personally identifiable 
information can be found by reading the privacy notice available via the link below:  

https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice 

Here you will also find information about how and why your data may be processed and your 
rights under the Data Subject Information Notice section further down the page. 

Signature: Date: 

Thank you for completing this form. 

Data Protection 

Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

08/03/2021 

This representation should be read alongside Hallam Land’s representation on the emerging spatial strategy 
paper. 

This submission is accompanied by: 
- A table assessing Laverstock & Ford’s sustainability credentials in comparison to large villages within

Salisbury HMA
- A promotional document outlining how development could be sustainably accommodated on Land at

Milford Farm (previously submitted as part of the call for sites exercise in August 2019)
- An addendum to the promotional document (March 2021)
- A landscape and visual assessment and concept plan (FPCR) (March 2021)

 

https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/planning-privacy-notice
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Assessment of Laverstock & Ford (classed as a small village) against currently designated large villages (Wiltshire Core Strategy CP1) 

This table compares settlements within the Salisbury HMA which are currently classed as ‘large villages’ against Laverstock & Ford, which is currently 
classed as a ‘small village’ under Core Strategy policy CP1 (Settlement Hierarchy). As the table below demonstrates Laverstock & Ford has a significantly 
larger population, built size and better access to public services/facilities than the majority of the large villages assessed below, yet remains a ‘small village’ 
meaning it does not have a baseline housing requirement to provide for, nor is it currently deemed a sustainable settlement to accommodate growth.  

On the basis of the evidence set out below, Hallam Land feel that the objective assessment of settlements as either small or large is not justified, nor is it 
clear within Local Plan evidence documents how Wiltshire Council have assessed these settlements as such.  

Hallam Land feel that Laverstock & Ford’s status as a small village should be reassessed, and upgraded to a ‘large village’ as a minimum. 

 

Settlement Population  Baseline 
indicative 
housing 
requirement 
(2016-2036) 

Local Services 
within village 

Access to public 
transport 

Proximity to a higher level 
settlement 

Access to A-road network 

Laverstock and Ford 3400 - Laverstock 
Primary school, 
Wyvern College, 
St Joseph’s 
School, St 
Edmund’s School, 
Pub, Numerous 
retail offerings 
(Southampton Rd 
Retail Park) 

Various bus 
routes into 
Salisbury 

c.1 mile to centre of 
Salisbury 

A36 and A30 within 500 
metres 

Alderbury 2000 90 Post office, village 
store, primary 
school 

Numerous bus 
stops – services 
into Salisbury  

4.6 miles to Salisbury Easy access to A36 

Broad Chalke 680 25 Primary school, 
convenience 
store 

Bus stops – 
services to 
Salisbury / 
Shaftesbury 

9 miles to Salisbury c. 5 miles to A354 



Assessment of Laverstock & Ford (classed as a small village) against currently designated large villages (Wiltshire Core Strategy CP1) 

Settlement Population  Baseline 
indicative 
housing 
requirement 
(2016-2036) 

Local Services 
within village 

Access to public 
transport 

Proximity to a higher level 
settlement 

Access to A-road network 

Bulford 4,201 20 Primary school 
x2, pub, 
convenience 
store 

Numerous bus 
stops – services 
into Salisbury 

c. 0.8 miles to Amesbury, 
10 miles to Salisbury 

Easy access to A303 

Collingbourne Ducis 957 30 Primary school, 
pub, post office 
stores 

Stagecoach west 
service to 
Marlborough – 
Ludgershall  

20 miles to Salisbury, 10 
miles to Andover 

A338 runs through village 

Coombe Bissett 675 25 Primary school, 
pub, post office 
stores 

No. 29 service to 
Salisbury 

c.4 miles to Salisbury A354 runs through village 

Dinton 696 30 Primary school, 
pub 

Bus services to 
Salisbury, Wilton 

c.9 miles to Salisbury A30 within c.4 miles 

Durrington 7379 85 Convenience 
stores, pubs, 
surgery, vets, 
petrol station, 
Avon Valley 
College 

Numerous bus 
stops – services 
into Salisbury 

c. 0.8 miles to Amesbury, 
10 miles to Salisbury 

Easy access to A303 

Fovant 669 30 Church, pub, 
garage, 
convenience 
store 

No. 26/27 service 
into Salisbury and 
Shaftesbury 

c. 10 miles to Salisbury Easy access to A30 

Great Wishford 368 25 Primary school, 
pub 

Bus service to 
Salisbury 
(Salisbury Reds 
no. 2) 

c.6 miles to Salisbury A36 runs through village 



Assessment of Laverstock & Ford (classed as a small village) against currently designated large villages (Wiltshire Core Strategy CP1) 

Settlement Population  Baseline 
indicative 
housing 
requirement 
(2016-2036) 

Local Services 
within village 

Access to public 
transport 

Proximity to a higher level 
settlement 

Access to A-road network 

Hindon 485 30 Post office, pub, 
Surgery 

Services to 
Salisbury and 
Shaftesbury 

15 miles to Salisbury, 9 
miles to Gillingham, 9 miles 
to Shaftesbury 

c. 2.5 miles to A350, A303 

Ludwell 2100 30 Post office stores, 
primary school 

No. 27, 29 to 
Salisbury and 
Shaftesbury 

3.5 miles to Shaftesbury A30 runs through village 

Morgan's 
Vale/Woodfalls 

2504 70 Post office, pub, 
primary school 

No. 44 service to 
Salisbury 

Salisbury c.9 miles away Access to A338 c.2 miles 
away via Downton 

Netheravon 1060 35 Primary school, 
convenience 
store, pub 

X4, X5 to 
Salisbury / 
Amesbury 

Amesbury c.6 miles away A345 adjacent to village 

Pitton 751 25 Primary school, 
post office, 
church 

No. 87, 88 to 
Salisbury / 
Andover 

Salisbury c.7 miles away A30 c. 2miles away 

Porton 921 75 Primary school, 
local shop, church 

Various services 
to Salisbury 

Salisbury c.7 miles away A338 runs through village 

Shrewton 1700 70 Primary school, 
Appleford School, 
church, 
convenience shop 

No. 2 to 
Salisbury-Devizes 

Salisbury c.12 miles away A360 runs through village 

The Winterbournes 1238 35 School, nursery, 
pub, church 

No. 66/67 to 
Salisbury 

Salisbury c.5 miles away A30 c. 1 mile south 

Tilshead 358 25 Pub, convenience 
shop, church 

No. 2 to Salisbury 
- Devizes 

c. 15 miles to Salisbury, 11 
miles to Amesbury 

A360 runs through village 

Whiteparish 1504 40 Doctors surgery, 
pub, church, 
primary school 

X7 to Salisbury, 
662 to 
Winchester 

c. 9 miles to Salisbury A27 runs through site 



Assessment of Laverstock & Ford (classed as a small village) against currently designated large villages (Wiltshire Core Strategy CP1) 

Settlement Population  Baseline 
indicative 
housing 
requirement 
(2016-2036) 

Local Services 
within village 

Access to public 
transport 

Proximity to a higher level 
settlement 

Access to A-road network 

Winterslows/Middle 
Winterslow 

2000 85 Village Hall, 
Church, Pub, 
Primary School 

87/88 service to 
Andover and 
Salisbury 

c.7.5 miles to Salisbury A30 c.2 miles north 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1. Hallam Land Management Ltd is promoting land at Milford Farm, Laverstock as a suitable and sustainable 
location for housing. This document supports a Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) 
submission and explains why the site should be allocated for housing through the Wiltshire Local Plan review process. It has 
been informed by initial technical and environmental  work to demonstrate that it is  an appropriate location for housing and 
that it is  deliverable. Further information wil l be provided as the Local Plan review progresses.  

1.2. Hallam Land Management Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of Henry Boot PLC and has been promoting development 
land successfully for over 25 years. Hallam has delivered a range of strategic projects comprising residential, commercial, 
retail  and mixed use development. This portfol io ranges from small town/vil lage extensions to new communities. Recent 
projects include Bridport, West Dorset (760 dwellings, resolution to grant in 2017), Melksham, Wiltshire ( 450 dwell ings) and 
Yatton, Somerset (170 dwellings). Hallam has built a strong reputation working with local communities and has a proven 
record of delivering quality schemes.  

 
 

2. The Site 
 
2.1. The Site covers approximately 4.7 ha and comprises  grade 2 / 3 very good  moderate grade agricultural land. The Site 
adjoins the built -up settlement edge of Laverstock to the north and Petersfinger to the south (see figures 1 and 2).  The Site 
slopes slightly up to the northeast and includes a number of trees and hedgerows within the Site and around its periphery. 
Sal isbury city centre is approximately 1 mile west of the Site.  

2.2. The Site is currently accessed from Milford Mill  Road which connects via Petersfinger to the A36. It is also accessible 
from Queen Manor Road. It is bordered by mature trees and hedgerows and beyond this to the north by Queen Manor Road 
and then an area of housing. Housing and a care home are located to the west of the Site. The rai lway line is located to the 
south and Southampton Road retail  park beyond this. 
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Figure 1: Site Location Plan 

  
Source: Bing maps 
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Figure 2: Site Plan 

 
Source: Bing maps 
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3. Planning Background 
 
3.1. Planning Policy Context 

3.1.1. The adopted development plan comprises the Wiltshire Core Strategy (adopted January 2015), the relevant 
saved policies for the Salisbury District Local  Plan 2011, the Wiltshire and Swindon Minerals Core Strategy (June 2009) and 
the Wiltshire and Swindon Waste Core Strategy (July 2009). The Wiltshire Housing Site Al locations Plan is subject to 
examination by the Secretary of State and wil l become part of the development plan when adopted (anticipated by Q4 
2019). The Site is located within the area designated for the Laverstock and Ford Neighbourhood Plan (NP). Work on the NP 
is underway but a draft has not yet been published for comment.  

3.1.2. The Site is classified as open countryside in the Core Strategy. A scheduled ancient monument (evidence of 
medieval buried pottery ki lns) is  located in the northwest corner of the Site. There are no statutory environmental  
designations directly affecting the Site. The nearest designation is the River Avon System Site of special scientific interest 
(SSSI) / Special  conservation area (SAC), which incorporates the River Bourne located 130 metres northwest of the Site. The 
Site is not safeguarded in the Minerals or Waste Core Strategies.  

3.1.3. The Site abuts land to the east which is subject to saved policy C6 (Special  Landscape Area) of the Sal isbury 
District Local Plan 2011. Policy C6 states that: 

e 
urban areas, especially where it forms the skyline. Built development or changes of use of land will therefore only be 
permissible where, in addition to being fully in accordance with other relevant policies of this Local Plan, it can be 

 

3.2. Planning history 

3.2.1. The Site has not been subject to previous planning applications for housing. There have been two minor 
applications relating to agricultural / recreational development of the north western corner of the Site, both of which were 
related to Milford Farm. On Milford Farm itself (which is not included within the site boundary) various permissions for the 
conversion of agricultural buildings into dwellings have been approved, most recently in 2007.  

3.2.2. There are no nearby recent housing applications (approved, refused or live) of note. Nearby housing to the 
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3.3. Housing land supply context 

3.3.1. current Housing Land Supply Statement (March 2018) states that the South Wiltshire Housing 
Market Area (HMA) has a supply of 5.68 years with the necessary 5% buffer applied. The 2019 Annual Monitoring Report 
(AMR) is currently being prepared. 

3.3.2. However, in the recent decision notice to planning application 19/03480/OUT (Land to the east of W agtails, 
Southampton Road, Alderbury) dated 2 July 2019, paragraph 1  states: 

 currently unable to demonstrate a five year supply of housing land within the South Wiltshire Housing Market 
 (our underlining) 

3.3.3. The delivery of housing at Land at Milford Road, Laverstock would contribute towards a five year housing land 
supply within the South Wiltshire HMA.  

3.3.4. The Swindon and Wiltshire Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA, 2017) states that most of the market 
and affordable need is for housing rather than flats. Whilst there is demand for smaller 1 / 2 bedroom homes, 3 bedroom 
family houses are particularly sought after. The SHMA also states that there is a growing demand for smaller flats for older 
people to downsize into, which in turn could free up larger family housing resource. 

3.4. Development Plan review  

3.4.1. Wiltshire Council  is undertaking its Local Plan review  for the plan period 2016-2036. The next formal 
consultation stage will  be the regulation 19 pre-submission consultation, schedul ed for February 2020. In the meantime, 
potential future housing sites are being considered via submissions to the Strategic Housing Employment Land Availability 
Assessment (SHELAA). 

3.4.2. The Wiltshire Housing Site Al locations Plan was examined in April 2019. Following the examination the inspector 
recommended main modifications necessary to make the plan sound. These main modifications wil l be subject to a  further 
period of consultation before the final report of the Inspector is issued.  

3.4.3. This Site was not put forward during previous consultations on the Wiltshire Housing Site Al locations Plan, nor 
the ongoing Wiltshire Core Strategy review. 

3.4.4. At a local  developers forum, held on the 23 July 2019, Wiltshire Council  stated an aspiration to provide 10,965 
dwell ings in the Sal isbury Housing Market Area (HMA) over the course of the new plan period (2016-2036), 5,390 of which 
are expected to be delivered in and around Salisbury itself. Sal isbury is surrounded by outlying vil lages , such as Laverstock, 
which functionally relate well  to the city centre allowing residents to make use of existing facil ities . Other settlements 
identified for potential  growth at the developers forum, such as Tidworth, Ludgershall and Amesbury are in contr ast less 
sustainable and more constrained. Salisbury and its surrounding vi llages were identified as being suitable for higher levels of 
growth, primarily because of the rising economic prospects, its sustainability credentials and its need for 
affordable housing.  

3.4.5. Land at Milford Farm would contribute towards the 10,965 dwellings required for the Salisbury HMA during the 
period 2016-2036 and is deliverable within the early part of the new plan period.  
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3.5. Opportunities analysis 

3.5.1. The Site Plan and Design Concept masterplan (see appendices A and B) demonstrate that there are a number of 
opportunities associated with the development of this  Site for housing, including: 

 housing close to existing services and faci lities (notably Southampton Road retail  park immediately south 
of the Site); 

 the opportunity to improve highway capacity and safety by widening Milford Mill  Road to five metres, 
plus a two metre wide footway for pedestrians; 

 biodiversity enhancements within the Site, including retention and enhancement of hedgerows  / trees 
and further planting; 

 better l inks between Laverstock and Petersfinger through footpath / cycleway enhancement; and 

 the potential to take land l isted as a Scheduled Ancient Monument out of agricultural production, where 
Historic England note that the biggest risk to any artefacts results from field ploughing. 

 
3.6. Heritage 

3.6.1. There is a scheduled ancient monument designation covering approximately 40% of the Site relating to buried 
medieval pottery ki lns  (see figure 3  purple shading). Historic England note that the primary cause of disturbance to any 
buried artefacts relates to regular arable ploughing. Developing the Site for housing, including evaluation, recording and 
preservation in-situ, would preserve any artefacts of interest. This area of the Site wil l be left free of built development.  
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Figure 3. Scheduled ancient monument area with the potential for buried medieval pottery kilns 

 
Source: Google / Historic England data 
 

3.7. Flood risk 

3.7.1. The Site is located entirely within flood zone 1 (lowest possible risk of flooding) according to the Environment 
 (figure 4). To the northwest of the Site there is the risk of localised road flooding related to the River 

Bourne.  
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Figure 4: Flood risk map for planning (Environment Agency) 

 
Source: Environment Agency  flood risk map for planning 
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3.8. Access 

Road 

3.8.1. Vehicle access to the Site wil l be achieved from Milford Mill Road to the south of Milford Farm. There is an 
opportunity to improve existing highway capacity and safety by widening Milford Mill  Road to five metres  width with a two 
metre footway.  

Pedestrian 

3.8.2. There are a number of footpath routes which run near or alongside the Site as shown in figure 5. These 
footpaths connect to the Clarendon Way (denoted by diamonds on figure 5), which allows walkers access to the centre of 
Sal isbury from the Site. The Site lies one mile walking distance from the centre of Sal isbury, and could be walked on average 
in 20-30 minutes. There are also connections to the Southampton Road retail estate to the south, including via existing 
byway LAF010. New paths within the Site would connect to the existing PROW LAF016, which runs along the eastern edge of 
the Site. 

Figure 5: Public Rights of Way 

 
Source: Bing maps 
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Public Transport  

3.8.3. The Site is located towards the eastern edge of Sal isbury and benefits from good public transport links to the city 
centre and beyond. The nearest bus stops l ie 300m (Mi lford Mill  Rd) and 350m (Greenwood Avenue) north of the Site. There 
is also a bus stop c. 400 metres south of the Site (Petersfinger Park & Ride).  All  bus stops are served by a number of routes 
into and out of Sal isbury from where access to connecting routes and the train station  is straightforward. Bus journey times 
average 13 minutes into the centre of Salisbury and run approximately every 15 minutes. 

Cycle Routes 
 
Sal isbury has an extensive cycle route network which is accessible from the Site. The map below (Figure 6) shows cycle routes 
both on and off road denoted by orange lines (the site boundary is outlined in red).  
 
Figure 6: Salisbury cycle routes 

 
Source: Connecting Wiltshire 
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Local Facilities 
 
3.8.4. Appendix B (accessibility to local facilities) maps the Site in relation to the nearest facilities within 2km walking 
distance, including nearest bus stops, schools, post office, shops and recreational areas.  

3.8.5. The Site is well served in terms of local shops as there is a l arge retail park development directly to the south west 
of the Site (Southampton Road Retail  Park) which contains a large Tesco extra and various other shops / services. The retail  
park is c.100 metres south of the Site and is  easi ly accessible by road and footpath l inks. 

3.8.6. Salisbury City Centre is approximately one mile away offering a wide range of services including primary schools, 
further education colleges, GP surgeries, dental  practices and employment options. Salisbury District Hospital is  located just 
1.3 miles away to the south.  

 
3.8.7. There are a number of schools / colleges nearby, the nearest being: 

Primary 
 St Martin's CofE Voluntary Aided Primary School  0.45 miles)  
 The Godolphin School (Independent) 0.56 miles  
 St Osmund's Catholic Primary School , Sal isbury (0.9 miles)  
 St Andrew's Church of England Voluntary Aided Primary School, Laverstock (0.91 miles)  
 Wyndham Park Infants' School  (1.3 miles)  

 
Secondary 

 Salisbury Sixth Form College (0.52 miles)  
 The Godolphin School (Independent) 0.56 miles  
 Bishop Wordsworth's Grammar School  (0.91 miles)  
 Wyvern College (1.01 miles)  
 St Edmund's Girls' School  (1.04 miles)  
 South Wiltshire UTC (1.87 miles)  

 
 
3.8.8. The Site is also close to a number of GP and dental surgeries, including: 

 
GP Surgeries 

 St Ann Street Surgery (0.7 miles) 
 Three Swans Surgery (0.9 miles) 
 Endless Street Surgery (1 mile) 
 Salisbury Walk-in Centre (1.1 miles) 

 
Dental Surgeries 

 Mydentist, New Canal, Salisbury (1 mile) 
 The Chequers Dental Practice (1 mile) 
 Salisbury Dental Care (1.1 miles) 
 Wiltshire Dental  Access Centre (1.1 miles) 
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4. Concept Masterplan  
 
4.1.1. An initial site layout plan (concept masterplan) has been produced (appendix A) to il lustrate the suitability of the 
Site to accommodate residential  development. It has been influenced by the opportunities and constraints identified. 

4.1.2. The Site has the capacity to accommodate c.50 dwellings. This is l ikely to be a mix of 2, 3, 4 and 5 bed units  
across market and affordable tenures , in  The dwell ings are 
focussed in the southern half of the Site in order to avoid disturbance to the SAM and the housing would be set back from 
Milford Mill  Road, with strategic planting at the Site entrance to screen properties and minimise visual impacts from the 
road. Existing trees and mature field boundaries / hedgerows will  be retained and enhanced. The development would 
incorporate open space (a new vi llage green  as well  as a local area of play (LAP). 

4.1.3. The remaining northern half of the Site (approx. 2ha) will  be landsc aped public open space containing informal 
paths to be laid with bark chippings or similar l inking information boards giving visitors an insight into the history and 
historical significance of the SAM. 

4.1.4. Existing desire l ines across the Site will be formalis ed into new pedestrian routes, which wil l l ink into existing 
footpaths/PROWs.  

5. Sustainability 
 
5.1.1. This Site is sustainable and deliverable because:  

 i t is  on the edge of the existing urban area, close to jobs, schools, services and other faci lities;  
 pedestrian and cycl ist access can be achieved, with connectivity into the wider pedestrian and cycl ist network;  
 a range of local services and faci lities are located within a reasonable walking and cycl ing distance. There are l inkages 

to higher grade facil ities and services in Sal isbury city centre; 
 the bus network serves Sal isbury and the wider area; 
 the Site is within 400m distance to the strategic road network; and 
 employment areas are located within a reasonable walking or cycling distance.  

 
 

5.1.2. The Site offers the potential to deliver a high quality, sustainable development and Hallam Land is committed to 
achieving this through: 

 a mix of different housing types, sizes, design and tenure, with an emphasis on family and affordable housing; 
 public open space and play areas as essential  components of a well -planned development; 
 careful design of landscaping and street layout to ensure the development integrates well within its surrounding 

context; and 
 highways improvements where necessary.  
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6. Conclusions 
 
6.1.1. This Site is located in a sustainable location and is capable of delivering c. 50 new homes, enhancement / 
protection of a scheduled ancient monument, associated open space and a  play area on the edge of Sal isbury, an 
area earmarked for housing and economic growth by Wiltshire Council . The layout plan balances the opportunities and 
constraints presented by the Site together with the requirements of planning policy and guidance.  

6.1.2. The Site is sustainable - it is  within a reasonable walking and cycl ing distance of a range of services and facil ities, 
close to major areas of employment and within easy reach of higher grade services by walking, cycling and public transport. 
Opportunities exist to access the site from Milford Mill  Road subject to highway improvements. There are frequent bus 
services on the surrounding roads and the opportunity to connect into the wider pedestrian and cycle network.  

6.1.3. The Site is deliverable - it is within a single ownership and is available for development now, enabling Wiltshire 
Council to deliver much needed new homes in the early years of the new local plan once adopted.  

6.1.4. The Site is able to deliver a mix of different house types, sizes, designs and tenures, including affordable hou sing 
 a key requirement of the Swindon and Wiltshire SHMA findings (March 2017). 

6.1.5. Further environmental and technical work is being progressed by Hallam Land to confirm why this is an 
appropriate site for new housing, which is to be shared with the LPA in due course. In the meantime it is respectful ly 
requested that this site is taken forward for housing as part of the SHELAA and local plan review process. 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix A 
Site Layout Plan 
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Appendix B 
Accessibility to local facilities 
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